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As a way to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the journal Nanomaterials, this Special
Issue within the section ‘Nanocomposite thin film and 2D materials’ provides an overview
of the wide spectrum of research challenges and applications in the field, represented by a
collection of 12 contributions, including three up-to-date review articles plus nine original
works, in different targeted topics as described below.

The importance of synthesis and processing in the properties of compound or alloy
thin films and their applications as functional coatings is reported in three of the con-
tributed articles. Such is the case for perovskite BiFeO3 films presented by Micard et al. [1]).
They use metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) to optimize polycrystalline,
pure phase thin films, as understood from XRD, EDX, and FE-SEM characterizations. Films
piezoelectricity and ferroelectric property is confirmed by piezo force microscopy and
spectroscopy, which envisions their use as lead-free hybrid energy harvesters. Another
synthesis work is presented by Sudiyarmanto and Kondoh in [2]. In this case, supercrit-
ical fluid chemical deposition is applied to the production of Ni-Pt alloy thin films. By
tuning the deposition rate with the precursors ratio, they obtain, as well, single-phase,
polycrystalline material of the Ni-Pt alloy. The films are intended to be used as model
catalyst surfaces due to their high activity and stability. In [3], the relevance of amorphous
films is exemplified in contribution of Yan et al., in which a processing development on
Mg-based metallic glasses for improving the corrosion resistance is presented. Particularly,
first, MgO nanoplate arrays are coated by cyclic voltammetry treatments, and then, stearic
acid is efficiently adhered to their surface, so that the corrosion resistance to NaCl solution
is increased.

The versatility and flexibility of the growing and continuously evolving family of 2D
materials is also well represented in this Special Issue. The advances in graphene materials
are still generating new knowledge while still requiring significant technological progress.
Novel methods to obtain graphene–polymer composite films with multiple functionalities,
or their use for sensing platforms are two examples.

Van der Schueren et al. [4] show how co-mixing aqueous colloids plus casting of PVA
and few-layer graphene can be used to obtain composite films with multiple functional
properties. As their exfoliation method provided relatively large graphene flakes, the
PVA-FLG composite exhibits good mechanical and electrical conductivity characteristics,
as well as potential as an O2 barrier membrane based on a transmission rate reduction of
60%. In another contributed paper [5], graphene is used to realize interference-enhanced
Raman scattering. Here, the key is to combine single-layer graphene with an ultra-thin
alumina film on top of a metallic aluminum support. Correlating both experimental and
theoretical results, their interference amplification can also be implemented. With this
platform, on the basis of more conventional SERS, good results were obtained by simply
adding ultra-small silver particles.

Nanomaterials 2021, 11, 2069. https://doi.org/10.3390/nano11082069 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/nanomaterials
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Closely related to the relevant and relatively new graphene and composites investiga-
tions domain, families of emerging materials such as 2D carbides and nitrides (MXene) and
transistion metal dichalcogenides (TMD) are also receiving lots of attention and are thus
represented in this Special Issue. The paper by Raagulan et al. [6] reviews reported works
on MXene–graphene aerogel composites, with the focus on their use as electromagnetic
interference shielding materials. Their efficiency is correlated with the obtained morpho-
structural characteristics, while they compile relevant information in terms of processing
techniques. In addition, centered on the specific functionalities of MXene materials, another
review is provided by Ibrahim et al. [7] on their application for supercapacitors. In partic-
ular, they summarize the current knowledge and assess the progress in the self-standing
MXenes as understood from their mechanical properties analysis and comparison to hybrid
MXenes or other 2D materials.

Finding energy solutions in nanomaterials and, particularly, exploiting higher effi-
ciencies derived from intrinsically high and, for instance, electrochemically-active, surface
area of 2D materials has been an intense quest in the field. The original work provided
by Hussain et al. [8] is a good example of the opportunities to investigate combinations
of emerging materials and new synthetic processes. They develop a simple, one-pot,
chemical reaction to produce hybrid W2C/WS2 nanostructured electrodes, which show
good electrochemical performances for energy applications, such as hydrogen evolution
and supercapacitors.

Another demonstration of the new developments needed for nanostructured, emer-
gent 2D materials is given by Li et al. in [9]. In this case, they aim to facilitate integration
toward industry by providing automated software methods and hyperspectral imaging
hardware for characterizing MoS2 materials. Their convolutional neural-network-based al-
gorithms demonstrated identification capabilities with a special resolution down to 100 nm
and reasonable acquisition times in relatively large images.

Concluding, nanomaterials combinations including structural carbon films have a
long run and will be the object of many research studies and developments in view of
their commercial adoption. Versatile, abundant carbon, engineered at the nanoscale, still
brings advances such as reflected in the following three papers, two of them about original
developments of functional films or coatings and a concise review on RRAM devices.

Zhang et al. [10] combine carbon nitride films with TiO2 to obtain visible light en-
hanced photocatalysis, where the key of its efficiency comes from the optimization of
plasma processing gases, while Sharma et al. [11] also use ion-based methods and study
the synthesis of Li-C nanocomposites to evaluate their material potential for alternative
batteries, such as based on Li–air interfaces. A comprehensive review on RRAM resis-
tive switching mechanisms, materials, and bionic synaptic application is provided by
Shen et al. [12] as a good example of the central role of nanomaterials in enabling sustain-
able and efficient solutions to current and future demands of our society.

Funding: This research was funded by the Agencia Estatal de Investigación of the Spanish Government
(Grant Nos. MAT2017-86357-C3-1-R, PID2019-104670GB-I00 and associated FEDER, and RYC-2016-
21412), and the Generalitat de Catalunya (Grant Nos. 2017-SGR-292 and 2017-SGR-105).
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Abstract: Ni-Pt alloy thin films have been successfully synthesized and characterized; the films
were prepared by the supercritical fluid chemical deposition (SFCD) technique from Ni(hfac)2·3H2O
and Pt(hfac)2 precursors by hydrogen reduction. The results indicated that the deposition rate
of the Ni-Pt alloy thin films decreased with increasing Ni content and gradually increased as the
precursor concentration was increased. The film peaks determined by X-ray diffraction shifted
to lower diffraction angles with decreasing Ni content. The deposited films were single-phase
polycrystalline Ni-Pt solid solution and it exhibited smooth, continuous, and uniform distribution
on the substrate for all elemental compositions as determined by scanning electron microscopy and
scanning transmission electron microscopy analyses. In the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
analysis, the intensity of the Pt 4f peaks of the films decreased as the Ni content increased, and vice
versa for the Ni 2p peak intensities. Furthermore, based on the depth profiles determined by XPS,
there was no evidence of atomic diffusion between Pt and Ni, which indicated alloy formation in the
film. Therefore, Ni-Pt alloy films deposited by the SFCD technique can be used as a suitable model
for catalytic reactions due to their high activity and good stability for various reactions.

Keywords: supercritical fluids; deposition; Ni-Pt alloy films; thin films

1. Introduction

Currently, the development of novel functional micro- and nanomaterials such as
thin films [1,2], nanoparticles [3,4], nanowires [5,6], and nanorods [7,8] has attracted
the interest of both scientists and industrial societies around the world. Such materials
have been the subject of intense research in the field of inorganic or organic–inorganic
hybrid materials aiming to improve the physicochemical properties compared to existing
materials. In addition, the materials’ characteristics and novel application opportunities
depend on the fabrication method, creating the need to design and optimize new synthetic
approaches [9,10]. For these reasons, a variety of materials processing technologies are
utilized in a wide range of applications areas, including microelectronic devices, optics,
energy conversion/storage, chemistry, and catalysis. Among these, the use of supercritical
fluids (SCF) could be considered as a versatile approach for designing micro and nano-
materials due to their thermophysical properties. A SCF is a hybrid phase of both liquid
and gas that is easily tunable with small variations in temperature or pressure. Under
typical processing conditions, SCF are characterized by liquid-like density, gas-like viscosity,
higher diffusivity than liquids, and zero surface tension [9–20].

The most frequently applied solvent in SCF is carbon dioxide, which is called super-
critical carbon dioxide (scCO2). It has relatively mild critical temperature (Tc = 31 ◦C) and
critical pressure (Pc = 7.38 MPa) conditions, which make CO2 a useful medium for a variety
of applications, especially for thermochemical reactions. Moreover, by the addition of
co-solvents (ethanol, acetone, hexane, isopropyl alcohol, etc.) in CO2, the solubility of polar

Nanomaterials 2021, 11, 151. https://doi.org/10.3390/nano11010151 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/nanomaterials
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precursors can be increased due to changes in polarity and density of the solvent, which
makes it more attractive as a solvent medium for controlling the solubility of precursors in
the processing of micro/nanomaterials [9,10]. One of the SCF-based technologies that has
attracted interest in the development of functional materials is supercritical fluid chemical
deposition (SFCD). This promising technique basically consists of the following process
steps: Dissolution of the precursor in the SCF, adsorption of the precursor and a reducing
agent onto the substrate surface, reduction of the adsorbed precursor to its metal form on
the substrate surface by the reducing agent, and desorption of hydrogenated ligands from
the substrate into the SCF phase [15,19].

The SFCD technique can be employed to deposit metals, metal oxides, alloys, and
ceramic materials on crystalline substrates, supported materials, and polymers in the form
of thin films or nanoparticles. Using this technique, many metals or metal oxides (Cu,
Ni, Ru, Co, Pt, Pd, Au, Ag, etc.) have been successfully deposited onto a wide variety of
substrates, with good conformal step coverage and high-aspect-ratio features [12,21–27].
However, for synthesized alloy films, the SFCD technique has been employed in relatively
few studies, and only a few metal alloys have been reported such as Cu-Ag, Cu-Mn, and
Cu-Ni. Zhao et al. reported that single-phase alloys (solid solutions) were not formed
during deposition of Cu-Ag and Cu-Mn films, while Rasadujjaman et al. reported that
the formation of a Cu-rich solid solution occurred after annealing the deposited films at a
higher temperature [28–30]. Such alloy systems are typically known to involve complex
intermetallic, phase-separated, and solid solution structures, which makes it difficult to
obtain a better understanding of metal alloy deposition. For this reason, knowledge of alloy
systems attainable by SFCD synthesis is still needed, especially study of the characteristics
of metal alloy films.

Currently, one of the metal alloy films with the greatest development interest is Ni-Pt
alloy thin films, which are widely used in many applications such as magnetic micro-
electromechanical system (MEMS) devices [31], polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) cath-
odes [32], and especially for catalytic reactions as diverse as the oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR) [32,33], hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) [34,35], and methanol/ethanol oxida-
tion [9,36–38]. This is because Ni is a homologous element with Pt over a range of mass
ratios and shows high catalytic activity and good stability for various reactions [31,32,39].
In addition, alloying Pt with Ni is expected to greatly reduce the overall cost by decreasing
the use of noble metal in the prepared catalyst materials. Generally, the formation of
a single-phase Ni-Pt alloy (solid solution) depends on the thermodynamics of the fluid
system such as the phase diagram and the mixing enthalpy of the element pair. The Ni-Pt
phase diagram exhibits full miscibility with the existence of ordered phases, and an approx-
imately linear relationship of the variation Curie temperature (TC) on composition in the
Ni-rich solid solution, yielding 100 ◦C at 27 at.% Pt [40]; whereas, the Ni-Pt system indicates
a negative mixing enthalpy over the entire range of composition, favoring the formation
of solid solution structures [41]. Moreover, the formation of single-phase Ni-Pt alloy that
shows full miscibility thanks to their identical face-centered cubic lattice structure (fcc) and
their equivalent atomic radii [42]. To date, Ni-Pt alloy thin films with varying compositions
have been deposited by sputtering, electrodeposition, electron beam evaporation, and
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods [9,31–34,43,44].

Herein, in this study, we demonstrate the feasibility of Ni-Pt alloy thin film deposition
on TiN/SiO2/Si substrates through hydrogen reduction of nickel(II) hexafluoroacetylaceto-
nate hydrate and platinum(II) hexafluoroacetylacetonate precursors from scCO2 solutions
with various element compositions. In this work, we employed an SFCD flow-type reaction
system, which is a single-step process enabling a simple integration procedure for alloy
film deposition. Furthermore, we characterized the deposited Ni-Pt alloy thin films by
using various analytical techniques.

6
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The substrates used in this research were Si(100) wafers with a TiN/SiO2 layer on
top. The other raw materials were liquid CO2, nickel(II) hexafluoroacetylacetonate hydrate
[Ni(hfac)2·3H2O] and platinum(II) hexafluoroacetylacetonate [Pt(hfac)2] as precursors, H2
gas as the reducing agent, and acetone as co-solvent.

2.2. Synthesis of Ni-Pt Alloy Thin Films

In this study, Ni-Pt alloy thin films were prepared by a flow-type SFCD reaction
system, whose detailed schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1 [12,17].

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of flow-type supercritical fluid chemical deposition (SFCD) reaction system.

Ni(hfac)2·3H2O and Pt(hfac)2 precursors were mixed and stirred with acetone solvent
listing these concentrations in Table 1 in a glass beaker, and hereafter this solution is referred
to as the precursor solution. Meanwhile, the scCO2 solution was mixed with H2 gas by
using a gas mixing unit. Then, the scCO2 solution (flow rate: 3.0 mL/min) was blended
with the precursor solution (flow rate: 0.5 mL/min) by using a triangular pipe, and the
mixture was continuously flowed into a tubular flow reactor. Before entering the reactor,
the solution was preheated by the electric heater at 150 ◦C. Subsequently, the tubular flow
reactor was heated by the electric heater (type: P-21, 100 V, 100 W) at 300–330 ◦C with
a heating rate of 5 ◦C/min. All temperatures in the reactor were controlled by a type K
calibrated thermocouple. Prior to the deposition process, the substrate was placed inside
the tubular flow reactor, which has dimensions of 60 mm in length, 10 mm in inner diameter,
and 1 mm in wall thickness. All of the equipment including the tubular flow reactor, gas
mixing unit, and related valves and piping, were placed in an oven chamber maintained at
40 ◦C. The pressure of this system was controlled by a back-pressure regulator (BPR) at
10 MPa located downstream of the reactor. The deposition conditions of the Ni-Pt alloy
thin films used in this work are summarized in Table 1. Furthermore, the thickness of the
deposited Ni-Pt alloy thin films was measured using a Veeco-Dektak 150 profilometer.
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Table 1. Deposition conditions for Ni-Pt alloy thin films.

Parameters Value

Precursor concentration (7.7–15.3) × 10−3 (mole%)
Deposition temperature 300–330 ◦C

H2 concentration 0.94 (mole%)
Total pressure 10 MPa

Deposition time 30 min
Flow rate of CO2 solution 3.1 mL/min

Flow rate of precursor solution 0.4 mL/min

2.3. Ni-Pt Alloy Thin Film Characterization

The deposited Ni-Pt alloy thin films were characterized in order to obtain their chem-
ical composition, crystallinity, morphology, and topography. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis was carried out for crystallographic phase identification of the deposited Ni-Pt
alloy thin films using a Shimadzu XRD-6000 (Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan) diffractometer
with Cu Kα radiation at 40 kV and 30 mA in the 2θ range of 10–80◦. Elemental analysis of
the Ni-Pt alloy thin films was carried out by X-ray fluorescence with a Rigaku ZSX Primus
wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometer. For surface morphology analy-
sis, the Ni-Pt alloy thin film samples were observed by field-emission scanning electron
microscopy coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (FE SEM-EDX; JSM-6500,
JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. Moreover, the chemical state
of elements on the surface of the Ni-Pt alloy thin films and the depth profile were analyzed
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS; JPS-9200, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) with Mg
Kα radiation operated at 15 kV and 10 mA accelerating voltage and emission current,
respectively. Then, the Ni-Pt alloy thin film was observed by a scanning transmission elec-
tron microscope coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (STEM-EDX; Tecnai
Osiris, FEI, Eindhoven, Netherlands) with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV to gain an
understanding of the crystalline topography and morphological structure.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Deposition of Ni-Pt Alloy Thin Films

Ni-Pt alloy thin films were synthesized by the SFCD technique from a precursor
mixture of Ni(hfac)2·3H2O and Pt(hfac)2 with various elemental compositions via hydrogen
reduction at different deposition temperatures, obtaining shiny, continuous, and reflective
films. After the deposition of Ni-Pt alloy thin films, the film thickness was analyzed by
Dektak-150 measurement (Table S1) and the deposition rates were calculated by dividing
the total thickness by the deposition time.

Figure 2 shows the deposition rates for Ni-Pt alloy thin films with various elemental
compositions as a function of temperature, which was varied over the temperature range
300 ◦C to 330 ◦C. At all temperatures, the deposition rate for Ni-Pt alloy thin films decreased
with increasing Ni content from 20 to 80 (at.%) in the alloying systems. Decreasing the
deposition rate of the Ni-Pt alloy thin films was due to the use of hydrate-based of Ni
precursor, which this precursor species typically has low solubility in scCO2 owing to
the presence of water molecules bound to Ni in the precursor Ni(hfac)2·3H2O [16]. Other
authors have previously reported that the lower solubility values in scCO2 for hydrated
precursor in the copper (II) hexafluoroacetylacetonate [45] and acetylacetonate complexes
of cobalt and manganese [46]. In addition, increasing the deposition temperature increased
the deposition rate of pure Pt films, whereas this phenomenon occurs in reverse for pure
Ni films. Lee et al. reported that the highest growth rate for Pt thin films occurred in the
temperature range 280 ◦C to 340 ◦C. At higher temperatures, the Pt precursor typically is
more exothermic, which is enhanced the chemisorption between precursor and converting
agent on surface-active sites of the substrate, resulting in a fast growth rate [47]. Battiston
et al. reported that the starting temperatures for Pt film deposition should be at least 240 ◦C
and they divided the deposition temperatures range 240–300 ◦C in the presence of oxygen
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and 280–440 ◦C in the water vapor. The Pt thin film deposition is an autocatalytic process in
which Pt has an “induction period”; the time required to build up enough catalytic platinum
to cause rapid acceleration of the deposition rate. The induction period for platinum can
be achieved by increasing the temperature and the percentage of oxygen [48]. While Ni
thin films have a tendency to show a decrease in growth rate at temperatures above 270 ◦C
due to the thermal decomposition of Ni precursor, the resulting Ni precursor available for
hydrogen reduction decreases in concentration with increasing reaction temperature above
270 ◦C [49]. For these reasons, the increase in the Ni content in the Ni-Pt alloy thin films
caused a decrease in the deposition rate, which might be related to the grain/crystallite
sizes of Ni and Pt elements on the surface of the substrate.

Figure 2. Deposition rate of Ni-Pt alloy thin films as a function of Ni content in the precursor solution.

The effect of precursor concentration with the Ni/Pt ratio of 50:50 (at.%) on the
deposition rate was observed at deposition temperatures of 300 ◦C and 315 ◦C, as shown in
Figure 3. The deposition rate of Ni-Pt thin alloy films gradually increased as the precursor
concentration was increased from 7.7 × 10−3 to 15.3 × 10−3 (mole%). Increasing the
precursor concentration will lead to more collisions of that precursor, which may favor
the precursor available for hydrogen chemisorption increases on surface-active sites of
the substrate; this consequently increases the deposition rate of the Ni-Pt thin alloy films.
In addition, increasing the precursor concentration results in more frequent molecular
interactions between the molecules of precursors in a scCO2/acetone solvent that tend to
form complexes such as hydrogen bond or van der Waals forces, which caused increasing
the precursor solubility in the fluid system. Teoh et al. reported that the presence of inter-
or intra-molecular hydrogen bonds in a scCO2/co-solvent can enhance the solubility of
a number of polar solutes due to the increase of polarization of one of the C=O bonds
of CO2 [50]. Regarding the temperature dependence, this figure also shows that the
deposition rate increased with the increase in temperature. This is because the solubility
of the precursors increases with temperature at higher concentrations, owing to the effect
of solute vapor pressure being more dominant compared to the effect of a rapid decrease
in density of the fluid, which yielded a higher growth rate for the Ni-Pt thin alloy films.
The effect of temperature on solubility usually is more intricate due to the influence of
both the density of the scCO2 solvent and the vapor pressure of the solute [16,50]. The
highest deposition rate of Ni-Pt alloy thin films obtained was 11.25 nm/min at a precursor
concentration of 15.3 × 10−3 (mole%) and a temperature of 315 ◦C.
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Figure 3. Deposition rate of Ni-Pt alloy thin films as a function of precursor concentration.

To determine the exact elemental composition of the Ni-Pt alloy thin films, the final
chemical composition of the deposited Ni-Pt films was measured by XRF as shown in the
table below.

The relationship between the Ni-Pt ratio in the precursor solution and in the deposited
film at temperatures of 300 ◦C, 315 ◦C, and 330 ◦C for different elemental compositions is
tabulated in Table 2. The Ni-Pt ratio in the precursor solution did not agree with the final
film composition. This may be related to differences in the crystallographic structure and
atomic radii of the metals in the Ni-Pt alloy films [31,51].

Table 2. Elemental compositions of Ni-Pt in the precursors and in the deposited films.

Ni-Pt in the
Precursors (at.%)

Ni-Pt in the Deposited Films (at.%)

T = 300 ◦C T = 315 ◦C T = 330 ◦C

Ni100 Ni100 Ni100 Ni100
Ni80Pt20 Ni94Pt6 Ni91Pt9 Ni90Pt10
Ni50Pt50 Ni79Pt21 Ni72Pt28 Ni68Pt32
Ni20Pt80 Ni38Pt62 Ni3Pt97 Ni7Pt93

Pt100 Pt100 Pt100 Pt100

Furthermore, in this study, we analyzed the Ni-Pt atomic ratio in the precursor and in
the film as determined by XRF and EDX measurements. From these results, the measure-
ment of the Ni-Pt atomic ratio obtained by EDX was in fairly good agreement with that
determined by XRF (see Figure 4a). In addition, Figure 4b shows the correlation between
the Ni-Pt atomic ratio in the precursor solution used for deposition and that of the final
films obtained at temperatures of 300 ◦C, 315 ◦C, and 330 ◦C. A good linear relation was
observed between the Ni-Pt atomic ratio in the precursor solution and that in the films.
However, there was a deviation in the values obtained from these correlations, which may
be due to the different atomic radii of Ni and Pt [31].
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Figure 4. Ni-Pt atomic ratios in precursors and in films: (a) Determined by XRF and SEM-EDX; (b) at different deposition
temperatures.

3.2. Characterization of Ni-Pt Alloy Thin Films

The synthesized Ni-Pt alloy thin films were characterized by using various instrumen-
tal analysis techniques such as XRD, SEM-EDX, TEM-EDX, and XPS.

The XRD patterns for Ni, Ni-Pt alloy, and Pt films with different elemental com-
positions deposited at 315 ◦C, 300 ◦C, and 330 ◦C are shown in Figure 5, Figure S1a,b
respectively. The XRD spectra indicate that the yielded Ni and Pt films are purely in the
metallic state, and no oxide peaks (Ni oxides and Pt oxides) are apparent. Sharp diffraction
peaks for Ni thin films occurred at 2θ: 44.4◦ and 51.7◦ for Ni(111) and Ni(200), respectively
(Ni JCPDS No. 040850), while for the Pt thin films, sharp diffraction peaks were observed
at 2θ: 39.5◦, 46.0◦, and 67.2◦ for Pt(111), Pt(200), and Pt(220), respectively (Pt JCPDS No.
040802). Subsequently, the XRD peaks of the deposited Ni-Pt alloy thin films were located
at angles between those of the Ni and Pt film peaks. These peaks shifted to lower diffraction
angles with decreasing Ni content, which might indicate the solubility of nickel in the
platinum lattice and a single-phase Ni-Pt alloy formation [43]. At all temperatures, the
XRD patterns consistently exhibited the presence of a single-phase Ni-Pt alloy formation.
Such shifted peaks of the Ni-Pt alloy films in this work agreed with the reports of Takahashi
et al. [32], Eiler et al. [31,35], and Park et al. [38].

Figure 5. XRD patterns for deposited Ni-Pt alloy thin films at different elemental compositions.

Figure 6 shows that the correlation between lattice parameters for face-centered cubic
(fcc) Ni and fcc Pt with Ni content in the Ni-Pt alloy thin films followed Vegard’s Law.
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A plot of the cell parameter of the Ni-Pt phase against the alloy elemental composition
showed good linearity, which is similar to results in the literature [31,32]. In addition, the
calculated values of the lattice parameter (a) decrease with increasing Ni content (at.%)
as determined in this work, as well as in the works of Takahashi et al., Eiler et al., and
Zhang et al. [31,32,52]. According to Zhang et al., decreasing the Pt concentration in Ni-Pt
alloys reduced the value of the lattice constant due to the smaller atomic radius of Ni than
Pt [52]. Therefore, Ni-Pt alloys could be prepared in the Ni-Pt thin films for all elemental
compositions.
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Figure 6. Lattice parameters as a function of Ni content in alloy films.

SEM was used to observe the surface morphology of the Ni-Pt alloy thin films. The
top-surface SEM images of the Ni-Pt alloy thin films with different elemental compositions
deposited at 315 ◦C and 300 ◦C are shown in Figure 7 and Figure S2, respectively. The
deposited films are smooth, continuous, and uniformly distributed on the substrate surface
for all elemental compositions studied, including Ni91Pt9, Ni72Pt28, and Ni3Pt97. The Pt
surface in the Ni region was populated with dense and bright structures as shown in
Figure 7a–c and the Ni-Pt alloy films exhibited an increase in appreciable microstructure
with increasing Pt content, as shown for the Ni3Pt97 alloy film. In addition, a compositional
map was created for the surface of the Ni72Pt28 alloy thin film by SEM-EDX (Figure 7d–f),
which clearly showed a homogeneous distribution of Ni and Pt in the film.

The cross-sectional TEM image in Figure 8a illustrates the crystalline morphology
of the Ni72Pt28 alloy thin film deposited by the SFCD technique at 315 ◦C. It is evident
that the top surface of this Ni-Pt alloy thin films is polycrystalline and purely metallic.
Furthermore, Figure 8b,c depicts the elemental distribution of Ni and Pt in the alloy films
obtained by a high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy
system equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (HAADF-STEM EDX). It
can be clearly seen that a Ni-Pt alloy with the atomic ratio of 72:28 is uniformly distributed
on the TiN/SiO2 substrate. However, a layer a few nanometers thick covers the top surface
of the thin films, which may be a surface oxide or contamination layer caused by handling
of the final product after the deposition process.
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Figure 7. SEM images of deposited Ni-Pt alloy thin films: (a) Ni91Pt9; (b) Ni72Pt28; (c) Ni3Pt97; (d) EDX for Ni72Pt28 and
corresponding elemental mapping images of (e) Ni; (f) Pt.
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Figure 8. Cross-sectional (a) TEM; (b) -angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy system (HAADF
STEM); and (c) STEM EDX compositional map of deposited Ni72Pt28 alloy thin film.

To identify the chemical state of elements in the deposited Ni-Pt alloy thin films, XPS
analysis was performed, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9a shows Ni 2p spectra of Ni-Pt alloy thin films with different elemental
compositions deposited at 315 ◦C. In the Ni 2p spectra, the Ni100 and Ni91Pt9 films showed
a Ni peak corresponding to metallic Ni at a binding energy of 852.9 eV [53]. However,
the Ni72Pt28 and Ni3Pt97 films showed no Ni peaks at the film surface because of the
dominance of Pt in the elemental distribution. For the Pt 4f spectra, the deposited Ni-Pt
alloy thin films with different elemental compositions are shown in Figure 9b. Regarding
the Pt 4f spectra, the binding energies of metallic Pt 4f7/2 and Pt 4f5/2 peaks were obtained
at 71.5 eV and 74.8 eV, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the intensity of the Pt 4f peaks
for the films decreased as the Ni content increased. In addition, the Pt 4f peaks are shifted
to higher binding energy than that of the original peak position of the pure Pt sample,
indicating either a change in the oxidation state of the element or a change in the electron
configuration caused by the alloying of Pt with Ni [32,54].
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Figure 9. XPS spectra of deposited Ni-Pt alloy thin films with different elemental compositions: (a) Ni 2p; (b) Pt 4f.

The XPS depth profile of the Ni-Pt alloy thin film with atomic ratio of 72:28 deposited
at 315 ◦C is shown in Figure 10. As can be seen in this figure, the top surface is dominated
by Pt and Ni, and the intensity of the peaks corresponding to these elements decreased
with increasing etching time. In addition, all the Ni was distributed near the TiN film
substrate, which indicated that Ni deposition can be initiated at a lower temperature than
Pt, in agreement with our previous result concerning the effect of temperature on the
deposition rate (see Figure 2). Moreover, no atomic diffusion occurred between Pt and Ni
within the etching time range of 0 to 3600 s. Such a Ni-Pt depth profile indicated alloy
formation between Ni and Pt due to full intermixing of Ni with Pt [38]. However, oxygen
and carbon species are present on the Ni-Pt alloy thin films, indicating that the surface
was covered by organics [35]. The presence of O and C signals may be due to acetone or
organic by-products remaining on the film surface after the deposition process. Meanwhile,
no F signal was observed, indicating that there was no contamination by the fluoro-based
ligand complex. As the etching time reached 2400 s, titanium and nitrogen signals were
detected, associated with the TiN film on the substrate used in this work.

Figure 10. Depth profiles of Ni72Pt28 alloy thin films.

4. Conclusions

Ni-Pt alloy thin films prepared by the SFCD technique from Ni(hfac)2·3H2O and
Pt(hfac)2 precursors through hydrogen reduction in supercritical carbon dioxide solutions
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have been successfully synthesized and characterized. The deposition rate of the Ni-Pt
alloy thin films decreased with increasing Ni content in the alloying systems, and gradually
increased as the precursor concentration was increased to 15.3 × 10−3 (mole%). The film
peaks shifted to lower diffraction angles with decreasing Ni content, as determined by
XRD, indicating the presence of a single-phase Ni-Pt alloy formation. Obviously, with
increasing deposition temperature from 300 ◦C to 330 ◦C (Figure S1c), a single-phase Ni-Pt
alloy peaks became sharper, indicating that the crystallites were larger. The deposited
films were smooth, continuous, and uniformly distributed on the substrate surface for all
elemental compositions, as revealed by SEM-EDX and HAADF-STEM EDX analyses. In
the XPS analysis, the intensity of the Pt 4f peaks of the films decreased as the Ni content
was increased, and vice versa for the Ni 2p peak intensities. Furthermore, based on the
depth profiles as determined by XPS, the top surface is dominated by Pt and Ni, and the
intensity of peaks associated with those elements decreased with increasing etching time.
In this profile, it was clear that no atomic diffusion occurred between Pt and Ni in the
etching time range of 0 to 3600 s, indicating alloy formation in the film. Therefore, Ni-Pt
alloy films deposited by the SFCD technique can be used as a suitable model for catalytic
reactions such as ORR, HER, and methanol oxidation.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2079-499
1/11/1/151/s1, Table S1: Thickness measurement for Ni-Pt alloy thin films, Figure S1: XRD patterns
for deposited Ni-Pt alloy thin films at different elemental compositions: (a) T = 300 ◦C; (b) T = 330 ◦C;
(c) Ni/Pt with precursor ratio of 50:50 (at.%) at different temperatures, Figure S2: SEM images of
deposited Ni-Pt alloy thin films at temperature of 300 ◦C: (a) Ni94Pt6; (b) Ni79Pt21; (c) Ni38Pt62.
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Abstract: Tungsten sulfide (WS2) and tungsten carbide (W2C) are materialized as the auspicious
candidates for various electrochemical applications, owing to their plentiful active edge sites and
better conductivity. In this work, the integration of W2C and WS2 was performed by using a simple
chemical reaction to form W2C/WS2 hybrid as a proficient electrode for hydrogen evolution and
supercapacitors. For the first time, a W2C/WS2 hybrid was engaged as a supercapacitor electrode
and explored an incredible specific capacitance of ~1018 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 with the outstanding
robustness. Furthermore, the constructed symmetric supercapacitor using W2C/WS2 possessed an
energy density of 45.5 Wh kg−1 at 0.5 kW kg−1 power density. For hydrogen evolution, the W2C/WS2

hybrid produced the low overpotentials of 133 and 105 mV at 10 mA cm−2 with the small Tafel
slopes of 70 and 84 mV dec−1 in acidic and alkaline media, respectively, proving their outstanding
interfaced electrocatalytic characteristics. The engineered W2C/WS2-based electrode offered the
high-performance for electrochemical energy applications.

Keywords: hybrid; HER; WS2; W2C; symmetric; supercapacitors

1. Introduction

To overcome the ever-increasing energy necessities, researchers have devoted considerable
attention to designing and developing new and eco-friendly materials for electrochemical energy
production and storage uses [1,2]. Among the various electrochemical storage devices, supercapacitors
(SCs) are highly favored, owing to their quick charge–discharge ability, great power density, robust
cycling constancy, and simple configuration [3]. SCs are mainly divided into pseudocapacitive and
electrical double-layer capacitive (EDLC) behaviors. In the EDLC, energy is filled by the accretion
of ions at the junction of electrode/electrolyte. In pseudocapacitors, storage operation is ensued by
rapid revocable Faradaic operation between the electro-active species of electrolyte and electrode [3–5].
The commonly used electrode materials for EDLCs have some limitations because of low conductivity
or low specific capacitance. The improved capacitance and energy density are to be attained from
pseudocapacitive property, owing to the rapid Faradic reaction. On the other hand, one of the water
electrolysis processes of hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is a prominently accomplished route for
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green energy. The efficient HER electrocatalysts are improve the rate of electrolysis and produce low
overpotential, to reach a specific current density [6,7]. Precious platinum (Pt) is a highly proficient HER
electrocatalyst, but costliness and low stability obstruct its commercial use [8,9]. Due to the economic
issue, researchers are keen on developing inexpensive and earth-abundant electrode materials [3,10,11].

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD) materials, especially metal sulfides (MS2, M =W, Mo,
Co, etc.) are received greater consideration for energy storage and HER devices because of its many
beneficial properties such as covalently bonded S−M−S with feeble van der Waals relations between
the each layer, efficient mass transport, high specific area, robust edges, and chemical stability [1,12,13].
Moreover, the layered 2D TMD materials own excessive potential as the SC electrode materials,
due to their excellent electronic structure, rapid ion intercalation, and preferred pseudocapacitive
behavior. However, the low intrinsic conductivity and inactive basal planes are greatly limited to their
widespread use [14,15]. In order to circumvent the electrical conductance limitations and to enhance
the structural stability and efficiency, TMDs can be hybridized with other high-conducting materials.
Carbonaceous materials (graphene or CNT) and transition metal carbides (TMCs) are suitable partner
materials for hybridization. TMCs, such as Mo2C and W2C, which are newer than graphene and
CNT, could be useful electrodes for supercapacitors and HER [16–18]; however, their performance
was not widely appealing. The previous reported hybrid materials are MoSe2/Mo2C [9], WS2/reduced
graphene oxide hybrids [14,19], MoS2/Ti3C2Tx hybrid [20], MoS2/WS2/graphene heterostructures [21],
MoS2/Mo2C hybrid nanosheets [22], WS(1-x)Sex decorated 3D graphene [12], graphene supported
lamellar 1T′-MoTe2 [23], and MoS2/reclaimed carbon fiber [24]. Recently, the W2C/WS2 has been used
as a potential candidate to perceive the enriched catalytic properties for high hydrogen evolution
characteristics [25,26]. Furthermore, Wang et al. [27] fabricated WxC@WS2 heterostructure via
carbonizing WS2 nanotubes, which produced the overpotential of 146 mV at 10 mA cm−2 and Tafel
slope of 61 mV dec−1. Chen et al. [28] also claimed the Tafel slope of 59 mV dec−1 with overpotential of
75 mV at 10 mA cm−2 in alkaline medium for a novel eutectoid-structured WC/W2C heterostructure.
The detailed literatures are suggested to combine the W2C and WS2 and thereby to progress the
electronic and electrochemical properties of resulted hybrid material.

Hence, in this work, W2C was chosen as a partner material for the hybridization with WS2, to form
W2C/WS2 hybrid. This study focused on a simple one-pot strategy to synthesize W2C/WS2 as efficient
and durable electrodes for electrochemical HER and SCs. So far, few reports are available for W2C/WS2

electrocatalysts for HER [26,27,29]. W2C/WS2 hybrid, for the first time, is employed as an SCs electrode
in this work for improved storage behavior. W2C/WS2 possessed an excellent specific capacitance
of ~1018 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 and high cycling stability with 94% retention. Furthermore, symmetric
W2C/WS2 supercapacitor owned the high energy density of 45.5 Wh kg−1 at a low power density of
0.5 kW kg−1. As HER electrocatalyst, low overpotential of 133 and 105 mV was exhibited in acidic and
alkaline media, respectively. Synergetic chemical coupling effects between the conducting W2C and
semiconducting WS2 are believed to contribute significantly improving the electrochemical properties.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Synthesis of WS2 and W2C Nanostructures

For WS2 synthesis, 0.5 g tungsten chloride (WO3) was dispersed in the 2:1 volume ratio of ethanol
and DI water mixture, and then the solution was stirred for 30 min, using a magnetic stirrer. Then,
1 g of thiourea was dissolved in aqueous solution, blended, and placed on a hot plate, at 90 ◦C, with
vigorous stirring for 2 h, and then endorsed, to realize the room temperature. Consequently, the dark
solution was segregated out by centrifuge, and sediment was cleansed with deionized (DI) water and
ethanol and parched at 100 ◦C, in oven, overnight. Lastly, the synthesized powder was sulfurized,
using CVD tubular furnace using argon (Ar) carrier gas at 600 ◦C for 120 min.

The reported simple chemical reduction route was employed to produce the W2C nanoparticles [18].
Briefly, 1 g of commercial W2C powder was dispersed in the ethanol solution (50 mL), with stirring for
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3 h, at room temperature. Subsequently, 25 mL of ammonia liquid was poured in the bath mixture and
kept to vigorous stirring at 85 ◦C for 5 h. Then, resulted sediment, after being cleansed using DI water
by centrifuge, was kept in an oven, overnight, at 60 ◦C. The product powder was kept under the gas
mixture of H2 (80 standard cubic centimeters per minute, sccm), CH4 50 (sccm), and Ar environment
in the tubular furnace at 850 ◦C for 3 h annealing process. Finally, the W2C powder was collected after
the tube attained room temperature.

2.2. Synthesis of W2C/WS2 Hybrids

About 1 g of commercial W2C powder (Sigma Aldrich, Seoul, Korea; CAS number: 12070-12-1)
was dispersed in the ethanol solution (50 mL), with stirring, at room temperature, for 3 h. Then 0.25 g
WO3 (Sigma Aldrich, Seoul, Korea; CAS number: 1314-35-8) was dispersed in ethanol and DI water
mixture solution. Then 0.5 g of thiourea (Sigma Aldrich, Seoul, Korea; CAS number: 62-56-6) dissolved
aqueous solution was blended with W2C solution and stirred. After that, 2 mL of hydrazine solution
and 30 mL of liquid ammonia were mixed with the one-pot solution and stirred for 5 h at 85 ◦C.
The deposit was parted, cleansed with DI water, and dehydrated in a hot oven, overnight, at 60 ◦C.
The powder was post-annealed in a furnace, at 850 ◦C, for 3 h, under the CH4 (50 sccm), H2 (80 sccm),
and Ar atmosphere. Figure 1 shows the illustration for the synthesis of a hierarchically W2C/WS2

hybrid nanostructure.

 

Figure 1. Graphic representation for the synthesis of W2C/WS2 hybrid with its derived structure.

2.3. HER Performance

For the working electrode preparation, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), active material (W2C,
WS2, and W2C/WS2), and carbon black at 10:80:10 mass ratio were mixed, and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP) was added drop-wise. The paste was layered on Ni foam (NF) and overnight dehydrated at
100 ◦C. For the reference electrode, Ag/AgCl and Hg/HgO were used in acidic and alkaline media
performance, respectively, with a graphite counter electrode. We recorded iR corrected linear sweep
voltammetry (LSV) by using an electrochemical system (model: 660D; company: CH Instruments, Inc.,
Austin, TX, USA) in 1 M KOH and 0.5 M H2SO4 media, with a scan speed of 10 mV s−1. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) results were noted at the frequencies of 0.01 Hz–100 kHz in acid and
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alkaline media. The HER potential values were converted for reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)
by the following formula: E (vs. RHE) = E (vs. Ag/AgCl) + E0 (Ag/AgCl) + 0.0592 × pH for acidic
medium and E (vs. RHE) = E (vs. Hg/HgO) + E0 (Hg/HgO) + 0.0592 × pH for alkaline medium.

2.4. Supercapacitor Performance

A biologic science instrument (SP150, Seyssinet-Pariset, France) was used to analyze the
supercapacitor properties. The fabrication process for working electrode was same as for HER.
The electrochemical performance was employed in 2 M KOH aqueous for three-electrode (denoted as
half-cell) and two-electrode (denoted as symmetric) measurements. The active materials (W2C, WS2,
and W2C/WS2) loaded NFs were employed as the working electrodes, along with Ag/AgCl as a reference
electrode and a Pt wire as a counter electrode for three electrode measurements. For symmetric, a
cut of Whatman filter paper was socked for 2 h in 2 M KOH and then dried, to remove the excess
water. As-prepared filter paper was positioned between the couple of similar W2C/WS2 electrodes and
pressed to make a sandwich structure. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge–discharge
(GCD) scans were noted from −0.8 to + 0.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), at different sweep rates and current
densities. The capacitance (C, F g−1), energy density (E, Wh kg−1), and power density (P, Wkg−1) were
derived by using the Equations (1)–(3), respectively [3,30].

C =
(I × Δt)
(m× ΔV)

(1)

E =

(
C× ΔV2

)
(2× 3.6)

(2)

P = (E× 3600)/Δt (3)

where m is the mass, I is the current, Δt is the discharging time, and ΔV is the potential. EIS studies
were accomplished at 10 mV AC amplitude, in an open circuit, in the frequency region of 0.01 Hz to
200 KHz.

2.5. Characterization Details

Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) (HITACHI S-4700, Tokyo, Japan) was
used to explore the morphological studies. The atomic structures were analyzed by a JEOL-2010F
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with an operation voltage of 200 keV. The Raman spectroscopy
(Renishaw inVia RE04, Gloucestershire, UK) measurements were performed in ambient conditions,
using the 512 nm Ar laser source with a laser spot size of 1 μm and a scan speed of 30 s. The structural
properties were characterized by Rigaku X-ray diffractometer (XRD) (Tokyo, Japan) with Cu-Kα

radiation (0.154 nm), at 40 kV and 40 mA, in the scanning range of 10–80◦ (2θ). For chemical
composition and binding energy, the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were
carried out by using an Ulvac PHI X-tool spectrometer (Kanagawa, Japan) with Al Kα X-ray radiation
(1486.6 eV). A Brunauer–Emmet–Teller (BET) study to calibrate the surface area of nanostructures was
performed, using a N2 adsorption/desorption medium at 77 K (Micromeritics, Norcross, GA, USA).
Pore size distribution was measured with the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) analysis.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Materials Characteristics

The Raman spectroscopy were performed to measure the crystalline quality and phonon vibration
mode properties of W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2. Figure 2a displays Raman profiles for W2C, WS2, and
W2C/WS2. For W2C, Raman spectrum reveals the solid peaks at 693 and 808 cm−1, which relates to the
W–C mode of vibration [31,32]. The sp2-hybridized graphitic G and defective carbon D related bands
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observed at 1582 and 1353 cm−1, respectively [32]. For WS2, the characteristic bands exhibit at 354 and
420 cm−1, which relates to the E2g and A1g mode of vibration, respectively. The additional peaks in the
lower frequency regions enabled at 137, 188, and 258 cm−1, referring to J1, J2, and Ag mode, support
the formation of 1T′ phase WS2 [33,34]. Interestingly, the synchronized W2C and WS2 characteristic
peaks appear for W2C/WS2 hybrid. The relatively higher intensity for A1g mode than the E2g mode
credits to the edge exposed TMD structure, which facilitates the high electrocatalytic activity [35,36].

 

Figure 2. Structural studies of W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2. (a) Raman profiles, (b) X-ray diffraction
patterns, (c) N2 sorption isotherms, (d–f) XPS curves, (d) W 4f, (e) C 1s, and (f) S 2p regions.

The materials structure was validated further by XRD. In Figure 2b, W2C spectrum shows
polycrystalline structure. The (020), (002), (220), (041), (123), (004), (142), and (322) lattice directions
observe at 31.5◦, 35.1◦, 48.8◦, 64.1◦, 65.8◦, 73.2◦, 75.6◦, and 77.1◦, respectively (JCPDS: 89-2371).
The diffraction signals at 2θ values of 14.2◦, 33.2◦, 43.0◦, 49.6◦, 60.4◦, 66.7◦, and 67.6◦ correspond to the
(002), (101), (103), (105), (112), (114), and (200) lattices of hexagonal WS2, respectively (JCPDS: 87-2417).
Similar to Raman observation, XRD pattern of W2C/WS2 hybrid also produced the cumulative XRD
peak positions from W2C and WS2 phases, which are indexed with black and red color, respectively.
From the structural outcomes, the blended nature of W2C and WS2 phase is evidently proved in hybrid
with preferential orientation of (220) and (002) lattice planes of W2C, which might be originated by the
dominating behavior of W2C and their rich presence. Further, the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
values were derived from the XRD peaks. The crystallite size was estimated by using FWHM by
Scherrer relation [37,38]. The derived FWHM and crystallite values are provided in the Supplementary
Materials Tables S1–S3 for W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2, respectively. The estimated mean size (τ) are at
22.9, 18.7, and 18.1 nm for W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2, respectively. The reduced-nanosize crystallites
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for hybrid can be originated by interconnection mechanism between W2C and WS2 and their modified
crystallographic structure. The d-spacing values were estimated by the Bragg’s law (2d sinθ = nλ), and
their values are well correlated with the standard results [25]. The extracted values are provided in
the Supplementary Materials Tables S1–S3 for W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2, respectively. The observed
d-spacing values are considerably strained for hybrid compared with pristine, which might be due to
the interfacial bonding nature.

The BET surface area was examined to assess the area and pore size distributions by using an
N2 adsorption/desorption medium at 77 K. Figure 2c shows the N2 isotherms. W2C/WS2 possessed
a maximum surface area of 6.368 m2g−1, equated with WS2 (3.405 m2g−1) and W2C (1.75 m2g−1).
The measured total pore volume was 0.009, 0.016, and 0.020 cm3g−1 for W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2,
respectively (Supplementary Materials Figure S1). The high porosity of W2C/WS2, compared with pure,
is believed to give the significant contribution of enhancing the electrocatalytic activity by promoting
the electrolyte diffusion into the electrode.

XPS was employed to describe the composition and valence states of constructed material.
The survey profiles are given in the Supplementary Materials Figure S2, to prove the coexistence of
all the elements. The high-resolution XPS profiles for W 4f, C 1s, and S 2p states are provided in
Figure 2d–f. From a W 4f XPS profile of W2C (Figure 2d), the deconvoluted peaks reveal the W2+

(31.4 and 33.1 eV), W4+ (31.8 and 35.69 eV), and W6+ (37.0 and 38.3 eV) doublets. For WS2, the W4f
core level peaks are located at 31.7 and 33.9, due to W4f7/2 and W4f5/2, respectively. W 4f region
of W2C/WS2 reveals the peaks at 31.7 eV (W4f7/2) and 33.8 eV (W4f5/2) with the W6+ couplets (37.6
and 36.2 eV) [39,40]. Figure 2e shows the C 1s profile and explores the graphitic sp2 carbon peak at
284.7 eV and W-C peak at 283.0 eV for W2C [6]. For the W2C/WS2 hybrid, C 1s spectrum produced the
C-C1 (284.4 eV), C-C2 (285.2 eV), W-C (282.9 eV), C-O (286.3 eV), and C=O (288.9 eV) peaks [29,41,42].
Figure 2f deconvolution peaks reveal the S 2p couplets of S2p1/2 and S2p3/2 at 163.1 and 161.8 eV for
WS2, whereas, they are at 163.6 and 162.3 eV for the W2C/WS2 hybrid, respectively [43,44]. The atomic
percentage of W2C/WS2 hybrid is determined to be 32.13%, 22.20%, and 45.67% for W, C, and S atoms,
respectively, which is well correlated with EDX results (discussed later). The observed elemental
confirmation proved the formation of W2C/WS2 hybrid.

Surface characteristics were further elaborated by FESEM and TEM examinations. Figure 3
shows the FESEM micrographs of W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2. FESEM micrographs clearly picture the
formation of different sizes of nanograins by chemical reduction process in the W2C nanoparticles
(Figure 3a). Nano-spherical-shaped agglomerated grains exhibit for WS2 (Figure 3b). The sizes of
the grains are considerably varied in the nanoscales, due to the bulk agglomeration process during
the annealing. In the hybrid, the spherically shaped W2C particles seem to cover the WS2 particles
(Figure 3c) due to the interconnected mechanism. Reduced sizes of the grains appear with cauliflower
like agglomerated grain bunches and well-interconnected domain structure for W2C/WS2 hybrid.
To prove the hybrid formation, EDX spectrum for W2C/WS2 clarifies the elemental composition, as
shown in Figure 3d. Furthermore, the mapping images are provided to confirm the equal distribution
of all the elements in the hybrid (Figure 3e–h).

TEM measurements were carried out for W2C/WS2 hybrid (Figure 4). The different magnification
TEM images are provided in Figure 4a–c. Vertically aligned nano-stirpes-like structures are broadly
exhibited for the hybrid. The interconnection between the layered fringes and finger-printed structures
is clearly visualized. Due to the polycrystalline lattices for W2C/WS2 hybrid, the different widths of the
lattice fringes are obviously demonstrated in the TEM images (Figure 4b,c). A higher magnification
TEM image (Figure 4d) explores the layer structure with the cross-section of different lattice fringes
in the W2C/WS2 hybrid (inset—fast Fourier transform (FFT), left panel). The phase profile spectrum,
extracted by point mask mode and inverse FFT (iFFT, right panel) pattern of inset Figure 4d, shows
6.2 nm spacing which related to (002) WS2 lattice orientation (Figure 4e). The fingerprint structured
grains interface with layered WS2 (Figure 4f–g) [44]. The phase profile spectrum, extracted from the
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iFFT pattern of inset Figure 4g, elevates 2.9 nm spacing, which is related to (020) W2C lattice orientation
(Figure 4h).

 

Figure 3. FESEM images of (a) W2C, (b) WS2, and (c) W2C/WS2 hybrid. (d) EDX spectrum of W2C/WS2

hybrid; (e) mapping image of W2C/WS2 hybrid and its elements, (f) W, (g) C, and (h) S.

 

Figure 4. HRTEM images for W2C/WS2 hybrid. (a) Low- and (b,c) high-resolution TEM images.
(d) Layered WS2 structure with the inset of FFT and iFFT patterns. (e) Phase profile spectrum for (002)
lattice orientation of WS2 with 6.2 nm spacing in the W2C/WS2 hybrid. (f,g) High-resolution TEM
images for W2C related portion in the hybrid with inset of FFT and iFFT patterns. (h) Phase profile
spectrum for (020) lattice orientation of W2C with 2.9 nm spacing in the W2C/WS2 hybrid.
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3.2. Hydrogen Evolution Studies

Active-materials-coated NFs were engaged as working electrodes to appraise the HER activities in
0.5 M H2SO4 and 1 M KOH electrolytes, at room temperature. Figure 5a explores iR-recompensed LSV
polarization profiles in 0.5 M H2SO4, using 10 mV s−1 sweep speed. The W2C and WS2 produce 171 and
242 mV to attain 10 mA cm−2, respectively. In contrast, the W2C/WS2 hybrid produces an overpotential
of 133 mV at 10 mA cm−2 (51 mV @ 10 mA cm−2 for Pt/C). The exhibited low overpotential credits
to interfacial active edges sharing and rapid electron conductivity in the W2C/WS2 which proves
the importance of hybrid formation. In the 1 M KOH media (Figure 5b), the W2C/WS2 electrode
also produces highly dynamic HER behavior with a small overpotential of 105 mV at 10 mA cm−2

than WS2 (189 mV) and W2C (123 mV). The HER performance of W2C/WS2 is superior to most of
the hybrid-based electrodes (Figure 5c) [45–48]. Li et al. [29] have prepared the nanocomposite of N,
S-decorated porous carbon matrix encapsulated WS2/W2C (WS2/W2C@NSPC), which delivered the
small overpotential of 126 and 205 mV in 0.5 M H2SO4 and 1.0 M KOH, respectively. In addition,
Nguyen et al. [26] have reported the 170 mV of onset potential with 55.4 mV dec−1 of Tafel slope in
0.5 M H2SO4 for W2C@WS2 nanoflowers synthesized by hydrothermal method.

 

Figure 5. (a,b) Hydrogen evolution polarization profiles for Pt/C, bare NF, W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2 at
10 mV s−1 sweep speed in (a) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (b) 1 M KOH media. (c) Overpotential comparison of
different electrocatalysts.

Tafel slope is a factor to indicate the inherent electrocatalytic activity of the electrode. The Tafel slope
values of Pt/C, bare NF, W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2 electrocatalysts, are 36, 168, 86, 138, and 70 mV dec−1,
respectively, in H2SO4 medium (Figure 6a). The outputs prove the outstanding electrocatalytic activity
of the W2C/WS2 hybrid. Exchange current densities (j0) assessed by extrapolation Tafel lines to
X-axis and their values observe at ~1.03, 1.02, 0.55, and 0.19 mA cm−2 for Pt/C, W2C/WS2, WS2, and
W2C, respectively. W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2 produce the Tafel slopes of 141, 127, and 84 mV dec−1,
respectively, in KOH medium (Figure 6b). The small Tafel slope of W2C/WS2 also supports high
HER behavior of hybrid electrode in the KOH electrolyte. The extrapolated j0 is 0.93, 0.72, and
0.38 mA cm−2 for W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2, respectively, in KOH electrolyte. The exhibited Tafel
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slope range suggests that HER involves a Volmer–Heyrovsky mechanism for W2C/WS2 hybrid, with
electrochemical desorption as the rate-regulatory direction [44,49–51]. Outstanding HER activity in the
W2C/WS2 hybrid could be explained with electrode kinetics by accumulated electrocatalytic edge facets
and a high ratio of charge transfer. The observed HER parameters are provided in Supplementary
Materials Table S4 for all the measured electrodes. The j0 and Tafel values are superior to most
reported hybrid electrocatalysts (Figure 6c,d and Supplementary Materials Table S5) [46,48,52]. The low
overpotential, large j0 value, and small Tafel slope in the W2C/WS2 hybrid also confirm the importance
of hybrid formation for efficient HER electrocatalytic activity in KOH and H2SO4 medium.

 

Figure 6. (a,b) Tafel plots for Pt/C, bare NF, W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2 hybrid at 10 mV s−1 sweep
speed in (a) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (b) 1 M KOH media; comparison of (c) Tafel slope and (d) exchange
current density with different electrocatalysts; chronoamperometric profile of W2C/WS2 hybrid for
20 h continuous hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) operation in (e) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (f) 1 M KOH
electrolyte (inset: LSV curves before and after 20 h operation).

CV profiles were acquired in the non-Faradaic region, to estimate the double-layer capacitance
(Cdl) (Supplementary Materials Figure S3a–c). The Cdl by linear fitting (Supplementary Materials
Figure S3c) are 3.81 mF cm−2 (in H2SO4) and 3.33 mF cm−2 (in KOH) for the W2C/WS2 hybrid.
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Electrochemical surface areas are 108 and 83 cm2 in H2SO4 and KOH, respectively. A stability and
durability evaluation of W2C/WS2 electrode was carried out by using chronoamperometric response at
a persistent 133 and 105 mV overpotential in H2SO4 and KOH (Figure 6e,f), respectively. No significant
decline is observed over 20 h in H2SO4 the medium, whereas slight deterioration is exhibited for the
KOH medium. Note the excellent robustness of W2C/WS2 electrode in the H2SO4, rather than KOH,
medium for HER. LSV curves at initial and after 20 h of continuous HER operation are shown in the
inset of Figure 6e,f, respectively.

To probe insights for electrocatalytic activity of materials, EIS was performed in the H2SO4 and KOH
(Supplementary Materials Figure S4). The observed EIS plot revealed the low charge-transfer resistance
(Rct) and swift electron transfer via the electrolyte–electrode interface for W2C/WS2. The charge-transfer
resistances, Rct, of W2C/WS2 (~1.8–2.2 Ω) in the H2SO4 and KOH media are lower than those of W2C
and WS2. Moreover, the small series of resistances (~1.5–2.5 Ω) of all the electrodes suggests that the
active materials are well integrated with the porous NF. The high electrocatalytic properties and robust
solidity of the W2C/WS2 hybrid support it as a potential material to substitute Pt in HER application.

3.3. Supercapacitor Performances

Electrochemical storage properties were elucidated by CV and GCD tests in 2 M KOH electrolyte,
using three electrodes, as explained in the experimental part of the manuscript. The CVs were recorded
with the potential interval of −0.8 to 0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 10 mV s−1 sweep speed for the W2C,
WS2, and W2C/WS2 electrodes (Figure 7a). All the electrodes produce the identical CV loops with
Faradaic-adsorptions-blended EDLC operations [53]. The W2C/WS2 hybrid electrode shows a wider
electrochemical area than the W2C and WS2. Moreover, the W2C/WS2 hybrid shows a couple of redox
peaks (−0.61 and −0.25 V), indicating the reversible reaction from W4+ to W6+, corresponding to the
proton’s absorption/desorption into the WS2 interlayers [54]. Figure 7b shows CVs of various scan
rates (10–50 mV s−1), and their shapes are maintained, indicating good electrochemical capacitive
characteristics and high-rate performance. The results for WS2 and W2C at various scan speeds are
shown in Supplementary Figure S5a,b, respectively. Successive 100 CV cycles were executed in the
potential region of −0.8 to 0.2 V, to assess the stability for the W2C/WS2 electrode, and its output is
presented Figure 7c. Due to the EDLC-combined Faradaic storage mechanism, it possesses good
stability with minimal degradation over the repeated cycles [55].

The electrochemical storage performance was further tested by GCD curves, as shown in
Figure 8a–d. The slightly distorted triangle like the GCD curve is exhibited for the W2C/WS2 and WS2

electrodes, due to the redox reaction. For the W2C electrode, a square-structured GCD curve is exhibited,
with a voltage drop, due to the easy oxidation characteristic. The W2C/WS2 electrode exposes an
outstanding specific capacitance (estimated by using the Equation (1)) of 1018 F g−1, as compare to the
WS2 (~158 F g−1) and W2C (~133 F g−1), at the current density of 1 A g−1. GCD analysis displays similar
curves at the different current densities. Observe the specific capacitances of 133, 90, 66, and 50 F g−1

for W2C (Figure 8b) and 158, 120, 87, and 80 F g−1 for WS2 (Figure 8c) at 1, 2, 3, and 5 A g−1 current
density, respectively. For W2C/WS2, a high specific capacitance of 1018, 866, 816, and 660 F g−1 exhibits
at the 1, 2, 3, and 5 A g−1 current density, respectively (Figure 8d). The specific capacitance changes
with current density, as shown in Supplementary Materials Figure S6. The significant enhancement
of capacitances for W2C/WS2 electrode credits to the mutual interactions between W2C and WS2,
large surface area, rich active edge facets of WS2, and high electronic conductivity of W2C to enable
the rapid transference of electrons during a charge–discharge process. Supplementary Materials
Table S6 provides the extended comparison of W2C/WS2 SCs performance with the previously reported
hybrid electrodes.
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Figure 7. Supercapacitor Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) for three electrode measurement: (a) CV curves
for W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2 electrodes; (b) different scan rate CV curves for the W2C/WS2 hybrid;
(c) multiple cycle CV curves for the W2C/WS2 hybrid.

 

Figure 8. (a–d) Galvanostatic charge–discharge (GCD) profiles for three electrode measurement;
(a) GCDs at 1 Ag−1 for W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2; GCDs at different current densities for (b) W2C,
(c) WS2, and (d) W2C/WS2; (e) stability performance of W2C/WS2 hybrid; (f) EIS curves for W2C, WS2,
and W2C/WS2 (inset-fitted circuit).
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Cyclic stability is an essential property for the supercapacitor electrodes. In the case of the
W2C/WS2 electrode, 94% of primary capacitance was perceived after 5000 cycles (Figure 8e), suggesting
long-term stability. EIS measurements were performed to prove the charge-transfer characteristics
(Figure 8f). Fitted curve from the Nyquist profile is inserted in Figure 8f, where Cdl is the double-layer
capacitance, Rct is the charge-transfer resistance, Rs is the series resistance, Wo the Warburg impedance
at open circuit voltage, and Rc and Cc are the capacitive resistance and capacitive capacitance,
respectively. The output curve indicates that the charge-transfer resistance significantly reduces for
W2C/WS2 hybrid electrode, as compared to their pristine. A lower Rct (~1.0 Ω) was obtained by the
hybrid electrode, as compared to the WS2 (~13.9 Ω) and W2C (10.1 Ω), respectively.

To assess the practical application, the symmetric supercapacitor (SSC) was assembled with two
identical W2C/WS2 hybrid electrodes. The electrochemical CV measurement of SSC was measured
by using the similar potential range of half-cell measurements. Figure 9a shows the CV curves for
W2C/WS2 symmetric cell device. The modified rectangular shape of CV curve for the W2C/WS2 hybrid
SSC reveals slightly shouldered redox reaction, confirming the key contribution of EDLC characteristics.
The constructed SSC device gives an excellent current response and larger integral area, compared
to previous TMDs-based materials [56,57]. The different scan rates, using performed CV curves,
prove the high rate of capability of the prepared SSC devices. Figure 9b shows the different current
densities, using prepared SSC GCD curves, indicating the excellent electrochemical rate capability.
The charge/discharge time considerably decreases for the SSC device due to its direct intercalation and
extraction of ions through the solid electrolyte, compared with its half-cell outcomes. The capacitance
value of symmetric device was valued from the GCD curve, using Equation (1) [58]. The W2C/WS2

hybrid delivers the higher symmetric capacitance of 328, 306, 255, and 220 F g−1 at 1, 2, 3, and 5 A g−1

of current densities, respectively, as presented in Figure 9c. Interestingly, our symmetric device
results show the enhancing capacitance, compared to other symmetric capacitor results [56,59,60].
The specific energy and specific power values are significant for the practical uses, which were weighed
by relations 2 and 3, respectively. The symmetric device carries the energy densities of 45.5, 42.5, 35.4,
and 30.5 Wh kg−1 at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 kW kg−1 power density, respectively, as given in the Figure 9d.

 

Figure 9. Symmetric supercapacitor performance of W2C/WS2. (a) Different scan rate CV curves
for symmetric W2C/WS2 hybrid; (b) GCDs for symmetric W2C/WS2 at different current densities;
(c) specific capacitance at various scan rates for W2C/WS2 by symmetric measurements; (d) Ragone
plots of W2C/WS2 for symmetric device.
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The exhibited energy density of symmetric W2C/WS2 capacitor is superior to the recently
reported symmetric devices using TMDs and TMCs electrodes, MoS2 sheets (18.43 Wh kg−1) [60],
Ti3C2Tx/MWCNT (3 Wh kg−1) [61], s-MoS2/CNS (7.4 Wh kg−1) [62], 3D-graphene/MoS2

(24.59 Wh kg−1) [63], MoS2/RCF (22.5 Wh kg−1) [24], MoS2/RGO/MoS2@Mo (6.22 Wh kg−1) [56],
and MoS2 sponge (6.15 Wh kg−1) [59]. Overall, our findings demonstrate that the inclusion of
carbide-based material with TMDs deliberately improves the conductance of the hybrid material,
assists swift conveyance of electrons/ion, and improves the stability of electrode material.

4. Conclusions

We have successfully engineered the W2C/WS2 hybrid electrode by a simple cost-effective one-pot
chemical reaction. Highly conductive W2C-supported WS2 hybrids were designed to promote
high electrocatalytic activity for HER and SCs by accumulating the number of active edges and
facilitating the swift electron transport. In the case of HER, the interfaced W2C/WS2 hybrid produced
the small overpotentials of 133 and 105 mV, to achieve the 10 mA cm−2 current density with the
Tafel slope of 70 and 84 mV dec−1 in H2SO4 and KOH media, respectively, which proved the
outstanding electrocatalytic HER characteristics. Half-cell measurements unveiled the remarkable
specific capacitance of ~1018 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 with the rate competency nature and robust responses for
W2C/WS2 hybrid electrode. W2C/WS2-based symmetric supercapacitor exposed the specific energy of
45.5 Wh kg−1 at 0.5 kW kg−1 specific power with a capacitance of 328 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 current density.
The suggested low-cost methodology of one-pot reaction is highly feasible to fabricate the efficacious
nanostructured hybrids and has larger-scale production capability because of its controlled synthesis
process. Hence, the developed hybrid material and methodology have a broad scope for the future
electrochemical applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-4991/10/8/1597/s1.
Figure S1: Pore diameter versus pore volume variations for the nanostructures. Figure S2: Survey XPS spectrum
of (a) W2C, (b) WS2, and (c) W2C/WS2. Figure S3: CV spectra in the non-Faradaic region with different scan
rates for W2C/WS2 hybrid HER electrodes in (a) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (b) 1 M KOH electrolyte and (c) their current
differences. Figure S4: EIS spectra of Pt, W2C, WS2, and W2C/WS2 hybrids electrodes in (a) 0.5 M H2SO4 and (b)
1M KOH electrolyte. Figure S5: CV curves for the (a) WS2 and (c) W2C electrodes at various scan rates, using
half-cell (10–50 mVs−1). Figure S6: The specific capacitance variations at different current densities for W2C, WS2,
and W2C/WS2 electrodes by half-cell measurements. Table S1: Microstructural parameters of W2C. Table S2:
Microstructural parameters of WS2. Table S3: Microstructural parameters of W2C/WS2. Table S4: Comparison
of electrochemical parameters for different electrocatalysts. Table S5: HER catalytic performances TMDs and
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Abstract: Metallic lithium (Li) anode batteries have attracted considerable attention due to their
high energy density value. However, metallic Li is highly reactive and flammable, which makes Li
anode batteries difficult to develop. In this work, for the first time, we report the synthesis of metallic
Li-embedded carbon nanocomposites for easy and safe handling by a scalable ion beam-based method.
We found that vertically standing conical Li-C nanocomposite (Li-C NC), sometimes with a nanofiber
on top, can be grown on a graphite foil commonly used for the anodes of lithium-ion batteries. Metallic
Li embedded inside the carbon matrix was found to be highly stable under ambient conditions,
making transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization possible without any sophisticated
inert gas-based sample fabrication apparatus. The developed ion beam-based fabrication technique
was also extendable to the synthesis of stable Li-C NC films under ambient conditions. In fact,
no significant loss of crystallinity or change in morphology of the Li-C film was observed when
subjected to heating at 300 ◦C for 10 min. Thus, these ion-induced Li-C nanocomposites are concluded
to be interesting as electrode materials for future Li-air batteries.

Keywords: lithium-ion battery (LIB); anode; lithium-carbon nanocomposites; ion beam

1. Introduction

With a global focus on clean and renewable energy, storage and transfer of electric energy at
the grid scale is a challenge. The lithium-ion battery (LIB) has been a topic of great research interest
in recent years [1]. LIBs are superior to conventional batteries due to their high energy density,
portability and safety [2–5]. Sony was the first company to commercialize the lithium-ion battery
in the 1990s. LIBs consist of Li oxide cathode and carbonaceous materials as the anode. Li salts are
used as electrolytes with a separator separating the electrode. Graphite is the most common anode
material used in almost all LIBs. Graphite is useful due to its intercalation property, storing a large
amount of Li atoms. Graphite is also stable due to less volumetric change (10%) during charge and
discharge cycles. However, due to its limited energy density value (372 mA·h·g−1) [6] and high weight,
alternative lightweight and high-energy-density anode material is a necessity.

Li has been realized as the ideal anode material for LIBs due to its lightweight nature and very
high energy density (3860 mA·h·g−1) [7–9]. Previously, various attempts have been made to utilize
metallic Li as the anode material. Due to its high reactivity to the electrolyte, there is continuous
loss of active Li from the anode in Li anode batteries. As observed in cases of Ni and other metals,
the formation of nanoscale structures, such as wire and dendrites, is common in electrochemical
reactions. Li also suffers from the problem of dendrite formation during the electroplating process,
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leading to manyfold increases in the effective area of the anode. Degradation of the solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) during discharge followed by formation of a new SEI in the next charging leads to
the loss of Li from the anode, also called dead Li. An increase in dead Li, as well as a decrease in
the quantity of the electrolyte, effectively reduces the energy density and life cycle of the LIB with
poor coulombic efficiency. Dendrite formation also leads to short-circuiting of the electrode, leading to
thermal runaway and fire in the battery [10].

Safety is the main concern while using Li as the anode; hence, the battery market has settled with
LIBs with reduced energy density but with higher safety standards. Various works have demonstrated
the use of metallic Li as an anode material. These works generally focus on finding a stable host material
for Li storage [11–13], minimization of Li dendrite formation by electrolyte engineering [14], use of
solid electrolytes [15,16] and interface engineering [17,18]. Stabilization of highly reactive Li metal
by surface coating seems promising for stable SEI formation. Coating the Li anode with conductive
oxides and sulfides has shown promising results [19,20]. However, use of chemical reagents for surface
coating requires perfect control to minimize the non-uniformity of the surface. Use of three-dimensional
structures such as wires, fibers and tubes as current collectors has demonstrated a drastic reduction of
Li dendrite formation [21,22]. Yang et al. showed that uniform electroplating of Li could be obtained
on Cu nanowires, leading to a dendrite-less anode [21]. A carbon matrix has been traditionally used
to encapsulate metal/metal oxides, such as NiO, NiCo2O4, Fe2O3, Fe3O4, MnO2, CuO, ZnO, Ge and
Sn/SnO2, forming carbon–metal composites used as anode materials for LIBs. A carbon-based scaffold
prevents the large volumetric change during charge/discharge cycles, improving the performance of
the battery [23–32]. Here, we demonstrate the synthesis of highly stable conical and fibrous amorphous
carbon with encapsulated Li nano-domains (Li-C nanocomposite; Li-C NC) on graphite foil as a
candidate material for LIBs for easy and safe handling.

2. Materials and Methods

Li-C NC was fabricated on the edge of a graphite foil. Figure 1a shows the schematics of the
sample fabrication method. Commercially available graphite foils, PERMA-FOIL®, TOYO TANSO Co.
Ltd. (Nishiyodogawa-ku, Osaka, Japan), with dimensions of 10 mm × 20 mm × 0.1 mm, were used
as substrates. The graphite foil was placed vertically on a thick graphite sheet. Three to four shots
of Li were placed in front of the standing graphite foil. Ar+ ions with energy of 700 or 1000 eV
were continuously bombarded on the graphite foil and Li shots at 45 ◦C for at least 30 min to form
Li-embedded NC. During Ar+ ion bombardment, C and Li atoms were ejected and redeposited in the
form of conical structures, with Li nano-crystallites embedded in the C matrix to form conical Li-C NC
(Figure 1b,c). As seen in Figure 1c, carbon-based nanofibers (CNFs) sometimes grew on the respective
conical tips. A Kaufmann-type ion gun (Iontech. Inc. Ltd., model 3-1500-100FC, (Veeco Instruments
Inc., New York, NY, USA) was used for the Ar+ irradiation. Further information on the detailed
fabrication process can be found elsewhere [33–37]. Characterization of synthesized Li-C NC was
done using TEM JEM ARM 200F operated at 200 kV. A double-tilt TEM holder (JEOL; EM-Z02154T,
Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan) was used without a liquid N2-based cooling system for transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) observations. It is to be noted that no inert gas or vacuum system was used for the
preparation and transfer of TEM samples. As synthesized, the sample was directly mounted onto a
TEM holder for the TEM characterization.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematics showing sample setup for Li-C nanocomposite (NC) preparation. (b) Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image showing the top view of Li-C NC grown on the edge of graphite foil.
(c) Low Mag transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image showing Li-C NC fabricated by Ar+ ion
irradiation at 700 eV. Carbon-based nanofibers (CNFs) grew on top of several conical structures, as
exemplified by arrows.

3. Results

Figure 1b,c shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope
(TEM) images of the as-synthesized Li-C NC, respectively. The conical structures are almost
unidirectional and freestanding. Their length and density can be controlled by changing the Ar+

irradiation angle and the time of irradiation. As synthesized, Li-C NC was further characterized at
higher magnification to confirm the presence of Li atoms. Figure 2a shows the typical Li-C NC with a
short CNF on top. CNFs of longer and slenderer size are unstable under an electron beam, making
atomic-scale characterization difficult. Therefore, we selected the Li-C NC with a short CNF. Figure 2b,
shows the high magnification TEM image taken around the red squared area of Figure 2a, showing
the presence of Li atoms. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) corresponding to the electron diffraction
pattern taken around the white square clearly shows sharp diffraction points, indicating the presence
of crystalline Li. A high magnification TEM image was taken on the crystalline lattice of Figure 2b,
as shown in Figure 2c. Individual Li atoms were clearly visible, with a lattice distance of 0.24 nm
corresponding to the (110) plane of Li [38]. It is to be noted that this the first report on the atomic-level
observation of Li atoms under 200 keV TEM operating voltage without the use of a cooling holder
and special sample fabrication methods, as reported in previous works [39]. During TEM observation,
no damage to the Li lattice was observed, implying stability of Li nano-domains embedded in an
amorphous carbon matrix. Elemental analysis of the Li-C NC was carried out using electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS). EELS spectra of Figure 2d clearly show the Li peak at 57 eV, which is close to
the reported value [28,29]. It is clearly observed that Li-C NC can act as a host material to store Li,
even in ambient conditions.

After the optimization of the experimental conditions for the synthesis of Li-C NC, the effect
of Ar+ ion energy on the morphology and Li storage of Li-C NC was analyzed in the second set of
experiments. To study the effect of the higher Ar+ energy, Li-C NC was synthesized at 1 keV of beam
energy. Figure 3a shows the low magnification TEM image of the as-fabricated sample with Ar+

ions sputtered at 1 keV. Interestingly, no particular array of Li-C NC was observed, contrary to the
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samples synthesized using 700 eV. The presence of a conical structure is observed at only a few places
(inside the rectangular area), with most of the samples showing minor protrusions or the deposition of
amorphous carbon. However, a large amount of Li was confirmed, as shown in Figure 3b. During TEM
observation, the expansion of a Li ball-like structure was observed, as indicated by arrows in Figure 3b.
Figure 3c shows an example of rarely present conical NC, showing a large amount of Li attached to the
surface of the NC (of the rectangular area of Figure 3a). The inset shows the presence of Li on the tip of
the conical NC. Interestingly, no Li lattice was observed inside the C matrix, but a Li-related lattice was
visible on the surface of the conical NC, as shown in Figure 3d. As seen in the inset, the line profile
taken for the air-exposed atomic lattice shows a higher separation value of 0.257 nm, corresponding to
Li2O2 (JCPDS card No. 01-074-0115). From this observation, it can be concluded that under the higher
ion beam energy of 1 keV, an excess of Li, which is reactive in air, is sputtered and supplied onto the
Li-C NC, suggesting that the Li-C NC formed at higher ion energy densities would be less suitable
for battery applications. Previous works have also shown that for the fabrication of metal-embedded
CNF, the quantity of metal should be optimum. It can be clearly observed that 700 eV is the preferable
energy for the fabrication of Li-embedded NC.

Figure 2. (a) TEM image of a typical Li-C NC. (b) High mag TEM image of the squared area of Figure 2a
(the inset shows the fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern of the area indicated by the white square).
(c) High mag TEM of the squared area of Figure 2b showing Li lattice embedded in the C matrix.
(d) Energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) spectra showing the presence of Li at 57 eV.

Next, we deposited Li-C NC film on a microgrid TEM mesh so that the deposited film could be
characterized without any transfer steps. Figure 4a shows the low magnification TEM image of Li-C
NC film on a Cu microgrid TEM mesh. Figure 4b shows the patches of light and dark contrasted
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micro-areas, indicating different Li and C distributions. C is higher in atomic weight compared to Li,
yielding darker contrast, whereas the Li-rich area appears as bright micro-areas. A high magnification
TEM image clearly shows the presence of the Li lattice (Figure 4c).

Figure 3. (a) Low mag TEM image showing Li-C NC fabricated at 1keV of Ar+. (b) Red arrows showing
Li balls observed during TEM observation (c) Conical Li-C NC synthesized at 1 keV (of the area
indicated by the rectangular selection of Figure 3a). (d) Edge of the conical Li-C NC showing the
presence of the atomic lattice. The inset shows the presence of the Li2O2 lattice in the area indicated by
the red rectangle.

In order to study the role of the C matrix in protecting embedded Li crystallites, we heated a
Li-C NC film deposited on a microgrid TEM mesh over a hot plate at 300 ◦C for 10 min in ambient
conditions. Figure 4d shows a typical TEM image for the Li-C NC film after heating for 10 min. It is
observed that Li lattices are protected in ambient conditions without apparent oxidation or change in
morphology. The inset of Figure 4d shows a high magnification TEM image, revealing the pristine
Li lattice with a lattice distance of 0.24 nm, corresponding to the (110) plane, and the preservation of
Li was further confirmed by an EELS spectrum peaking at about 58 eV (Figure 4e). This shows that
amorphous C acts as a buffer, protecting Li from oxidation or exposure to moisture.

This simple ion beam-based Li-C NC fabrication can be adopted for the industrial-scale
development of pre-lithiated anode material for battery applications. Li-C NC should be accessible
for the electrochemical processes, as carbon in Li-C NC is mostly amorphous carbon, which is not
much different from carbonaceous materials that are commonly used in commercial batteries. In
order to confirm this, we are now planning to measure its charge/discharge property by assembling a
prototype of a battery, and to also carry out the in-situ TEM observation of this charge/discharge process
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using Li-C NC and Li-C composite films based on our in-situ TEM technique using CNFs [33,34,40].
The results will be reported in forthcoming papers.

Figure 4. (a) Low mag TEM showing Li-C NC film deposited on TEM mesh. (b) Typical Li-C NC film
showing dark and bright spots indicating different distributions of Li and C. (c) High mag TEM image
showing Li lattice in C matrix before annealing. (d) Li-C NC film after annealing for 10 min at 300 ◦C.
The inset presents the squared area showing the intact Li lattice (e) EELS spectra taken on the annealed
sample showing the presence of pristine Li.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we developed a novel method for the fabrication of Li-embedded NC using an ion
beam setup. We found that Li inside NC is well preserved from oxidation during handling in ambient
conditions. Further, no significant electron beam-related damage was observed on the Li lattice during
TEM measurements. Since Li is pre-stored inside the NC, Li-C NC can be attractive as the anode
material for the LIB battery. Further, the method was extended to fabricate Li-C NC films on microgrid
TEM meshes, which can be easily extended to deposit Li-C NC films on any arbitrary substrates for the
fabrication of battery electrodes.
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Abstract: Increasing attention has been paid to two-dimensional (2D) materials because of their
superior performance and wafer-level synthesis methods. However, the large-area characterization,
precision, intelligent automation, and high-efficiency detection of nanostructures for 2D materials
have not yet reached an industrial level. Therefore, we use big data analysis and deep learning
methods to develop a set of visible-light hyperspectral imaging technologies successfully for the
automatic identification of few-layers MoS2. For the classification algorithm, we propose deep
neural network, one-dimensional (1D) convolutional neural network, and three-dimensional (3D)
convolutional neural network (3D-CNN) models to explore the correlation between the accuracy
of model recognition and the optical characteristics of few-layers MoS2. The experimental results
show that the 3D-CNN has better generalization capability than other classification models, and
this model is applicable to the feature input of the spatial and spectral domains. Such a difference
consists in previous versions of the present study without specific substrate, and images of different
dynamic ranges on a section of the sample may be administered via the automatic shutter aperture.
Therefore, adjusting the imaging quality under the same color contrast conditions is unnecessary, and
the process of the conventional image is not used to achieve the maximum field of view recognition
range of ~1.92 mm2. The image resolution can reach ~100 nm and the detection time is 3 min per
one image.

Keywords: hyperspectral imagery; deep learning; 3D-CNN; MoS2; automated optical inspection

1. Introduction

The most frequently observed material among all of the two-dimensional (2D) transition metal
chalcogenides for the next generation of electronic and optoelectronic components is molybdenum
disulphide [1–6]. Materials related to nanometer-scale electronic and optoelectronic components,
such as field effect transistor [7–10], prospective memory component [11], light-emitting diode [12,13],
and sensors [14–19], have been produced due to the excellent spin-valley coupling and flexural and
optoelectronic properties of MoS2. However, the development of high-performance and large-area
characterization techniques has been a major obstacle to the basic and commercial applications of
2D nanostructures.

Nanomaterials 2020, 10, 1161; doi:10.3390/nano10061161 www.mdpi.com/journal/nanomaterials45
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In the prior art optical film measurement, the atomic force microscope (AFM) has various
disadvantages, such as relatively limited scan range and time consuming; thus, it is unsuitable for
large-area quick measurements [20,21]. Raman spectroscopy (Raman) is usually only capable of local
characterization within the spot, which results in a limited measurement rate; hence, it is unsuitable for
large-area analysis. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning tunneling microscopy can
be characterized at a high spatial resolution of up to atomic scale [22,23]. However, both techniques
have the disadvantages of low throughput and complex sample preparation. The use of machine
learning, as compared with the abovementioned techniques, in image or visual recognition is a mature
application field. The integration of machine learning (SVM, KNN, BGMM-DP, and K-means) with
optical microscopes has only begun in recent years. Thus, artificial intelligence has great potential in the
recognition of microscopic images, especially nanostructures [24,25]. In 2019, Hong et al. demonstrated
the machine learning algorithm to identify local atomic structures by reactive molecular dynamics [26].
In 2020, Masubuchi et al. showed the real-time detection of 2D materials by deep-learning-based
image segmentation algorithm [27]. In the same year, Yang et al. presented the identification of 2D
material flakes of different layers from the optical microscope images via machine learning-based
model [28]. However, the following three shortcomings remain: (1) optical microscope image quality
often depends on the user’s experience and will pass through image processing. (2) Only the color
space with few feature dimensions will have the possibility of underfitting. (3) Angular illumination
asymmetry (ANILAS) of the field of view (FOV) is an important factor that is largely ignored, which
results in a certain loss of pixel accuracy [29–31].

Here, we used big data analysis and deep learning methods, combined with the hyperspectral
imagery common in the remote sensing field, to solve the difficulties that are encountered in the
previous literature (e.g., uneven light intensity distribution, image dynamic range correction, and
image noise filtering process). The first attempt was made by analyzing the eigenvalues in other
dimensions that were not previously used (e.g., morphological features) to improve the prediction
accuracy [29–31]. An intelligent detection can be achieved to identify the layer number of 2D materials.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Growth Mechanism and Surface Morphology of MoS2

The majority of 2D material layer identification studies focus on film synthesis using mechanical
stripping [32–34]. Although an improved quality of molybdenum disulfide can be obtained, this
method cannot synthesize a large-area molybdenum disulfide film with a few layers. The chemical
vapor deposition method [35–38] can produce high-quality and large-area molybdenum disulfide on a
suitable substrate surface under a stable gas flux and temperature environment, and it is suitable for
current device fabrication [38–40]. In 2014, Shanshan et al. explored the sensitivity of the MoS2 region
growth in a relatively uniform temperature range [41]. In 2017, Lei et al. found that temperature is one
of the main factors controlling MoS2 morphology [42]. Wei et al. maintained the state for a long time to
observe the change of MoS2 type when the precursor was heated to a constant temperature interval [43].
In 2018, Dong et al. discussed the nucleation and growth mechanism of MoS2 [44]. On the basis of their
results, two types of film growth dynamic paths were established: one is a central nanoparticle with a
multi-layered MoS2 structure and the other is a single-layered triangular dominated or double-layered
structure. The conclusion of reference [45] explained the effect of adjusting the growth temperature
and carrier gas flux. Understanding the growth pattern mechanism can help us to obtain the initial
requirements and judgments of database collection and data tagging.

2.2. CVD Sample Preparation

The sample was grown on a sapphire substrate by using CVD to form a MoS2 film. The precursor
used had Sulfur (99.98%, Echo Chemical Co., Miaoli county, Taiwan) and MoO3 (99.95%, Echo Chemical
Co., Miaoli county, Taiwan), each placed in the appropriate position of the inner part of the quartz tube.
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The substrate was placed over the MoO3 crucible and in the center of the furnace tube, in a windward
position. During growth, different parameters, such as ventilation, heating rate, temperature holding
time, and maximum temperature, were set. The MoS2 sample was obtained at the end of the growth
process. Figure S1 shows the schematic of the experimental structure and position of the precursor.
Some new pending data indicate the growth of the periodic structure of MoS2, which is crucial for
the large-scale controllable molybdenum disulfide synthesis and it will greatly benefit the future
production of electronic components. In comparison with that of other studies [45–49], this sample
was fabricated via laser processing to make periodic holes (hole diameter and depth of approximately
10 μm and 300 nm, respectively), followed by CVD to grow MoS2.

2.3. Optical Microscope Image Acquisition

MoS2 on the sapphire substrate was observed through an optical microscope (MM40, Nikon, Lin
Trading Co., Taipei, Taiwan) at 10×, 40×, and 100×magnification rates. For the experimental sample,
we recorded the shooting area code (Figure S1c to store the images captured via optical microscopy
(OM) systematically in the image database. The image had a size of 1600 pixels × 1200 pixels with
a depth of 32 bits. The portable network graphics (PNG) file, including the gain image at different
dynamic range intervals, was acquired, but color calibration and denoising action were not performed.
We aimed to replace the cumbersome image processing with deep learning. On the basis of the amount
of data that were collected in this experiment, approximately 90 pieces of 2 × 2 cm2 growth samples
were obtained, and ~2000 images were used as sources of data exploration.

2.4. System Equipment and Procedures

This study aims to construct a system for the automated analysis of different layers of MoS2 film.
The system architecture is mainly divided into four parts, as shown in Figure S2. The program flow
is as follows: (1) database: the prepared molybdenum disulfide sample is measured using a Raman
microscope to determine the position of each layer distribution, and an image is taken using an optical
microscope and CCD to capture the same position (Image Capture System). (2) Offline Training: the
obtained CCD image is combined with hyperspectral imaging technology (VIS-HSI) to convert the
spectral characteristics of each layer of molybdenum disulfide, and data preprocessing is performed.
(3) Model Design: the data are further trained in deep learning, thereby completing the establishment
of our classification algorithm. (4) Online Service: when a new sample of molybdenum disulfide is
to be analyzed, it is placed under an optical microscope to capture the surface image by using CCD.
Subsequently, the spectral characteristic value of each pixel is obtained through the hyperspectral
imaging technique, and the model is predicted by training. The number of layers of the molybdenum
disulfide film at the pixel position is determined, and the molybdenum disulfide film with different
layers in the image is visualized while using different colors.

2.5. Tag Analysis and Feature Extraction Workflow

Figure 1 shows the processing step before the data enters the model. Layer number labeling of the
manual area circle mask (Mask) is performed and the data are divided when the captured image is
converted into a spectrum image by using a hyperspectral image technology; we will measure the
result on the basis of the Raman spectrum (Figure S3) [50–54]. The categories are substrate, monolayer,
bilayer, trilayer, bulk, and residues, which are our ground truths. Two types of data are available for
model training, namely “feature” and “label”. Feature has two types: one is hyperspectral vector
as input for deep neural network (DNN) and one-dimensional (1D) convolutional neural network
(1D-CNN), and the other is spatial domain hyperspectral cube as input for three-dimensional (3D)
convolutional neural network (3D-CNN). After data preprocessing, we divide the dataset into three
parts. We randomly select 80% of the labeled samples as training data, 20% as the verification set,
and the remaining unmarked parts for the test set. As the light intensity distribution is incompletely
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covered in the dataset in the training and validation sets, we need a test set to help us measure whether
the model has this capability.

Figure 1. Data feature and label processing.

2.6. Visible Hyperspectral Imaging Algorithm

The VIS-HSI used in this study is a combination of CCD (Sentech, STC-620PWT) and visible
hyperspectral algorithm (VIS-HSA). The calculated wavelength range is 380–780 nm and the spectral
resolution is 1 nm. The core concept of this technology is to input the image captured by the CCD in
the OM to the spectrometer, such that each pixel of the captured image has spectrum information [55].
Figure S4 shows the flow of the technology, while using MATLAB. A custom algorithm is created.

2.7. Data Preprocessing and Partitioning

All of the MoS2 samples were obtained at different substrate locations and uneven illumination
distribution to form a dataset. Two types of features were available: one is the 1 × 401 hyperspectral
vector central pixel, which extracts the marker data as DNN and 1D-CNN inputs, and the other is
the 1 × 5 × 5 × 401 hyperspectral cube, which regards the spatial region as the center of the cubes.
The category labels of the pixels extracted the tag data as the 3D-CNN input. With single hyperspectral
image data as an example (Figure S5), the marked area was divided into 80% training set and 20%
validation set, whereas the unmarked area was the test set. Finally, the new pending data were
generated. The generalization capability of the model was evaluated. The training set part had
oversampling and data enhancement for the hyperspectral cube, because it contained spatial features
and it was processed via horizontal mirroring and left and right flipping.

2.8. Software and Hardware

The model usage environment was implemented in the Microsoft Windows 10 operating system
while using TensorFlow Framework version 1.10.0 and Python version 3.6. Open-source data analysis
platforms, namely, Jupyter notebook, SciPy, NumPy, Matplotlib, Pandas, Scikit-learn, Keras, and
Spectral, were used to analyze the feature values. The training hardware used a consumer-grade
desktop computer with a GeForce GTX1070 graphics card (NVDIA, Hong Kong, China) and Core
i5-3470 CPU @ 3.2GHz (Intel, Taipei, Taiwan).
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3. Results

The model must have a certain recognition capability, because ensuring that the quality of each
captured image is the same is impossible. Therefore, we add several image quality features to the
hyperspectral image data of different imaging qualities to make the model close to the practical
classification performance. We will explore the models with different magnification rates in order to
discuss the spatial resolution and mixed pixel issues [56,57].

3.1. Model Framework for Deep Learning

The classification prediction model uses three models, namely, DNN, 1D-CNN, and 3D-CNN,
as shown in Figure 2. Among the model parameters, the learning rate is adjusted to 1 × 10−6 to 5 × 10−6

and the batch size (batch) is based on the difference between the model and data. The size and dropout
are 24 and 0.25, respectively, and the selected optimizer is RMSprop. Figure 2a illustrates a schematic of
the basic DNN model architecture. The input is a hyperspectral vector feature belonging to single-pixel
spectral information. The model only contains three layers of fully connected layer. Additional outer
neuron nodes are expected to extract relatively shallow features [58]. The six categories that we classify
are the outputs. Figure 2b displays a schematic of the 1D-CNN model architecture. The input is
consistent with the DNN model. The model consists of four convolutional layers, which include
two pooling layers and two fully connected layers. CNN convolution kernel has rights-sharing
characteristics. We believe that convolving of spectral features is equivalent to chopping different
frequencies. Given the 1 nm resolution of the band, the correlation with adjacent feature points is high.
The pooling layer can help to eliminate features that are too similar in the neighborhood and reduce the
redundant dimensions of features [59]. Figure 2c shows a schematic of the 3D-CNN model architecture.
The input belongs to a hyperspectral cube type of the space-spectral domain. It extracts a feature cube
consisting of pixels as d × d ×N in a small spatial neighborhood (not the entire image) along the entire
spectral band as input data and convolves with the 3D kernel to learn the spectral spatial features.
The reason for using neighboring pixels is based on the observation that pixels in the small spatial
neighborhood often reflect similar characteristics [60]. This observation is proven in Ref [55,61], which
indicated that the small 3 × 3 core is the best option for spatial features; thus, only two convolution
operations are performed and the sample space size is set to 5 × 5, which can be reduced to only two
convolutional layers (1 × 1). The spatial domain of each layer is extracted. The first 3D convolutional
layers, namely, C1 and C2, each contain a 3D kernel. The kernel size is K1

1 × K1
2 × K1

3, resulting in
two sizes of 3D feature cubes as (d − K1

1 + 1) × (d − K1
2 + 1) × (N − K1

3 + 1). Two 3D feature cubes,
namely, C1 and C2, as (d − K1

1 + 1) × (d − K1
2 + 1) × (N − K1

3 + 1), are used as inputs. The second 3D
convolutional layer, namely, C3, involves four 3D cores (with a size of K2

1 × K2
2 × K2

3) and produces
eight 3D data cubes, each as (d − K1

1 − K2
1 + 2) × (d − K1

2 − K2
2 + 2) × (N − K1

3 − K2
3 + 1) [62].
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Figure 2. Schematic of the model construction. (a) Deep neural network (DNN), (b) one-dimensional
(1D) convolutional neural network (1D-CNN), and (c) three-dimensional (3D) convolutional neural
network (3D-CNN), where the inputs in (a,b) are hyperspectral vectors, and the input in (c) is
hyperspectral cube. For the outputs of the three models, Softmax is used as a classifier for six categories:
substrate, monolayer, bilayer, trilayer, bulk, and residues.

3.2. Training Results under Three Deep Learning Models with 10×Magnification

Figure 3 shows the calculation results of the sapphire substrate sample via three models, namely,
DNN, 1D-CNN, and 3D-CNN, under 10×magnification. Figure 3a–c exhibit the convergence curve
and training time of the loss and accuracy in the three algorithms, respectively. 3D-CNN has a longer
training time and epoch than the first two models, and its input feature variable has more space
domain parts; thus, it takes more time to start the convergence process. Figure 3d–f display the results
of the confusion matrix of the verification set in the three algorithms, respectively. Table 1 presents the
evaluation results of each category. Classifier precision determines how many of the positive categories
of all the samples are true positive. The recall rate indicates how many of the true-positive category
samples are judged as positive category samples by the classifier. F1-score is the harmonic mean of
the accuracy and recall rate. Macro-average refers to the arithmetic mean of each statistical indicator
value of all categories. The micro-average is used to establish a global confusion matrix for each model
example in the dataset without category and then calculate the corresponding indicators. 3D-CNN
accuracy is better from the indicators. Figures S6 and S7 exhibit the remaining training procedures
at 40× and 100×magnification rates. Table 1 and Figures S6 and S7 show that the evaluation results
under a small magnification are relatively poor. Therefore, the mixed pixels may cause the pixels to
contain additional mixing or noise factors.
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Figure 3. At 10× magnification condition: accuracy (ACC) and loss in the convergence process in
(a) DNN, (b) 1D-CNN, and (c) 3D-CNN; confusion matrix results of the validation set in (d) DNN,
(e) 1D-CNN, and (f) 3D-CNN.

Table 1. Model evaluation indicators for the three models at 10×magnification.

Final Accuracy (Validation Data)

DNN 1D-CNN 3D-CNN

Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score

Substrate 0.9521 0.9825 0.9671 0.9641 0.9820 0.9729 0.9684 0.9904 0.9792
Monolayer 0.8778 0.7490 0.8083 0.8863 0.7874 0.8339 0.9345 0.8861 0.9097

Bilayer 0.5593 0.8049 0.6600 0.5661 0.7567 0.6476 0.7623 0.7781 0.7701
Tri-layer 0.6552 0.6477 0.6514 0.6341 0.8764 0.7358 0.6504 0.7339 0.6897

Bulk 0.9624 0.6702 0.7901 0.8873 0.7368 0.8051 0.8897 0.8776 0.8836
Residues 0.9571 0.8168 0.8814 0.9651 0.7943 0.8714 0.9516 0.9408 0.9462

micro average 0.9023 0.9023 0.9023 0.9123 0.9123 0.9123 0.9296 0.9296 0.9296
macro average 0.8273 0.7785 0.7930 0.8172 0.8223 0.8111 0.8595 0.8678 0.8631

weighted average 0.9100 0.9023 0.9026 0.9190 0.9123 0.9134 0.9300 0.9296 0.9295

3.3. Prediction Results at 10×Magnification

Figure 4 presents a randomly selected sample at 10×magnification, which is predicted by three
models. Figure 4a displays the OM image under the corresponding range of the prediction data.
Figure 4e exhibits the OM image of new pending data. Figure 4b–d show the training data and
Figure 4f–h present the prediction results for the new data (new pending data) under three models
(color classification image), respectively. The results from the region of interest (ROI) in the training
data indicate that the DNN and 1D-CNN models cannot accurately predict the damaged region when
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the MoS2 film encounters external force damage and the crystal structure is missing. 3D-CNN can be
clearly judged under the destruction of the region, and Supplementary Figure S8 exhibits the remaining
new pending data predictions. In other predictions for 40× and 100× magnification rates (Figures
S9–S12), the color classification image (false-color composite) can be easily found for each model, but it
will be reduced in the opposite FOV detection range.

Figure 4. At 10×magnification: (a,e) optical microscopy (OM) images of the training (train data) and
new test (new pending data) data, respectively; predicted results of the color classification image
(false-color composite) under three models for the training data (b–d), namely, (b) DNN, (c) 1D-CNN,
and (d) 3D-CNN, and for the new pending data (f–h), namely, (f) DNN, (g) 1D-CNN, and (h) 3D-CNN.

3.4. Differences in Models at Three Magnification Rates

In this experiment, the classification algorithm is based on the pixel unit data in the image;
thus, determining how to obtain the quantitative value of the enhanced precision for the OM is
crucial. The majority of existing microscopes achieve uniform spatial irradiance through Köhler
illumination [63]. However, some shortcomings remain in the need for quantitative measurement
and analysis, for example, FOV nonuniform illumination asymmetry (ANILAS) [64,65] is a largely
important factor that is ignored (Figure S13). This phenomenon leads to a certain loss in pixel accuracy.
Thus, we attempt to understand the various feature data types through deep learning in the case of
uneven illumination distribution.

The FOV sizes of the 10×, 40×, and 100×magnification rates are 1.6 mm× 1.2 mm, 0.4 mm × 0.3 mm,
and 0.17 mm × 0.27 mm, respectively, which are the actual detection sizes at the time of prediction.
Figure 5 presents the optimal loss values of the (a) training and (b) verification sets for three models
at three magnification rates. The optimal train loss is higher than the validation loss, partly because
of the use of data enhancements in the training set, which makes the model difficult to learn when
the data are increased in diversity. Figure 5 shows that the three models have low loss values under
100×magnification. When considering the difference in spatial resolution, the pixel resolutions at 10×,
40×, and 100×magnification rates are 0.5, 0.25, and 0.1 μm, respectively. Therefore, the problem of
mixed pixels is further serious at a small magnification. 3D-CNN is the best among the three models at
different magnification rates.
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Figure 5. Optimal loss of the three models in the (a) training and (b) validation sets at 10×, 40×, and
100×magnification rates.

As 3D-CNN demonstrates the best generalization capability at different magnification rates,
we will only discuss the results of this algorithm. Figure 6a shows an OM image of a large-area
periodically grown single-layer MoS2 on a sapphire substrate (also defined as ROI-3). The actual
corresponding size is 1 × 1 mm, and the microscope magnification is 10×. We can observe that a single
layer of MoS2 is distributed in a star shape around the hole. Figure 6a–f display the analysis of the color
classification image (false-color composite). Figure 6b–d present the OM images of the predicted results
under three magnification rates, namely, 100× (ROI-1), 40× (ROI-2), and 10× (ROI-3), respectively.

Figure 6. (a) OM images of the large-area periodic growth of single-layer MoS2 on sapphire substrates
at (b) 100× (ROI-1), (c) 40× (ROI-2), and (d) 10× (ROI-3) magnification rates. Color classification
map predicted at 10× magnification: (e,f) are the amplification results of ROI-4 and ROI-5 ranges,
respectively, corresponding to ROI-1 and ROI-2 circle selection.

We obtain the magnified images of the ROI-4 and ROI-5 regions from the color classification
image under 10× magnification (Figure 6d) as Figure 6e,f, respectively. Corresponding to other
magnification rates (Figure 6b,c) in the same region of the color classification image, we observe
that a small magnification will be limited by the spatial resolution. Consequently, the fine type of
features will be blurred or impurity points are further difficult to identify. Supplementary Figure S14
discusses the probability of class prediction confidence in images with various magnification rates.
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This finding is different from previous research arguments [66]. Previous studies have considered that
the poor image quality is due to several noise points and the surrounding blur at a large magnification
or that fine impurities are caused by deposition, resulting in re-traditional classification algorithms.
The effect is not good, but the small impurities will be ignored when the spatial resolution is low.
However, in the present study, the cognition of the model in deep learning solves the bottleneck of the
previous problem.

3.5. Instrument Measurement Verification

In the new pending data section, we observe the accuracy of the samples from Raman spectroscopy
mapping, as shown in Figure S15. We show two oscillation modes of in-plane (E1

2g) and out-of-plane
(A1g) in Raman mapping analysis. The classification of the number of layers is determined by two
peak differences. Figure S16 presents the SEM measurement results. The instrument can be judged by
the gray level. However, the instrument measurement cannot determine the number of layers and it
can only be observed from relative contrast. The PL spectroscopy results (Figure S17) indicate that the
mapping diagram is either 625 or 667 nm, and the periodic growth of the single-layer to multilayer
distribution of MoS2 has good uniformity. In Figure S18, the material of the sample profile is divided
via HRTEM [67,68].

4. Conclusions

This study is aimed at the layer number discrimination of molybdenum disulfide film on sapphire.
In comparison with the current measurement instruments, such as Raman, SEM, AFM, and TEM,
the proposed equipment has a large detection area, less time, and low cost. The equipment can detect
the low number of layers of molybdenum disulfide film. Unlike in the past, we use deep learning,
but not image processing, for analysis, and experimentally confirm that 3D-CNN has the best precision
and generalization capability. The reason is that the 3D-CNN model initially adds the spatial domain
of the morphological features of MoS2 to learn to avoid the misjudgment caused by the difference in
imaging quality due to noise or to make further accurate judgments on the fuzzy regions between
the category regions. For the problem that the low magnification is limited by the spatial resolution,
which results in fine contaminants and edge blur morphology, the GAN model can be used to achieve
the super-resolution method in low magnification [69,70]. In future research, we hope to integrate
all types of 2D materials and various substrates, such as in the case of heterogeneous stack, in order
to easily distinguish different 2D materials and their different layers easily. The future ideas are to
determine the inference of the growth pattern of MoS2 by detecting the image in real time and to avoid
machine termination for reducing time and related costs under impurity intrusion

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-4991/10/6/1161/s1,
Figure S1: Experimental device. (a) Three-zone furnace tube used in this experiment (Lindberg/Blue HTF55347C),
(b) schematic of the experimental structure and position of the precursor. (c) Area-coded position and image of the
sample under OM shooting; Figure S2: Deep learning is applied to construct a flowchart for the number detection
system of the optical MoS2 layer. The gray, blue, orange, and green block colors correspond to (1) database, (2)
offline training, (3) model design, and (4) online service, respectively; Figure S3: Data labeling is assisted by the
Raman spectroscopy instrument (MRI-1532A). This instrument is mainly used to inject a 532 nm laser light into
the sample. The photons in the laser will collide with the molecules in the sample material, namely, E1

2g and
A1g. The peak difference of the vibration mode is the signal of the main judgment layer of MoS2, and the two
vibration modes have a high dependence on the thickness of MoS2. We select two 30 μm×30 μm Raman mapping
results in the database and wait for ~45 min, especially in the ground truth mark, which is a considerable time;
Figure S4: Flowchart of visible hyperspectral image algorithm; Figure S5: In the blue area, the data in the offline
training section of Figure 2 are used. The ground truth and our label data are set as the training and validation
sets, respectively. The rest of the VIS-HIS feature data are used as the test set. The green area is the predicted result
of new pending data in the (4) online service architecture in Figure S2; Figure S6: OM image and prediction results
of the new pending data at 10×magnification; Figure S7: At 40×magnification, (a) and (e) are the OM images
of train data and new pending data, respectively. The predicted results of the three models are the false-color
composite predicted by (b) DNN, (c) 1D-CNN, and (d) 3D-CNN in the training data, and DNN and 1D-CNN
can be observed. In the CNN, impurities in the single layer are undetected. New pending data predict the color
classification image (false-color composite) by (f) DNN, (g) 1D-CNN, and (h) 3D-CNN and can observe errors in a
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single layer in DNN and 1D-CNN. The result of misclassification of impurity classification; Figure S8: OM image
and prediction results of the new pending data at 40×magnification; Figure S9: At 100×magnification, (a) and
(e) are the OM images of the training (train data) and new test (new pending data) sets. (b) DNN, (c) 1D-CNN,
and (d) 3D-CNN indicate the prediction results of the color classification image (false-color composite) in the
training data. (f) DNN, (g) 1D-CNN, and (h) 3D-CNN reflect the prediction results of the color classification
image (false-color composite) in the new pending data, from DNN and 1D-CNN in the single layer with the
wrong double-layer classification misjudgment results; Figure S10: OM image and prediction results of the new
pending data at 100×magnification; Figure S11: At 40×magnification, the accuracy (Accuracy) and loss (Loss) of
the convergence process in (a) DNN, (b) 1D-CNN, and (c) 3D-CNN; validation set in (d) DNN, (e) 1D-CNN, and
(f) 3D-CNN confusion matrix results; Figure S12: At 100×magnification, the accuracy (Accuracy) and loss (Loss)
of the convergence process in (a) DNN, (b) 1D-CNN, and (c) 3D-CNN; validation set in (d) DNN, (e) 1D-CNN,
and (f) 3D-CNN confusion matrix results; Figure S13: Optical microscope light intensity distribution analysis.
(a,d,g) OM images of sapphire substrate taken at 10×, 40×, and 100×magnification rates (50, 15, and 10μm in the
lower right corner, respectively). (b,e,h) V channels in the HSV color space of the microscope image (lightness)
light intensity distribution. (c,f,i) Scatter plots of each pixel point RGB channel in the OM image; Figure S14:
Prediction rate of each classification type at the shooting magnification rates of (a) 10×, (b) 40×, and (c) 100×;
Figure S15: Raman measurement of the hyperspectral image of the new test data (new data). (a) OM image at
100×magnification, (b) prediction result compared with OM image at 100×magnification, (c) Raman spectrum at
three specific points in (d), and (d) Raman measurement result corresponding to (b). The number of layers in the
ROI circle is consistent, the triangle is a single-layer structure, and the intermediate core point is a double layer;
Figure S16: SEM measurement of the hyperspectral image of the new test data (new data). (a,b) are OM images at
100× and 40×magnification rates, (c,d) are prediction results corresponding to the (a,b) OM image ranges, and
(e,f) correspond to (c,d) ROI measurement results; Figure S17: (a) Photoluminescence spectrometry. (b) OM image
of selected PL mapping range. (c) PL mapping with a wavelength of 625 nm (d) PL mapping with a wavelength of
667 nm. (e) The blue measurement in (d) indicates the PL measurement result of the test piece; Figure S18: (a)
is the OM image after growing MoS2, (b) is the cross-sectional TEM image of the selected area of (a), (c) is the
magnified TEM image of the red arrow of (b). (d) is the HRTEM image at the red box in (c). (e) is the HRTEM
image at the orange box in (c), and (f) is the HRTEM image at the yellow box in (c). (g) is the SAED diagram of (d),
(h) is the SAED diagram of (e), and (i) is the SAED diagram of (f).
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Abstract: Mg-based metallic glasses (MGs) are widely studied due to their high elasticity and high
strength originating from their amorphous nature. However, their further application in many
potential fields is limited by poor corrosion resistance. In order to improve this property, an MgO
nanoplate array layer is first constructed on the surface of Mg-based MGs by cyclic voltammetry
(CV) treatments. In this situation, the corrosion resistance and hydrophilicity of the material are
enhanced. Then, stearic acid (SA) can effectively adhere onto the surface of the MgO layer to
form a superficial hydrophobic film with a water contact angle (WCA) of 131◦. As a result, the SA
coated MgO hydrophobic film improves the corrosion resistance of Mg-based MGs in 3.5 wt.% NaCl
solution obviously. In addition, the effects of four technological parameters (solution concentration,
sweep rate, cycle number, and reaction temperature) in the CV process on the morphology and size
of nano-products are investigated in detail. The work proposes a new method for the creation of
nanostructures on the surface of materials and provides a new idea to increase the corrosion resistance
of MGs. The related method is expected to be applied in wider fields in future.

Keywords: Mg; metallic glass; hydrophobic film; corrosion resistance

1. Introduction

Magnesium alloys are the lightest metal structural materials, which possess the characteristics of
high specific stiffness, high specific strength, good shock absorption, good electromagnetic shielding,
as well as easy processing and recovery. Magnesium alloys receive broad research interest across many
fields including the automotive industry, aerospace, electronic communications, and biomedicine [1–5].
Unfortunately, the poor corrosion resistance of magnesium alloys limits their further applications,
especially in coastal areas. That is because elemental Mg presents high chemical activity and low
electrochemical potential in liquid environments containing chloride ions [6,7], leading to an etch
towards Mg from the alloy. Mg-TM-RE (TM: transition metal such as Zn, Cu, Ni, and RE: rare-earth
metals such as Nd, Yb, or Y) metallic glasses (MGs) exhibit better compressive strength and corrosion
resistance than crystalline state alloys with the same composition due to their uniform and long range
disordered structure [8–12]. In recent years, many studies related to Mg-TM-RE MGs have been carried
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out, but the corrosion resistance of Mg-based MGs still represents a key issue to be addressed and
improved in order to meet the demand of the market [13].

The existing works show some effective strategies to improve the corrosion resistance of Mg-based
MGs. Adjusting the element composition and proportion of the MGs [14–16] is one of the simple
strategies. By introducing iron particles into Mg-based MGs [17] and by forming a micro-arc oxidation
(MAO) layer containing Si on the surface of Mg-based MGs [18], the corrosion resistance of the
MGs can also be improved. Moreover, the preparation of hydrophobic film (a water contact angle
of more than 90◦) on the surface of materials is also an effective method to enhance the corrosion
resistance [19–21]. The hydrophobic surface is constructed by introducing low surface energy
materials onto the sample surface to prevent the corrosive ions from etching the alloy. In this way,
the anti-corrosion ability of the sample can be improved. The reported methods for synthesizing
hydrophobic films include the hydrothermal method [22], ball milling [23], flashlight irradiation [24],
multi-arc ion plating [25], hydrolysis co-precipitation method [26], etc. Many existing methods are
more costly and complicated [27,28], so it is necessary to develop a new method with lower cost and
more convenient operation. In addition, both MgO protection layers and stearic acid layers are reported
to effective in improving corrosion resistance of Mg alloys [29–31]. The research on the combination of
the two protective layers is still lacking.

In this study, the MgO nanoplate array is fabricated on the surface of Mg66Zn30Yb4 MGs by cyclic
voltammetry (CV) and dehydration treatment for the first time. The stearic acid (SA) coated MgO
composite hydrophobic film is then synthesized by immersing the sample into SA to enhance the
corrosion resistance of the Mg66Zn30Yb4 MG significantly. The treatment technology developed in this
work provides a new idea to synthesize various nanostructures on the surface of materials, and also
provides a simple method for improving the corrosion resistance of MGs, establishing a research
foundation for the further application of Mg-based MGs in corrosive environments.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Preparation of Glassy Ribbons

Mg, Zn, and Yb metallic ingots (>99.9 wt.%) were melted into a button-type master alloy ingot
with nominal composition of Mg66Zn30Yb4 (at %) by arc-melting method [32]. The ingot was melted
three times to ensure a uniform composition. Melt-spinning method [33] was adopted to spray the
remelted master alloy melts from the small hole at the tip of a quartz tube onto the high-speed rotated
copper roller (1500 r/min). Finally, the Mg66Zn30Yb4 glassy ribbon (GR) [34] 2 mm wide, 30 μm thick,
and dozens of centimeters long was produced.

2.2. Preparation of Hydrophobic Surface

Firstly, CV treatment was performed through the electrochemical workstation to construct the
Mg(OH)2 micro/nanostructure on the surface of the Mg66Zn30Yb4 GR. The GR, platinum plate,
and Ag/AgCl electrode were used as working electrode, counter electrode, and reference electrode,
respectively. The CV cycling was carried out in the voltage range of 1~3 V with a scan rate of 0.01 Vs−1

in 1 M KOH electrolytes at 25 ◦C. Several experiments were carried out in order to investigate the
influence of electrolyte concentration, scanning rate, cycle number and experimental temperature on
the morphology and size of the Mg(OH)2 products. These experiments were made to individuate the
more appropriate process parameters before the synthesis of the SA layer. After the construction of the
Mg(OH)2 layer, the sample was cleaned with deionized water and dried at 60 ◦C in an oven for 1 h.
In this situation, MgO can be formed by dehydration of Mg(OH)2. Then MgO coated glassy ribbon
was immersed into a 0.01 mol L−1 stearate ethanol solution at 50 ◦C for 5 min. Finally, the sample was
removed and dried in an oven at 60 ◦C for 1 h to obtain a SA coated MgO composite hydrophobic film
on the surface of the Mg66Zn30Yb4 GR. The preparation process of the film is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration showing the synthesis procedure of the stearic acid coated MgO
hydrophobic film on the Mg66Zn30Yb4 glassy ribbon (GR).

2.3. Characterization

Morphological characterization of samples produced with different process parameters were
observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM, Nova NanoSEM 450, Nebraska Center for Materials
and Nanoscience, Lincoln, NE, USA) with back-scattered electron (BSE) mode (1.00 kV). The sizes of
a large number of nanoplates obtained under different process parameters were measured by Nano
Measurer V1.2, software developed by Fudan University, Shanghai, China.

The phase composition, the variation in elemental contents with the sample depth, the magnified
microstructure, the element composition and valence state of surface MgO layers were characterized
by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA, D8-advance), SEM-EDS (energy disperse
spectroscopy) with line scanning mode, transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL JEM-2010FEF,
JEOL, Boston, MA, USA) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Microlab 350, MMT, LLC.,
Denver, CO, USA).

Characterizations of the SA coated specimen were revealed by SEM (BSE mode), TEM and the
water contact angles (WCA) tests. The WCA were measured at room temperature through a contact
angle measuring instrument (Dataphysics OCA20, Filderstadt, Germany). The volume of one drop of
deionized water used in the measurement was 4 μL, and the measurement started after the water drop
staying on the surface of the film for 1 min.

The superficial morphologies of the experimental samples after immersion were observed by SEM
(BSE mode for SA treated specimen, SE mode for original and crystalline state Mg66Zn30Yb4 sample)
and EDS (line scanning mode).

2.4. Corrosion Resistance and Immersing Test

Polarization curve and open circuit potential tests were carried out to compare the corrosion
resistance of different materials. A three-electrode system was adopted in the tests. The CV treated
samples, platinum plate, and Ag/AgCl electrode were used as working electrode, counter electrode,
and reference electrode, respectively. The potentiodynamic polarization curves were measured in the
3.5 wt.% NaCl solution at a scanning rate of 0.01 V/s. In order to ensure the accuracy of the experiment,
the test area of the working electrode was limited in the defined range of 0.4 cm2 (0.2 cm × 2 cm).
The samples were put into the solution to stabilize for 5 min before testing. For immersing tests, the
original GR, crystalline state Mg66Zn30Yb4 alloy and SA treated GR were immersed into 3.5 wt.% NaCl
solution at 25 ◦C. After immersing for 10 min, the surface morphology, cross-sectional morphology,
and element distribution of the film were detected.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2a shows the XRD patterns of the original Mg66Zn30Yb4 GR and the GR after CV and
dehydration treatment. The original GR shows typical diffuse-scattering peaks (broad peaks centered
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at about 36◦) [35], indicating an amorphous nature [36]. The amorphous structure of the ribbon
after CV treatment is partially preserved, accompanied by additional clear crystalline peaks which
corresponds to the (200) and (220) diffraction peaks of MgO (JCPDS No. 65-0476). Figure 2b shows the
CV process of the GR with a scan rate of 0.01 Vs−1 in 1 M KOH solution at 25 ◦C (5th lap). During the
CV process, the potential changes in the range of 1~3 V, playing a similar role of anodic oxidation. For
macro-morphology and bendability testing, GRs in 3~5 cm long were used. The surface color of the
ribbon changes from bright silver-white to light gray after CV treatment (Figure 2c), indicating the GR
is covered with a layer of products. Moreover, the insert in Figure 2b shows that the Mg66Zn30Yb4 GR
still maintains good flexibility after CV treatment, and can be bent continuously for 180◦. This provides
more possibilities for the application of the material in broader fields.

 
Figure 2. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern; (b) cyclic voltammogram (CV) treatment towards a
GR; the inserts: digital photo of GRs with good bendability; (c) digital photo of GRs before and after
CV treatment.

Figure 3 shows BSE images towards GR surface after CV and dehydration treatment under
different process parameters, including solution concentration, scanning rate, cycle number and
reaction temperature. It can be seen that the sample surface presents some typical morphologies such
as nanoplate and nanosphere. When the concentration of KOH solutions is low, the MgO nanoplates
distribute evenly. With the increase in solution concentration, the nanoplates gradually aggregate
into nanospheres (Figure 3a–d). When the scanning rate increases from 0.003 V/s to 0.01 V/s, the size
of nanoplates enhances. At the same time, the distribution of nanoplates changes from aggregation
to dispersion. When the scanning rate is more than 0.03 V/s, the number of nanoplates is greatly
reduced and they become sparser with each other (Figure 3e–h). As the cycle number increases from
3 to 30, the surface nanoplates become more and more dense. However, when the cycle number
reaches to 100, the surface nanoplates fall off from the matrix and only a small amount remains on
the surface of the material (Figure 3i–l). When the temperature is relatively low (5 ◦C), a very small
number of nanoplates are formed on the sample surface. When the temperature rises to 25 ◦C or
above, the dynamic process of the nanoplate formation is accelerated, and the substrate surface is
filled with nanoplates (Figure 3m–p). The possible reasons for the above phenomenon are explained as
follows. The higher solution concentration increases the yield of the product, causing aggregating of
the nanoplates into nanospheres. The faster scanning speed reduces the reaction time, resulting in a
sharp decrease in the yield of nanoplates. Too many reaction cycles increase the yield of the product,
but may result in the separation of nanoplates from the matrix. Too low a reaction temperature reduces
the velocity of ions and impedes the kinetic process of the reaction, which is not conducive to the
synthesis of the products. Based on the above results, it can be seen that the process parameters of the
CV treatment demonstrate a great influence on the surface morphology and yield of nanoplates.

Figure 4 shows the size and proportion statistics of the nanoplate generated under different
experimental parameters. It is found that the scanning rate and reaction temperature has a greater
influence on the size of nanoplates. For different solution concentrations and cycle numbers,
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the size differentiation towards the nanoplates is low. In addition to individual process conditions,
the nanoplates with a length of 120–180 nm occupy a major proportion in the size statistics. After a
number of experiments and data analysis, the stable nanoplate array structure, obtained under the
process parameter of 25 ◦C, 1 M KOH, 0.01 V/s sweep speed for 10 cycles, is selected for subsequent
experiments. That is because under these experimental conditions, the uniform nanoplate array
structure can be obtained, which is in favor of improving hydrophilicity to further reaction with SA.

 

Figure 3. Back-scattered electron (BSE) images of GRs treated by CV under different technological
conditions: (a–d) different KOH solution concentrations, with a scan rate of 0.01 Vs−1 at 25 ◦C for
10 cycles; (e–h) different sweep rates, in 1 M KOH solution at 25 ◦C for 10 cycles; (i–l) different
cycle numbers, with a scan rate of 0.01 Vs−1 in 1 M KOH solution at 25 ◦C; (m–p) different reaction
temperatures, with a scan rate of 0.01 Vs−1 in 1 M KOH solution for 10 cycles.

The SEM image of cross section of the sample prepared under selected parameters is shown in
Figure 5. The nanoplate layer is about 5 μm in thickness with a porous and loose structure, which is
conducive to the infiltration and attachment of SA. The line scanning result from the substrate to the
nanoplate layer shows that the content of O element in the substrate is almost zero, and it increases
dramatically after the line scanning reaches to the nanoplate layer. However, the contents of Zn and
Yb elements decrease rapidly. The closer to the sample surface, the higher the O content and the lower
the Zn and Yb content. Compared with the substrate, the content of Mg element in the film increases
slightly, while the contents of Zn and Yb element decrease greatly. The above experimental results
further confirm that the material surface is mainly composed of magnesium oxides.

In order to better understand the morphology and structure of the nanoplate, the sample is
characterized by TEM as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a,b show the morphology of the nanoplate, which
is consistent with the SEM result. Figure 6c is a high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) image showing the measured lattice fringe spacing of 0.210 nm, corresponding to the (200)
plane of MgO. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) diagram of the nanoplate (Figure 6d)
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shows a polycrystalline concentric ring feature, corresponding to the (111), (200), (220), (222), (400),
(420), and (422) crystal planes of MgO. TEM detection further confirms the successful synthesis of MgO.

 
Figure 4. (a–d) The size statistics of MgO nanoplates obtained under different experimental parameters;
(e–h) fractions of MgO nanoplates with different sizes obtained under different experimental parameters;
(a,e): solution concentrations; (b,f): sweep rates; (c,g): cycle numbers; (d,h): reaction temperatures.

 

Figure 5. SEM image of cross section of the sample and the corresponding EDS line scanning result.

XPS is used to detect the elemental composition and valence state on the surface of nanoplate
films. The fully scanned spectra (Figure 7a) shows that Mg, Zn, Yb and O peaks can be detected on the
sample surfaces without other impurities. The high resolution XPS spectrum of Mg 1s is analyzed in
Figure 7b. The Mg 1s peak position shifts from 1305.2 eV to about 1304.5 eV after the CV treatment,
which is consistent with the previously reported peak position of MgO [37]. In Figure 7c, there are two
peaks in the Zn 2p spectra. The difference in binding energy between Zn 2p3/2 (1021.8 eV) and Zn 2p1/2

(1044.9 eV) is about 23.1 eV, which is in accord with the reported value of ZnO [38], indicating that the
nanoplate layer also contains a small amount of ZnO. In addition, the major peak of the O 1s (Figure 7d)
can be decomposed into three peaks at 529.8 eV, 531.3 eV, and 532.1 eV, corresponding to OM, OH, and
OH2 peaks respectively [39,40], which are derived from metal oxides (MgO and ZnO), hydroxides and
surface water absorbed in the environment, respectively. The XPS detection demonstrates that the
material surface is mainly composed of MgO and a small amount of ZnO as well as metal hydroxides
(un-dehydrated hydroxides or formed by the reaction between oxides and water).
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Figure 6. (a–c) Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of MgO nanoplates; (d) selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of a nanoplate.

 

Figure 7. XPS spectra of the nanoplate film: (a) fully scanned spectra; (b) Mg 1s spectra; (c) Zn 2p
spectra; (d) O 1s spectra.

The effect of MgO nanoplate layers on the corrosion resistance of Mg-based MGs is studied by
potentiodynamic polarization curve in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solutions as shown in Figure 8. The original GR
shows a certain range of passivation region. When the MgO nanoplate array layer is coated on the
surface of GRs, the corrosion potential and the self-corrosion current of the materials are reduced under
most of testing conditions in this paper. In particular, the self-corrosion current can decrease by about
two orders of magnitude, indicating that the construction of MgO nanoplate layers can effectively
improve the corrosion resistance of Mg-based MGs in NaCl solutions. By comparing the polarization
curve positions under different conditions, the technological parameter performed by the blue curve
(25 ◦C, 1 M KOH, 0.01 V/s sweep speed for 10 cycles) is selected in this paper for follow-up experiments.
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Compared with samples with a greater improvement in corrosion resistance, the material treated by
selected technological parameter exhibits a wider passivation area and makes the experimental process
more time-saving and easier to implement (no need for high temperature, high solution concentration
and CV treatment for multiple cycles).

 

Figure 8. Potentiodynamic polarization curves of samples tested in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution under
different experimental parameters: (a) solution concentrations; (b) sweep rates; (c) cycle numbers;
(d) reaction temperatures.

Figure 9a shows the surface SEM morphology of the Mg66Zn30Yb4 GR after immersing in SA.
The nanoplate array maintains the original morphology after immersion, covered by some flocculent
SA. The TEM image (Figure 9b) shows that the surface of the nanoplate is covered with a layer of
magnesium stearate (MgSt) and the outermost layer is covered with porous SA. The related reaction is
shown in Equations (1) and (2) [41,42], revealing that the reaction between SA and MgO as well as the
reaction between SA and Mg(OH)2 will form a [CH3(CH2)16COO]2Mg (MgSt) interlayer between the
two reactants. The nanoplates with good hydrophilcity, distributed in a form of porous networks, are
very conducive to the diffusion of SA onto their surfaces, resulting in the formation of a composite
hydrophobic layer.

MgO + 2CH3(CH2)16COOH→ [CH3(CH2)16COO]2Mg + H2O (1)

Mg(OH)2 + 2CH3(CH2)16COOH→ [CH3(CH2)16COO]2Mg + 2H2O (2)

Figure 9c shows the potentiodynamic polarization curves of the original GR, CV treated GR,
and SA treated GR in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solutions. The SA treated GR shows the lowest self-corrosion
current and the highest corrosion potential among the three samples, indicating that the corrosion
resistance of the CV treated GR is further improved by the coverage of SA. It can be seen from Figure 8d
that the open circuit potential (OCP) of the GR increases from −1396 mV to −1246 mV after the
CV treatment, while it further increases to −1197 mV after the SA treatment. The increase in OCP
(Figure 8d) and the decrease in self-corrosion current (Figure 8c) mutually support that the corrosion
resistance of the SA treated GR improves.

The wettability of different materials can be compared by measuring the water contact angle
(WCA). If the contact angle is more than 90◦, the surface is regarded as hydrophobic, while if the contact
angle is less than 90◦, the surface is regarded as hydrophilic [42]. As shown in Figure 10a, the WCA of
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the original GR surface is 96◦, indicating that the original material possesses certain hydrophobicity.
After CV treatment, the WCA of GR changes to 30◦ (Figure 10b), indicating that the material presents
good hydrophilicity in this situation, which is ready for the good adhesion of SA on the MgO surface.
After SA immersion, the WCA of GR increase to 131◦ (Figure 10c), showing significantly improved
hydrophobicity. Moreover, after immersing in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for 24 h, the WCA can still be
kept at about 123◦, showing good hydrophobic characteristic and good maintenance feature. The above
phenomena confirm that the SA treated MgO film has good hydrophobicity and can protect the internal
sample effectively for a long time.

 

Figure 9. (a) BSE image and (b) TEM image of the hydrophobic film; (c) polarization curves and (d)
open circuit potential of samples treated in different ways.

 

Figure 10. Images of water contact drops for different samples: (a) original GR; (b) CV treated GR;
(c) SA treated GR (d) SA treated GR after immersion in 3.5 wt.% NaCl for 24 h.

Figure 11 presents superficial SEM morphologies of the experimental samples after immersion in
3.5 wt.% NaCl solution at 25 ◦C for 10 min. Figure 11a shows that the nanoplate array structure on
the SA treated GR remains good after corrosion, with no obvious change in morphology (Figure 11e),
showing the good effect of the film in improving corrosion resistance. Cross-sectional SEM image
(Figure 11b) shows that the thickness of the hydrophobic film after corrosion does not change much
and remains in about 5~6 μm. The linear scanning spectrum shows that the content of Cl element in
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the film is very low, indicating that the film plays an effect role to protect the substrate from corrosion.
Figure 11c,f reveals that the obvious surface pitting of the original GR takes place during corrosion,
indicating that, although the original GR presents relatively good corrosion resistance, local corrosion
still exists. When the crystalline Mg66Zn30Yb4 material is corroded, a certain degree of corrosion occurs
inside the grain, forming a porous network. At the same time, a large number of hexagonal nanoplates
generate at the grain boundary (Figure 11g), indicating that the crystalline state Mg66Zn30Yb4 material
possesses a very general corrosion resistance and is very easy to be corroded. Supplementary Video S1
shows a video comparing the macroscopic corrosion phenomenon of the original GR and the SA
treated GR during the corrosion process in a more extreme corrosion environment (a mixture of 20 mL
3.5 wt.% NaCl solution and 0.5 mL 1 M HCl solution). It is found that in such a corrosive environment,
a large number of bubbles appear immediately on the surface of amorphous GR when it is put into the
corrosive solution, indicating that a drastic reaction occurs on the surface of the sample. However,
after the SA treated GR is added to the corrosive solution, there is no obvious corrosion visible to the
naked eye on the material surface. Based on the above analysis, the hydrophobic film synthesized
in this paper presents a good protective effect to the glassy substrate and can effectively improve the
corrosion resistance of Mg-based MGs in Cl ion containing solutions.

 

Figure 11. SEM images showing superficial morphologies of the experimental samples after immersion
in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for 10 min: (a) SA treated Mg66Zn30Yb4 GR; (b) cross section of the
hydrophobic film and the EDS line scanning; (c) original Mg66Zn30Yb4 GR; (d) crystalline state
Mg66Zn30Yb4 sample; (e–g) enlarged images of (a,c,d) respectively.

4. Conclusions

By utilizing the CV treatment method, the MgO nanoplate array films are synthesized on the surface
of Mg66Zn30Yb4 GRs successfully. Four CV treated parameters, including solution concentration,
scanning rate, cycle number, and reaction temperature, are examined to analyse their effects on the
sizes and shapes of the nano-products. It is found that the scanning rate and reaction temperature
have a greater influence on the size of nanoplates. In addition, the nanoplates present a main length of
120~180 nm under the experimental conditions. The stable nanoplate array structure, obtained under
the process parameter of 25 ◦C, 1 M KOH, 0.01 V/s sweep speed for 10 cycles, is selected for surface
SA modification. As a result, the SA coated MgO composite hydrophobic film with a WCA of 131◦ is
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prepared on the surface of the Mg66Zn30Yb4 GR. The composite shows improved corrosion resistance
compared with the original amorphous alloy and the crystal material with the same composition.
The work provides us a simple, low-cost, energy-saving, and environmentally friendly CV treatment
method to create surface nanostructures and improve the corrosion resistance of the Mg66Zn30Yb4 GR,
which may promote the development and application of the CV treatment method and is expected to
lead to the synthesis of different films with various nanostructures.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-4991/10/5/947/s1,
Video S1: Macroscopic corrosion phenomenon of the GRs.
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Abstract: Quasi all water soluble composites use graphene oxide (GO) or reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) as graphene based additives despite the long and harsh conditions required for their preparation.
Herein, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) films containing few layer graphene (FLG) are prepared by the
co-mixing of aqueous colloids and casting, where the FLG colloid is first obtained via an efficient,
rapid, simple, and bio-compatible exfoliation method providing access to relatively large FLG
flakes. The enhanced mechanical, electrical conductivity, and O2 barrier properties of the films
are investigated and discussed together with the structure of the films. In four different series of
the composites, the best Young’s modulus is measured for the films containing around 1% of FLG.
The most significant enhancement is obtained for the series with the largest FLG sheets contrary to
the elongation at break which is well improved for the series with the lowest FLG sheets. Relatively
high one-side electrical conductivity and low percolation threshold are achieved when compared
to GO/rGO composites (almost 10−3 S/cm for 3% of FLG and transport at 0.5% FLG), while the
conductivity is affected by the formation of a macroscopic branched FLG network. The composites
demonstrate a reduction of O2 transmission rate up to 60%.

Keywords: nano composites; polymer-matrix composites; electrical properties; mechanical properties;
few layer graphene composites

1. Introduction

Most of the polymer-graphene composites contain graphene oxide (GO) or graphene platelets,
usually prepared by exfoliation in organic solvent. In case of water-soluble polymers such as PVA, GO
would be the first choice due to the high content of hydrophilic/oxygenated groups and related ability
to be well dispersed in water. The second advantage is usually a high aspect ratio, i.e., high lateral
size of sheets vs. low thickness. However, the required reduction to restore conjugated C=C lattice
and harsh synthesis conditions are important drawbacks of GO [1,2]. Finally, the reduced GO (rGO)
is much less dispersible in water and some reports include additional functionalization of rGO to
mix and get higher interface with PVA [3–6]. High strength and ductility composites were obtained
for instance using rhodamine to functionalize rGO by cation-π and π-π interactions with an rGO
surface [5]. The interesting mechanical and conductive properties were achieved for the composites
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with self-assemblies of microscale PVA lamellas, dendrites, and rods containing rGO functionalized by
sulfonate groups [6].

The common way to obtain GO/rGO involves harsh conditions via the Hummer method,
and reduction with hydrazine followed by preparation of the composite [7–11]. Few other reports deal
for instance with the use of stress induced exfoliation to graphene based on direct ultrasonication of
graphite with PVA. However, this latter method is long as well (48 h of sonication), and the properties
of the final composites are not spectacular, as eventually, additional drawings to aligned graphene are
applied [12].

Since GO is much more dispersible in water, graphene/rGO based composites show in general
superior mechanical and conductive properties. The comparative studies between GO and rGO have
been done for instance by Bao et al. [7]. The work clearly shows the advantage of graphene (rGO) over
GO in PVA composites with related mechanisms in term of mechanical, conductivity and thermal
stability properties [7]. On the other hand, a study demonstrated that, due to the presence of the basal
oxygen containing groups and consequently adequate interfacial interactions with PVA, GO containing
composite (0.3%) showed higher tensile strength than the one containing rGO [9].

Most reported works deal with low graphene loading and an interesting enhancement
of mechanical, electrical or barrier properties were obtained at low graphene (rGO) content:
0.5–0.8% [7,11,13,14]. Some improvements were observed at much lower concentrations [4,15].
The best results in term of tensile strength were obtained by Zhao for the composite containing rGO,
obtained in the presence of surfactant Sodium Dodecyl Benzene Sulphonate (SDBS), showing a 1000%
enhancement of Young’s modulus for 1.8% rGO content. However, no conductivity properties were
demonstrated [8].

Despite a number of studies reporting on GO and rGO additives, the use of FLG/multi-layer
graphene (MLG) for the same purpose is rare [16,17]. This is probably due to the lack of FLG that would
fulfil the requirement of efficient and simple synthesis with a relatively high aspect ratio of the product.
Most recently synthetized bio-compatible FLGs, or graphene platelets differently speaking, do not
exceed a few hundred nm in size [18]. According to the experimental and theoretical evaluations,
FLG/MLG has a similar Young’s modulus, i.e., around 1TPa, to monolayer graphene [19], while the
conductivity is affected by the perpendicular component that is three orders of magnitude lower than
in the planar direction [20].

The aim of this work is to investigate FLG-containing PVA films obtained by casting from the
co-mixed aqueous colloids, where FLG colloid are previously prepared by rapid, efficient and simple
mixing assisted-exfoliation of expanded graphite in the presence of bovine serum albumin: a natural
system possessing a high hydrophilic/lipophilic balance (HLB) [21,22]. The resulting FLG has a
relatively high aspect ratio due to the large size of the sheets that is comparable with some reported
GO/rGO sheets with lower size, while the simplicity of its preparation is a significant improvement
on the harsh conditions typically applied for GO/rGO synthesis. On the other hand, the number of
sheets is clearly more important. It is then of interest to check the possibility to use such FLGs and
their water processable colloid, and compare the properties of the obtained composites with those
known in the literature.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Materials

Few layer graphene (FLG) was synthesized according to the exfoliation method described
earlier [21]: expanded graphite (EG) was submitted to the mixing-assisted ultrasonication in distilled
water in the presence bovine serum albumin (BSA) with 5–10 wt. % vs. FLG. In this approach,
three different durations of the sonication were applied, i.e., 2, 4, or 6 h. The aqueous colloids obtained
after sonication were left for decantation of 4 h and then the stable colloidal supernatants were separated
and used later for the preparation of the composites.
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EG was purchased from Mersen France Gennevilliers (Gennevilliers, France).
BSA was purchased from Merck (Sigma-Aldrich) company, St. Quentin Fallavier, France.
PVA powder (M.W. 57,000–66,000) was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Kandel, Germany).
For the preparation of composite films (PVA-FLG I, PVA-II, PVA-III, PVA-IV), PVA powder was

first dissolved in distilled water by mixing and heating of the solution at 90 ◦C for 3–6 h (6.25 g/150 mL).
Then, the given volume of aqueous suspension containing appropriate weight of FLG were added to
the solution. All was next mixed for additional 0.5h and casted in Petri dishes. The casted colloids
were dried under ambient conditions for 24 h and next under vacuum at 40–60 ◦C (or directly in oven
at 60 ◦C in the case of PVA-FLG I).

Additional drying for 48 h at 60 ◦C was applied prior to the mechanical, conductive, and barrier
properties measurements.

2.2. Characterization Tools

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on TA instrument SDT Q600 (Luken’s drive,
New Castle, DE, USA) under N2 and air flow with the heating rate of 15◦/min.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was carried out on Q200 V24.11 Build 124 (USA) for two
cycles under N2 with ramp rate of heating and cooling of 10 and 5 ◦C/min respectively, and isothermal
steps of 2 min.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on Jeol JSM-6700 F (Tokyo, Japan) working
at 3 kV accelerated voltage. In order to analyze the cross-section some films were broken (or cut) after
freezing in liquid N2.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a MULTILAB 2000 Thermo Fisher
Scientific (Dreieich, Germany) spectrometer equipped with Al K anode (hν 1

4 1486.6 eV). CASA XPS
program with a Gaussian-Lorentzian mix function and Shirley background subtraction were employed
for processing of spectra.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on 2100 F Jeol microscope (Tokyo, Japan).
Tensile testing was carried out on INSTRON ElectroPuls E3000 (Norwood, MA, USA). Prior to the

measurements the composites films were cut into specimens with appropriate dimensions for using in
serrated grips.

Conductivity measurements (sheet resistance) of the films were carried out using four points
probes method (FPPs) under N2 atmosphere (in glove-box) on KEITHLEY 4200-SCS (Beaverton, OR,
USA).

Oxygen transmission analysis was performed on apparatus module Ox-Tran 2/10 (Mocon, USA).
For each film two measurements were carried out in accordance with standard ASTM D 3985–05.
The samples were first conditioned and next measured for at least 24 h at t = 23 ◦C and RH = 0%.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Synthesis and Structures of FLG and PVA-FLG

Four series of PVA-FLG composites containing up to 3% of FLG are prepared and denoted as
PVA-FLG I, PVA-FLG II, PVA-FLG III, and PVA-FLG IV. The series I and III include FLG that was
exfoliated for 2 h (FLG-2h), series II includes FLG obtained after 4 h of exfoliation (FLG-4h), while series
IV contains FLG after 6 h of exfoliation (FLG-6h). According to our earlier observations, the duration of
exfoliation/ultrasonication of expanded graphite influences the size of FLG flakes which successively
decreases with the increase of sonication duration [21]. Additionally, the final drying of PVA-FLG I film
was different from the one applied in the three others. Different average size of FLG sheets in series
could be observed through SEM microscopy, as shown in Figure 1a,b. Figure 1c shows an additional
representative micrograph of a global view of FLG-2h flakes with average size of 5 μm. The prolonged
time of sonication also causes the introduction of defects that are mostly linear defects, i.e., edges
(due to the lower size of flakes) which is reflected by a lower combustion temperature, as shown in
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Figure 1d, and enlarged C1s XPS spectra (full width at half-maximum, FWHM), shown in Figure 1e.
It is known that, contrary to well crystallized planar conjugated sp2 C=C lattice, graphene/FLG edges
contain unsaturated carbon atoms and consequently are more sensitive towards oxidation and greedy
for more electronegative oxygen, nitrogen-rich groups. The relative content of O and N, Figure 1e,
increases with sonication time, where its eventual negligible variation possibly has origins in the
variable amount of stabilizing BSA. A different stabilization behavior in the FLG-BSA suspensions
during the decantation step and so different amount of BSA remaining in the suspensions would be a
consequence of vary FLG flake size. Figure 1f illustrates additionally deconvoluted C1s XPS spectra of
FLG-6h, confirming the presence of very few commonly recognized oxygen-containing groups and sp3

type defect-linked C [23]. According to our current and earlier observations, these types of groups are
mostly localized at the edges of FLG and not at the surface as is the case of GO or weakly reduced GO
with a number of hydroxyl and epoxy surface-localized groups [21].

Figure 1. Representative SEM micrographs of (a,c) FLG-2h (b) FLG-6 h. (d,e) TGA curves and XPS
spectra of FLG-2h, FLG-4h, FLG-6h, (f) deconvoluted XPS spectra of FLG-6h.

The prepared films are the composites of PVA, FLG and very small quantities of BSA present in
the amount of 5–10% of FLG. The content of BSA is then very low but sufficient to get a homogenous
aqueous dispersion of FLG and next of PVA-FLG (for 1% of FLG vs. weight of PVA, it represents only
0.05–0.1%). BSA is a large system consisting of transport type proteins containing almost 600 amino
acid residues, i.e., a huge number of groups able to support hydrogen bonding [24]. Some of these
groups are basically occupied to form folded quaternary structures and other ones are responsible for
the very good solubility in water. Once submitted to the strong ultrasonication in water, the sonolysis
process occurs and BSA form large microspheres through the interactions of disulphide from cysteine
residue [21]. According to our observations, during the sonolysis of BSA in the presence of FLG
smaller BSA spheres were formed from the excess of BSA [21], while unfolded linear structures of
BSA were adsorbed on FLG surface [25]. Concerning the interactions with graphene surfaces, it was
somehow reported that the highest affinity in BSA towards graphite surfaces have peptide groups [26].
This time, we could have localized adsorbed BSA and show that the chains of BSA are adsorbed at the
surface of the FLG flakes as well as locally at the FLG edges (Supplementary Materials, Figure S1).
The adsorption on the edges is not surprising taking into account the existence of reactive groups from
the edges that can easily form hydrogen bonding with BSA. It seems also that BSA partially exists in
aggregate form and partially as a thin, more planar structure adsorbed at FLG surface, but detailed
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investigations are necessary for the determination of this structure, which is out of scope of this work,
especially given that BSA did not affect the properties studied below (PVA + BSA).

Hydrogen bonds are indeed the central interactions to discuss. They allow first to overcome van
der Waals interactions between the sheets in graphite to produce FLG flakes and keep the hydrophobic
FLG flakes as a stable aqueous suspension, and further, to make aqueous suspension with PVA.
Concerning PVA-FLG interactions, most hydrogen bonding is established due to the presence of BSA
adsorbed over FLG and not by oxygen groups covalently bonded to the surface as the case of GO or rGO
sheets. Still, other interactions can occur with naked, BSA-free edges of FLG flakes. The role of water in
the formation of intermediate hydrogen bonds cannot be forgotten, since possibly affect the properties
of the composites. The importance of water in hydrogen bonding formation was demonstrated clearly
by Brinson et al., who proposed a gallery-bridging hydrogen bond network associated with rotational
and translational degrees of freedom thanks to water molecules in filtered GO paper and its PVA
composite. The gallery played a role in the transfer of stress and modification of the stiffness [27].

The common feature of all films is the formation a macroscopic branched network of FLG with
dendritic features at the periphery, visible from the upper side. The network could be observed
during the drying step of casted colloids, Figure 2a. We associate this phenomenon with the diffusion
limited aggregation (DLA) process induced by drying, quite often present in colloid science. A similar
kind of branched pattern was also previously obtained upon the drying of pure FLG dispersed in
organic solvents [28]. The DLA process and resulting patterns depend on many parameters related
to the chemical potential of the matter, its concentration, overall interactions between the matter,
matter-solvent and matter-support, matter-air, and drying conditions. It seems then that the present
system including PVA, FLG covered by BSA, and water under casting/drying conditions is favorable
for DLA to occur (for the reason of comparison FLG-BSA-PLA film prepared in parallel under the same
drying conditions did not reveal the formation of such network). Some tendency to form a kind of wavy
network is observed in ref. PVA film (Supplementary Materials Figure S2), while in the composites,
the branches of the network are full of arranged FLG flakes as we could have confirmed by low
resolution SEM analysis (Supplementary Materials Figure S3). Figure 2b–e shows the representative
SEM micrographs of PVA-FLG films. Two sides of films can be distinguished after their drying, the one
having an opaque optical aspect, that being upper side, seen in Figure 2b, and the one shining more,
being in contact with glass (or plastic) Petri dish under drying, shown in Figure 2c. In Figure 2d,e,
the transversal cross-section of the films shows the FLG flakes embedded in, and locally protruded,
from polymer matrix. We can see clearly the parallel to the film surface (planar) orientation of the FLG
flakes within the composite, the tendency observed in the literature rather for graphene (rGO) than
for GO [9]. It was indeed observed that, due to the presence of the basal oxygen containing groups,
and consequently adequate interfacial interactions with PVA, GO was randomly arranged within PVA
matrix contrary to rGO that demonstrate more aligned arrangement [9]. According to this statement,
the planar arrangement of FLG flakes suggest that the interactions between FLG edges (free or BSA
decorated) and PVA occur and are relatively significant. Some deviation from planar arrangement was
observed only close to the upper side of the film.

The TEM micrographs in Figure 3 confirm the existence of few micrometer size FLG flakes
having good interface with the polymer, as well as few sheets in the flakes, i.e., nine in the presented
micrograph of Figure 3c. According to our earlier studies the estimation of the average number of
the sheets in FLG used here is around seven, while the presence of up to 15 as well as 2, 3 sheets are
observed by TEM microscopy. Such number of sheets in FLG flakes seems to be high compared to
GO/rGO materials but the thickness of the flakes is counterbalanced by relatively large size of the
flakes, i.e., 3–5 μm on average.
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Figure 2. Representative PVA-FLG film structure, (a) optical photo of the drying film with formation of
macroscopic branched network, (b,c) SEM micrographs of two sides of the films: opaque/upper and
shining/down ones, (d,e) cross-sectional micrographs of the films: (d) closer to upper side, (e) closer to
down side.

Figure 3. TEM micrographs of FLG flakes embedded in PVA matrix, (a) focus on the FLG
morphology/size, (b) focus on the FLG edges (c) high resolution TEM of the edge of the flake
demonstrating to have 9 sheets.

3.2. Thermal Properties of PVA-FLG

The modification of the thermal stability of PVA films induced by the addition of FLG flakes is
reflected in TGA analysis, series III, Figure 4. It seems that the weight loss at lower temperatures is
more significant for the composites compared to PVA, while at higher temperatures, this tendency in
the composites is less clear. The faster weight loss at the beginning in the composites can be first of
all related to the presence of BSA, which as mentioned above has high hydrophilic lipophilic balance
properties and can enhance the ability to lock up water molecules. In the last region of combustion,
i.e., below 500 ◦C, the interface between FLG and remaining PVA slightly slows down the process.
For more precise investigations, the combustion temperature at 10% and 50% weight loss (T10%, T50%)
are shown in Table 1, Figure 4. As can be seen, along with the increase of FLG loading, T10% decreases
in a significant and consecutive manner. This tendency changes once all water and large part of BSA
are gone, and at T50%, the most robust is the composite with 1% of FLG, then PVA and PVA-FLG 2%
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has similar thermal resistance, and only PVA-FLG 3% shows lower T50%. This random variation is
probably linked to two phenomena, initially to the formation of a physical barrier from well dispersed
FLG at 1% (decrease of the diffusion of degraded PVA to the gas phase) [29,30]. Next, at 3% FLG, to
good thermal conductivity and related high heat transfer of FLG that accelerates a degradation of PVA.

Figure 4. Thermal stability properties of the PVA-composites: (a) representative TGA (series III), (b)
representative DSC (series IV).

Table 1. Temperatures for weight loss of 10 and 50% (series IV).

Sample (Series IV) T10% T50%

PVA 250 286
PVA-FLG 1% 228 300
PVA-FLG 2% 165 287
PVA-FLG 3% 141 278

The release of bound water, especially from the composites, is also clearly seen on DSC curves for
the first heating, Figure 4b (series IV). According to DSC analysis, the melting temperatures (Tm) of
the composites are in general slightly higher than Tm of PVA (Table 2) but the calculated crystallinity
degrees (%C) clearly decrease with addition of FLG. The crystallinities were obtained from melting
enthalpies, ΔHm, values vs. ΔHm of 100% crystalized PVA reference, i.e., 138.6 J/g [31], as shown
in Table 2. The decrease of %C in the composites indicates disturbing effect of FLG additive on
the ordering of the polymer chains and could be associated with so called hydrogen bond barrier
blocking the hydrogen bonding within PVA. Such a hydrogen bond barrier was observed also in GO
composites [7].

Likewise, the reduced melting enthalpy of the composites compared to the PVA in the first heat
indicates loosely co-interacting species in the formers. This tendency is kept once water is released in
the second heating only for certain samples. In few cases, the difference between relative maximum
ΔHmII obtained for the composites and reference PVA samples is much smaller, which can be attributed
to the reduced mobility of the polymer chains interacting with BSA covered FLG. Some discrepancies
in the modification of the relative Tm and ΔHm between the series are induced probably by coupled
factors related to quantitative variation of the interactions between PVA, water, BSA-FLG and FLG
edges considering variable size of FLG flakes. Despite these discrepancies, it can be observed that
the crystallinity (and ΔHmII) in the second heating is relatively high for FLG at 1% and 2% loading
compared to other composites and the reference samples.

Due to the locked-up water molecules the composites were additionally dried prior to the
mechanical, conductive and barrier properties measurements.
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Table 2. Melting temperatures and crystallinity degrees of PVA-FLG composites obtained from
DSC analysis.

Tm [◦C] ΔHm [J/g] %C ΔHm II [J/g]

Series I

PVA 224.1 66.8 48.8 93.3
PVA-FLG 0.5% 224.6 63.3 45.7 75.6
PVA-FLG 1% 224.4 66.2 47.7 78.7
PVA-FLG 3% 224.68 58.9 42.5 73.2

Series II

PVA 220.6 49.9 36.0 87.5
PVA-FLG 0.3% 224.6 54.5 39.3 79.6
PVA-FLG 0.5% 220.6 47.1 34.0 63.1
PVA-FLG 1% 224.1 61.9 44.7 71.4
PVA-FLG 2% 224.8 67.6 48.8 87.4

Series IV

PVA 223.7 86.6 62.5 62.3
PVA-FLG 1% 224.3 70.1 50.6 68.8
PVA-FLG 2% 224.5 71.8 51.8 67.1
PVA-FLG 3% 224.2 57.1 41.2 54.5

3.3. Mechanical Properties

The investigated mechanical properties of the four composites series are presented in Figures 5
and 6a and Table 3. They include the representative stress-strain curves, the modification of tensile
modulus as a function of FLG loading and enhancement of tensile modulus, strength and elongation at
break. One can see in Figure 6a that the tensile modulus (E) varies in more or less significant manner
between the series, while the optimum and critical loading of FLG in all series are the same, i.e., closed
to 1%. The presented points are the average values while, taking into account the margins of error,
we see that, for few series, optimum loading can be obtained at lower loading (around 0.5). Already,
the addition of 0.3% wt. of FLG induces the enhancement of the properties, then the tensile modulus in
each series increases with the increase of FLG amount until 1% of FLG and next it is strongly reduced
demonstrating even poorer properties compared to the neat PVA. A similar tendency is maintained for
the tensile strength. It seems that the improvement of these properties depends on the size of FLG
flakes being the most significant in series III (the largest flakes), weaker in series II (the average size)
with the smallest in series IV (the smallest flakes). The greatest improvement of E and tensile strength
is measured for series III for 1% of FLG loading, 114% and 60% respectively. Series I, containing also
large flakes, shows the same tendency but the enhancement is somehow weaker. (Let recall that the
drying step of films in series I was much faster, occurring at higher temperature, then drying of other
series.) The elongation at break diminishes with the addition of FLG and this behavior is also measured in
series III. On the contrary, the elongation at break increases with addition of FLG in series II and especially
in series IV, so, inversely to FLG size. The superior elongation at break properties of series II and IV
containing smaller sheets, FLG-4h and FLG-6h, indicate that the interactions between FLG and PVA
occur mostly via the FLG edges and the impact of the adsorbed over FLG surface albumin on the overall
interactions is lower. Consequently, the gliding of the FLG sheets is easier compared to the other series.
On the contrary, lower ductility along with superior tensile modulus and strength in series with bigger
FLG sheets suggests a relatively higher interaction through the bonding between PVA and BSA adsorbed
over FLG surface. The potential impact of the FLG size on the formed branched patterns and consequently
on the mechanical properties cannot indeed be excluded and would require separate investigations, while
initial observations suggest no remarkable modification of the pattern between the series.

Our results are to a certain extent in agreement with the ones reported earlier where the best
results were obtained for the PVA composites containing near 1% of GO and rGO (0.8%). Likewise, the
enhancement of GO or rGO content to 1.6 resulted in the reduction of mechanical properties [7]. The
composites prepared by Zhao behaved in a similar way, the mechanical percolation was obtained for
1.8% [8]. We can say then, that in this work, despite the formation of branched FLG pattern, the optimum
percolation is obtained at similar FLG content range to the one obtained with GO/rGO PVA films.
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Figure 5. The representatives stress-strain curves of PVA-FLG composites: (a) series I, (b) series II, (c)
series III, (d) series IV.

Figure 6. (a) Young modulus of PVA-FLG composites as function of FLG %, (b) conductivity of
PVA-FLG composites as a function of FLG%.

Table 3. Enhancements of mechanical properties in PVA-FLG composites.

PVA-FLG (%)
Enhancement of
Tensile Modulus

(GPa) (%)

Enhancement of
Tensile Strength

(MPa) (%)

Enhancement of
Elongation at
Break (%) (%)

Series I
0.5 9 2 −6
1 22 2 17
3 −4 −16 −20

Series II

0.3 44 18 52
0.5 61 17 9
1 70 29 22
2 −25 −17 9

Series III
1 114 60 −36
2 62 41 −16

Series IV

0.5 9 43 73
1 42 39 75
2 −5 24 67
3 −0.3 0 −30

Since PVA is a semicrystaline polymer, its mechanical properties should also be affected
by crystallinity features. Indeed, in series IV, the melting temperature slightly increases in the
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nanocomposites compared to PVA, while the crystallinity (from the second DSC heat rate) in the
composites with 1% and 2% FLG loading is even higher than for the reference PVA.

Taking all these into account, the improvement of the mechanical properties in the composites at
FLG loading around 1% wt. can then be attributed to the enhanced crystallinity, interactions between
FLG-BSA/FLG-edges and PVA chains through hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals interactions as
described above.

3.4. Electrical Conductivity

According to the FPPs measurements, the films are conductive, starting from 0.5% of FLG content
with conductivity order of 10−9 S/cm, as shown in Figure 6b. The conductivity strongly increases,
reaching values in the order of 10−6–10−5 S/cm at 1% FLG loading and next increases slowly to be the
order of 10−5–10−4 S/cm at 2% FLG loading, being finally stabilized with the order of 10−4 S/m for FLG
content of 3%. The highest value, almost 10−3 S/cm of order (8.5 × 10−4 S/cm), was achieved for series
IV with 3% of FLG content.

A similar conductivity enhancement behavior was observed for rGO based composite, where
the conductivity clearly jumped going from 0.8% to 1.6% of rGO and then stabilized at higher rGO
concentration [7].

We assume that the inhibited increase of conductivity at certain FLG concentration is related to
the increasing face-to-face arrangement of the FLG flakes. Such overlapping of the flakes in z-direction
increases more-and-more along with FLG content. The conductivity in the direction perpendicular to
the plane is three orders of magnitude lower than the planar one in FLG flake as it is in graphite [20],
and an additional resistance in the films occurs at the connections of the flakes. Likewise, some extra
overlapping of the flakes at higher FLG concentration can be induced by the formation of branched
network, instead of homogenous distribution of add-FLG in the plane. Taking into account the limit
of pattern formation (or random distribution) of FLG in the x direction, the obtained conductivities
are relatively high. The conductivities and percolation thresholds of the composites are within the
highest and the lowest ones, respectively, known in the literature for PVA-graphene based films [10,14].
Comparing our results with the ones achieved for PVA-rGO film, the PVA-FLG composites show
around 5 orders of magnitudes higher conductivities for the same content of carbon [7]. The measured
here conductivities are also comparable with the ones obtained for the composites containing large
rGO of few tens of macrons in majority [10]. The effect of the aspect ratio on the conductivity properties
and more precisely on the percolation threshold has been clearly shown for rGO flakes [10]. Indeed,
we highlight that four main factors impact the transport properties in the films: carbon crystallinity,
carbon morphology, carbon arrangement/interactions, and carbon-PVA interactions.

We did not find any specific correlation between the size of FLG sheets and conductivity percolation
or behavior in general, but the differences in FLG size and % loading are possibly too small to observe
a conductivity–size relationship. Likewise, the formation of the branched network would modify this
simple reliance.

The good conductive characteristic despite a relatively significant thickness of the flakes is first of
all ensured by the well crystalized carbon lattice of FLG with a low amount of defects and relatively
large lateral size of the flakes compared to other FLG materials obtained by the liquid exfoliation of
graphite [21]. In terms of FLG arrangement, there are two main factors here that play a role, i.e., the
formation of connected FLG branched macroscopic patterns and the flat arrangement of the flakes at
the conductive side as discussed next. Having seven graphene sheets on average and comparable or
lower to rGO lateral size of the sheets, the FLG used here would make percolation a few times higher
in terms of concentration than the thin graphene (rGO) if the advantages of the arrangement are not
present. It was shown previously that the formation of fractal-like networks formed by pure FLG
flakes over glass substrate enhanced the transport properties over macroscopic substrate compared
to random distribution, but this effect in herein composites is for now difficult to determine [28].
Regardless the macroscopic network, we need to note the fact that, in all measured films, only the
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opaque side of the films is conductive—the one that initially was in the contact with glass substrate
during the casting of the films, as shown in Figure 2c. This was quite surprising taking into account
that, according to the first SEM observations, the presence of FLG flakes is clearly pronounced in the
upper side of films. Despite relatively rapid drying and quite viscous colloids, we could suppose that
some low difference in % loading exists between the two sides. For this purpose, the XPS analysis on
the surface of both sides of the film was performed and did not reveal any chemical difference (the
relative C to O ratio would show this difference if existing). This means that the concentration in FLG
of both sides is very close while morphology can be side-dependent. This latter was next confirmed by
applying high electron intensity mode under SEM analysis.

The low and higher magnifications micrographs on Figure 7 demonstrate two sides of the film
where, due to the charging effect the FLG, flakes and PVA domains can be clearly distinguished as black
and white, respectively. It is clear that, at the conductive side, we see a quasi-totally flat arrangement of
the flakes that results in their good connectivity making impression of FLG excess, Figure 7a,b. Such an
arrangement is disturbed at the opposite, upper side, through which the evaporated water molecules
and air are evacuated upon drying living space for FLG flakes collapsing. On this side, we see more
protruded flakes with their edges then the flakes surface as it is the case of the conductive side, this
time giving impression of PVA excess. This side view is in agreement with the above cross-sectional
observations, Figure 2d. It results in a lack of FLG connection and conductivity.

Figure 7. SEM micrographs of PVA-FLG films, series IV, 3% of FLG (high electron intensity):
(a,b) conductive side, (c,d) non-conductive side.

3.5. Oxygen Barrier Properties

Few of prepared composites from series I and II with different FLG % were submitted to the oxygen
barrier properties measurements. The oxygen transmission decreases up to 60%, from 10.7 for pure
PVA to 4.3 cc/m2 day for series I-0.5%FLG, and close to this, to 4.5 and 4.7 cc/m2 for series II-0.3%FLG
and series I-0.5%FLG. These average barrier properties are in agreement with the non-homogenous
distribution of and specific arrangement of FLG into connected macroscopic network. It seems also
that, for higher concentration of FLG, the composites show slightly higher transmission (4.9–6.1 cc/m2),
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which would also suggest that the successive addition of FLG allows added overlapping of FLG in the
z direction within the network than the extension of the network in the plane.

4. Conclusions

PVA composites containing FLG additive show enhanced mechanical, conductive, and gas barrier
properties. The best mechanical properties are observed for PVA containing 1% wt. of FLG. The most
significant enhancements of tensile modulus and strength are measured for the composites containing
larger FLG flakes contrary to the elongation at break for which the best improvement is noticed for
PVA containing lower size flakes. The rapid, simple, bio-compatible, and efficient synthesis of FLG
together with the resulting large size of FLG sheets make this FLG material a suitable choice for further
applications and their optimization in polymer composites. Preliminary studies show that highly
conductive polymer-FLG films can be obtained, while at present, the formation of a macroscopic
branched FLG network and one-side conductivity are achieved.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-4991/10/5/858/s1,
Figure S1: SEM micrograph of FLG flakes with adsorbed BSA, Figure S2: Optical image of PVA film, Figure S3:
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Abstract: The detection of Raman signals from diluted molecules or biomaterials in complex media
is still a challenge. Besides the widely studied Raman enhancement by nanoparticle plasmons,
interference mechanisms provide an interesting option. A novel approach for amplification platforms
based on supported thin alumina membranes was designed and fabricated to optimize the interference
processes. The dielectric layer is the extremely thin alumina membrane itself and, its metallic
aluminum support, the reflecting medium. A CVD (chemical vapor deposition) single-layer graphene
is transferred on the membrane to serve as substrate to deposit the analyte. Experimental results and
simulations of the interference processes were employed to determine the relevant parameters of
the structure to optimize the Raman enhancement factor (E.F.). Highly homogeneous E.F. over the
platform surface are obtained, typically 370 ± (5%), for membranes with ~100 nm pore depth, ~18 nm
pore diameter and the complete elimination of the Al2O3 bottom barrier layer. The combined surface
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and interference amplification is also demonstrated by depositing
ultra-small silver nanoparticles. This new approach to amplify the Raman signal of analytes is easily
obtained, low-cost and robust with useful enhancement factors (~400) and allows only interference or
combined enhancement mechanisms, depending on the analyte requirements.

Keywords: interference; enhanced Raman scattering; alumina membrane; graphene; nanoparticles;
optical simulations; AFM; SEM

1. Introduction

The search of novel platforms for the amplification of Raman signal is still an objective since Raman
spectroscopy is one of the most powerful techniques to identify analytes through the characteristic
vibration modes of molecules and crystals. The detection and imaging of extremely diluted and/or
complex materials still require further research and development to get cheap, reliable, reproducible
and stable over time systems that can be easily reused several times. The enhancement achieved
using localized plasmons, the so-called surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [1–4] is definitely
the most efficient process allowing to reach single molecule detection through complex structures
and strategies [3,5,6]. Nevertheless, reproducibility, stability, complexity and reusability are still
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issues [7]. Another crucial challenge is obtaining homogeneous enhancement across the platforms to
allow reliable quantitative detection [8]. Recently, the fabrication of hybrid platforms that combine
nano- or micro-structured semiconductors (nanopillars, nanorods, etc.) with metallic nanoparticles
(NPs) has been proposed to further enhance amplification [9,10]; however, homogeneity is achieved
by employing expensive lithographic methods. Another method proposed to increase the specific
area is by the formation of nanoporous metals [11].The combination of metallic NPs or nanostructures
with graphene is an interesting approach since graphene may also provide an extra enhancement of
chemical nature, the chemical mechanism (CM) [9,12]. A related but different approach consists in
the deposition of nanostructured metallic arrays coupled with metallic films separated by a very thin
dielectric spacer layer [13] as the case of gold nanopyramid arrays coupled to a gold film separated by
a silica layer, which led to strong light absorption confined in the space layer with E.F. up to 233 [14].
The high enhancement of plasmon intensity at the gap is of interest because of its applications in
metamaterials, energy transfer, sensors and solar energy harvesting [15].

In this context, the amplification of the electromagnetic signal based on interference processes
has been scarcely explored. The interference of light occurring at the interfaces of multilayered
heterostructures that combine materials with very different refractive indices (n) can be tuned
depending the application. The interference enhanced Raman scattering (IERS) was applied in the
1980s to detect the phonons of ultrathin films [16,17] obtaining enhancement factors (E.F.) of around 20.
It is now commonly used to increase the Raman signal of graphene and other 2D materials typically by
using a SiO2 dielectric layer on silicon single crystals with gains up to around 40 [18–21]. E.F. of up to
70 was reported for graphene bubbles on copper [22]. Some examples can be found on the combination
of interference and SERS mechanisms [23,24] with low amplification factors, and, recently the design
of optimized amplification platforms using aluminum as reflecting surface and Al2O3 as dielectric
layer demonstrated efficient IERS and combined IERS and SERS amplifications [25].

Here we propose a new concept for an interference amplification platform which is robust and
versatile. It is based on supported porous alumina membranes where the dielectric layer is the alumina
membrane and the air of its pores and the reflecting layer is the metallic aluminum foil at the base of
the membrane. Graphene is transferred on top of the porous alumina membrane and serves as the
support where the analyte is deposited. Graphene is an excellent bio-compatible platform [26–28] with
interesting characteristics since it can by-pass metal-biomaterial interactions occurring in SERS and
quenches molecular fluorescence, highly inopportune for Raman spectroscopy. We have studied the
different parameters that control the amplification factor such as the depth and density of the pores or
the presence of an alumina barrier at the bottom of them. Interference is extremely sensitive to the
thickness of the dielectric layer, which in this case is the depth of the pores but still we obtained highly
efficient IERS with factors up to 400 and homogeneous amplification over the sample surface.

2. Materials and Methods

Porous alumina was obtained by a two-step electrochemical anodization process of aluminum to
obtain a porous alumina layers with highly ordered pore distribution [29]. Before any anodization,
pure aluminum substrates (99.999% purity) were cleaned with acetone, water and ethanol and
electropolished in a mixture of ethanol (EtOH) and perchloric acid (HClO4) 4:1 (v/v) at 20 V for 5 min
in order to eliminate the surface roughness of the commercial aluminum substrates [30]. Subsequently,
the first electrochemical anodization step took place in an aqueous solution of sulphuric acid (H2SO4)
0.3 M at 10 V and 3 ◦C. After 20 h, an alumina layer with disordered pores was obtained. It was
dissolved by wet chemical etching in a mixture of 0.4 M phosphoric acid (H3PO4) and 0.2 M chromic
acid (H2CrO7) at 70 ◦C for 3 h [31]. The second anodization step was performed under the same
conditions as the previous one. The anodization time of this step determined the pore depth of the final
ordered pore alumina layer [32]. The above mentioned combination of sulphuric acid, anodization
voltage and electrolyte temperature has been specially selected for obtaining ultrathin alumina layers.
With this selection we manage to extraordinarily slow down the speed of the anodization process and
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fabricate extremely thin layers with controlled thickness. Finally, the barrier layer formed at the bottom
of the pores, inherent to the electrochemically obtained alumina, needed to be eliminated to increase
the E.F. of the designed platforms. A simple and rapid method for its elimination was developed for
these extremely small pores that consisted of the steady decrease of the anodization current followed
by a pore-widening treatment performed by wet chemical etching in H3PO4 5 wt % at 35 ◦C for 4.5 min.

PMMA (polymethilmetacrylate)/Graphene on copper foil from Graphenea company (San Sebastián,
Spain) was transferred onto the porous alumina. Cu was first eliminated in a 2.1 M FeCl3 and 1.3 M
HCl solution for 15 min. The PMMA/Graphene stack was rinsed in a deionized water bath twice,
immerged in a 10% HCl solution and then again into deionized water three times with the last bath for
20 h to complete the removal of Cu. Subsequently, the Gr/PMMA film was fished onto the porous
alumina samples and baked on a hot plate at 90 ◦C. PMMA was then removed by immersing in warm
acetone at 50 ◦C followed by further vacuum thermal treatment at 250 ◦C.

Silver nanoparticles were deposited at room temperature with the gas aggregation technique [4,33]
using a magnetron sputtering source (Nanogen50, from Mantis Ltd., Manchester, United Kingdom)
and an Ag target 99.95% purity. The ejection of atoms and nucleation of clusters is assisted by a
mixture of Ar/He gas, carried along the aggregation chamber through an orifice and reaching the
substrate. The base pressure was 5 × 10−9 mbar and the work pressures were 2.5 × 10−1 mbar
inside the aggregation chamber and 2 × 10−3 mbar in the deposition chamber, with an Ar/He ratio of
1:2.4. These parameters give rise to spherical single crystalline nanoparticles with average diameter
~4 nm [34]. The Ag NPs were simultaneously deposited on the membrane/graphene and on the fused
silica/graphene reference sample. Rhodamine 6G (R6G) films were then deposited by spin coating
from a methanol solution (10−3 M) on the two previous samples (membrane/graphene/AgNPs and
fused silica/graphene/AgNPs).

Micro-Raman experiments were performed at room temperature with the 488 nm line of an Ar+

laser, incident power in the 0.1–8 mW range, an Olympus microscope (×100 and ×20 objectives) and a
“super-notch-plus” filter from Kaiser. The scattered light was analyzed with a Horiba monochromator
coupled to a Peltier cooled Synapse CCD. The estimated Raman spatial resolution is around 0.7 μm at
488 nm for the high NA (0.95) ×100 objective. The Raman signal of graphene transferred on fused silica
is used as the reference to calculate the enhancement factors. Raman signal of single layer graphene is
very regular over any standard substrate so the average of three measurements was used.

The morphology and roughness of the samples were examined using atomic force microscopy
(AFM) (equipment and software from NanotecTM, Madrid, Spain) [35]. Topographic characterization
was carried out in the tapping mode, using commercial Si tips (Nanosensors PPP-NCH-w) with a
cantilever resonance frequency f 0 ≈ 270 kHz and k ~ 30 Nm−1. Several regions were probed to confirm
homogeneity of the surfaces to the micrometer scale. An estimation of the roughness is obtained from
the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the height distribution of the analyzed topographic images.

The simulations of the Raman signal amplification in the membranes were performed calculating
the propagation of light through multilayered media using the matrix transfer method. In this method,
the amplitude of the electromagnetic waves at two different depths inside the structure are related by a
complex matrix—the transfer matrix is constructed taking into account the geometry and the refractive
indexes of each layer, the effect on the electromagnetic (EM) field amplitude when traveling through
different layers is calculated by matrix multiplication. The method provides a solution to Maxwell
equations that considers the interference of the infinite number of multiple reflections occurring for
light propagating through multilayered media. In the particular case of Raman scattering, multiple
interference impacts in two ways, firstly the amplitude of the light arriving at a particular location in
the structure, where the scattering process takes place should be calculated, secondly the scattered light
should travel to the detector outside the structure, the calculation of the intensity involves again the
transfer matrix method. Both aspects are taken into account in the calculations carried out previously
for different metals and dielectrics [25].
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3. Results and Discussion

The minimum requirement to obtain light multireflections able to produce interference is the
presence of two parallel interfaces, one at the analyte to be detected and the other at a highly reflecting
surface located at a certain distance, which can be tuned to obtain constructive or destructive interference.

The maximum interference for visible excitation lasers is obtained for aluminum as the reflecting
layer, because of its high imaginary part ni (n = nr + ini), combined with a material with no absorption
(ni ~ 0) and the smallest nr possible [25]. According to the simulations, air is the optimum dielectric
medium, thus we have evaluated the amplification related to alumina membranes which are not
detached from their aluminum base. Figure 1a sketches the section of a supported membrane with a
single layer graphene transferred on top of it. The relevant parameters are indicated—the depth of
the pore h, the diameter of the pore d, the distance between pores D and the thickness of the bottom
Al2O3 barrier layer b. Figure 1b shows the calculated Raman amplification (for calculation details see
Ref. [26]) for graphene phonons considering the simplest possible system where the dielectric layer is
either Al2O3 (red triangles) or air (green circles). The ideal platform would thus include a dielectric
layer formed by air with 120 nm thickness for 488 nm laser excitation. The supported membranes are
an intermediate situation where air is present in a fraction of the dielectric layer, at the pores. The most
Interference is strongly dependent on its thickness, in this case the depth of the pores, h in Figure 1a,
so it is challenging to get enough control of this parameter in the fabrication process. Several sets of
supported membranes were obtained with pore diameters, d, in the range 10–20 nm and different
depths (h)—around 60, 100 and 200 nm (SEM images of the membrane with h ~ 200 nm is shown
in Figure 1c). The presence of Al2O3 at the bottom of the pores is detrimental for the interference
process so this barrier layer is reduced by a steady decrease of the anodization current followed by a
pore-widening treatment, this later treatment attempts to increase the air fraction of the membrane to
be closer to the ideal situation determined by the simulations.

Figure 1. (a) Schema of the section of a supported membrane with a single layer graphene transferred
on top of it, (b) calculated Raman amplification with Al2O3 (red triangles) or air (green circles) as
the dielectric layer for 488 nm laser excitation, (c) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of an
alumina supported membrane with h ≈ 200 nm.

Figure 2a,b show in-plane and tilted SEM images of a supported alumina membrane with pore
depth around 100 nm (sample named h = 100 nm) and ~18 nm pore diameter. The transference
of a single layer graphene on top of the membrane strongly modifies its AFM topographic image
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(Figure 2c,d). The analysis of the SEM and AFM images and the AFM profiles allow to estimate the
pore to pore distance to be around 35 nm. An accurate determination of the pore diameter from
the AFM images is challenging, since the tip size (20–30 nm) limits the estimation of pore lateral
dimensions, however, obtaining pore to pore distance is quite precise. For the samples with transferred
graphene, the profiles (and the height statistics) evidence how graphene mimics the membrane surface
but strongly limits the oscillations to around ± 3 nm, much smaller than the pore depth (100 nm).
The chosen small pore diameter, d < 20 nm, is therefore adequate to get small fluctuations of the overall
dielectric thickness defined by the graphene top layer (the molecules to be sensed are deposited on top
of the graphene).

Figure 2. (a,b) SEM images of a membrane with pore diameter d ≈ 18 nm and h ≈ 100 nm, (c,d) atomic
force microscopy (AFM) topographic images and height profiles of the pristine membrane and after
graphene transfer, respectively.

The graphene transfer process and final graphene quality are first checked by optical microscopy.
Figure 3a corresponds to the alumina membrane after fishing the graphene/PMMA film. Once the
process to eliminate PMMA is concluded, typical micron sized regions of bi/tri-layer graphene can be
easily seen (darker micron-sized spots in the optical images) as well as graphene wrinkles (Figure 3b,c).
The interference process can also increase the contrast of optical images, as it occurs here and it is
the first indication that the system will provide Raman amplification. In Figure 3c the edge of the
transferred single-layer graphene is easily seen showing its high quality up to the very edge.

The quality of the transferred graphene is checked analyzing the Raman spectra. In Figure 3d
the spectra of the h = 100 nm membrane at distant points are presented showing the characteristic D
(≈1580 cm−1) and 2D (≈2700 cm−1) peaks with an intensity ratio I2D/IG > 2 indicating the single layer
character of the transferred graphene. A defect peak (D at ≈1350 cm−1) is detected with very small
intensities. The black line in Figure 3d corresponds to a dark point in Figure 3b and clearly signals to
a graphene bi-layer with the characteristic almost identical intensities of G and 2D peaks (IG ≈ I2D),
being IG two times that of the single layer spectra and a higher intensity of the defect peak D.

Membranes with h = 60 nm were fabricated to optimize the E.F., however, for such small pore
depth the quality of the membranes is compromised in terms of the order of the pores as well as in
the height uniformity. The AFM topographic images show an increased disorder of the pores for the
h = 60 nm membrane compared to the h = 100 nm one (Figure 4a,b), also, the height distribution of the
AFM image in the case of the 60 nm sample is increased significantly, especially in comparison with
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the total nominal hole depth (~25%) (Figure 4c). Attempts to increase the pore fraction by extending
the pore-widening treatment time to 9 min, leads to further disorder (Figure 4d).

 
Figure 3. Optical images of an alumina supported membrane (h ≈ 100 nm) (a) with graphene/PMMA,
(b) with graphene once PMMA is eliminated showing the wrinkles and bi/tri-layer graphene spots and
(c) graphene edge (indicated by a blue arrow). (d) Raman spectra of graphene at different positions.
Black curve corresponds to a graphene bilayer (darker spot in the images). The scale bar corresponds
to 10 μm in all cases.

Figure 4. AFM images of (a) h = 100 nm (b) h = 60 nm t = 4.5 min and (d) h = 60 nm t = 9 min
membranes. (c) Height distributions of the membranes in (a,b).

The efficiency of the interference process of the platforms is evaluated by measuring graphene
Raman spectra compared to those of graphene transferred onto fused silica. The enhancement factor
is defined as E.F. = I2D (membrane)/I2D (fused silica). The obtained amplification for the h = 60 nm
t = 4.5 min is E.F. ≈ 265 and for h = 100 nm membrane, higher values are obtained with average value
E.F. ≈ 370.

One important point is to evaluate the uniformity of the amplification over the sample at different
scales. Therefore, besides recording a set of spectra at distant points, we obtained, for the h = 100 nm
sample (optical image in Figure 5a), 121 spectra from 10 μm × 10 μm squares, 1 μm steps, that we
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can transform into Raman images of the 2D and D peak intensities (Figure 5b,c) and of the Raman
enhancement factor E.F (Figure 5d). The 2D peak image (Figure 5b) shows a very uniform intensity
with slightly lower intensity regions that correspond to the darker points of the optical image related to
micron-sized areas of bi/tri-layer graphene (Figure 5a) as we commented before. Just the opposite occurs
to the D peak whose intensity is increased at the bilayer graphene regions. Finally, the amplification,
except at the small bilayer regions, is very uniform with an average value of 370 ± 5%. Such Raman
amplification factors are remarkable and, interestingly, are obtained without the use of nanoparticles.

Figure 5. (a) Optical image of graphene on a 100 nm membrane, the 10 μm× 10 μm white dashed square
is the tested area in the Raman images of (b) D peak intensity, (c) 2D peak intensity and (d) enhancement
factor E.F. = I2D (membrane)/I2D (fused silica).

Several characteristics of the membranes reduce the amplification for a perfect “air layer” obtained
in the simulations. On one hand, the calculations indicate that an alumina barrier layer present at the
bottom of the pores drastically depletes amplification (Figure 6a). In this figure the amplification is
calculated as a function of the dielectric layer thickness, the dielectric being formed by air and different
fixed alumina barrier layers (thickness: 2, 5, 15 and 30 nm). Even a thin 5 nm of Al2O3 barrier already
reduces the maximum amplification to values below 400, similar to the experimental E.F. On the other
hand, unfortunately, the pores (the air) occupy only a fraction of the membrane, so that the dielectric
layer is an in-plane combination of alumina and air, which also modifies the interference response
(Figure 6b). The estimated fraction of pores in the h = 100 nm sample obtained from the SEM images is
around 20%. In Figure 6c both issues are combined and E.F. has been calculated for 20% pore fraction
and different values of the alumina bottom barrier (0, 2 and 5 nm). The horizontal green line indicates
the experimental E.F. obtained for the h = 100 nm membrane with good coincidence with 20% pore
fraction and 0 nm alumina barrier. According to calculations the actual depth of the pores is around
90 nm rather than the 100 nm estimated from the SEM images and the treatment to reduce the bottom
barrier is effective.

Finally, 4 nm silver nanoparticles (NPs) were deposited [see Refs. 4 and 34 for the NPs
characterization] onto the graphene layer on top of the membrane to check the possibility to further
enhance the Raman signal of graphene and of an analyte. A schema of the resulting membrane based
system is plotted in Figure 7a). In this case we used Rhodamine 6G (R6G) to test the amplification
capability. Ag NPs were simultaneously deposited on the membrane platform and on the reference
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sample (fused silica/graphene) previously used and R6G was then deposited by spin coating. Ultra-small
Ag NPs were used to preserve the transparency required for the interference process and because we
recently demonstrated that, for the same plasmon absorption, the SERS effect is more efficient for these
4 nm NPs than for larger ones due to higher hot-spot density [34].

Figure 6. E.F. calculated at 488 nm laser excitation for (a) a dielectric formed by air and an Al2O3 barrier
of the indicated thickness, (b) different pore fractions without barrier and (c) pore fraction of 20% and
alumina barrier layer of 0, 2 and 5 nm. The horizontal green line corresponds to the experimental
E.F. value.

Figure 7. (a) Schema of the membrane based amplification platform: supported membrane/graphene/Ag
NPs/R6G, top view and cross section, (b) optical image of the Ag NPs region and (c) of the fused
silica/graphene/Ag NPs/R6G reference sample (images of 36 μm × 27 μm regions). (d) Typical R6G
Raman spectra from both samples.

Optical images of the membrane and the fused silica surfaces are shown in Figure 7b,c. The R6G
fluorescence is almost quenched allowing to easily detect the R6G Raman modes. In Figure 7d,
a representative Raman spectrum obtained for the membrane/graphene/Ag NPs/R6G (pink curve)
is compared to that for the fused silica/graphene/Ag Nps/R6G sample (dark blue curve). A 10−3
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M solution of R6G was deposited by spin coating on both substrate which correspond finally to
the equivalent concentration of one R6G monolayer on the substrates [4]. The spectra present the
characteristic Raman peaks of R6G. In both cases the same SERS and CM amplifications are occurring
so that the intensity increase in the membrane spectra is due to the interference process demonstrating
the cooperative amplification of SERS and interference effects.

4. Conclusions

Supported alumina membranes where specifically designed and fabricated to be used as
amplification platforms to enhance the Raman signal of analytes by interference processes of the
incoming and scattered light beams. The metallic aluminum support is used as the reflecting medium
and the dielectric layer is the combination of the air of the pores and the alumina of the walls.
Pore diameters in the 10–20 nm range are adequate to transfer a CVD single-layer graphene to serve as
the substrate to deposit the analyte to be detected. Graphene mimics the membrane surface but presents
a flat surface with small height fluctuations ~3 nm, which is found to be adequate for interference
efficiency. The theoretical optimum pore depth depends on the pore fraction of the membrane, it is
around 60 nm for the first interference order and around 200 nm for the second order for 20% pore
fraction. Platforms based on membranes with pores height around 60, 100 and 200 nm were prepared,
however, the control of the membrane quality in the 60 nm range is not enough. The elimination
of the alumina barrier layer (at the bottom of the pores) is crucial according to calculations and the
employed process for its elimination is found to be totally efficient. The Raman signals of Rhodamine
6G, spin-coated on graphene and graphene itself were used to test the platforms. E.F. up to 400 is
obtained for membranes with ~100 nm pore depth, ~18 nm pore diameter and the complete elimination
of the Al2O3 bottom barrier layer. The most limiting parameter is the pore fraction in the membrane,
which reaches around 20% for 18 nm pore diameter. Further pore widening, which is favorable to
increase E.F. in principle, produces larger in-plane disorder and surface roughness (height distribution).

We demonstrated the possibility to further enhance the Raman signal of R6G by depositing
ultra-small (4 nm diameter) silver nanoparticles on the graphene layer prior to spin-coating the analyte.
Combined SERS and IERS processes is observed.

This new approach to amplify the Raman signal of analytes by means of interference is cheap and
robust with useful enhancement factors (~400). It allows the combination of plasmonic and interference
amplifications, however, these platforms are also appropriate to amplify Raman signals in the cases
where the use of nanoparticles is to be avoided.
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Abstract: Composites of g-C3N4/TiO2 were one-step prepared using electron impact with dielectric
barrier discharge (DBD) plasma as the electron source. Due to the low operation temperature, TiO2 by
the plasma method shows higher specific surface area and smaller particle size than that prepared via
conventional calcination. Most interestingly, electron impact produces more oxygen vacancy on TiO2,
which facilitates the recombination and formation of heterostructure of g-C3N4/TiO2. The composites
have higher light absorption capacity and lower charge recombination efficiency. g-C3N4/TiO2 by
plasma can produce hydrogen at a rate of 219.9 μmol·g−1·h−1 and completely degrade Rhodamine B
(20mg·L−1) in two hours. Its hydrogen production rates were 3 and 1.5 times higher than that by
calcination and pure g-C3N4, respectively. Electron impact, ozone and oxygen radical also play key
roles in plasma preparation. Plasma has unique advantages in metal oxides defect engineering and
the preparation of heterostructured composites with prospective applications as photocatalysts for
pollutant degradation and water splitting.

Keywords: dielectric barrier discharge plasma; oxygen vacancy; g-C3N4/TiO2; photodegradation;
H2 evolution

1. Introduction

Photocatalytic technology, a promising strategy for addressing energy shortages and environmental
pollution, is important for the production of hydrogen via water splitting and the degradation of organic
pollutants [1–4]. TiO2, discovered by Fujishima in 1972 [5], is the most widely studied and applied
semiconductor photocatalyst and is non-toxic, stable, and cheap [6–8]. Many preparation methods of
TiO2 and TiO2 composite have been used, such as the sol-gel method [9], solvothermal method [10],
and chemical vapor deposition method [11] and so on. However, a green, simple, cheap and
energy-efficient way for catalyst preparation is still necessary.

Non-thermal plasma, which has relatively low bulk temperature and extremely high electron
temperature, has excellent advantages in preparing catalysts [12–14]. The catalyst can be prepared
quickly without serious agglomeration due to the low temperature and high energy of plasma.
On the other hand, the nucleation and crystallization process of the catalyst is very unique in
plasma [13]. Furthermore, the catalysts prepared using the plasma method have small particles,
strong interaction and specific structures [15,16]. However, TiO2 alone can only absorb ultraviolet light
(only 4% of solar energy), even if the light absorption properties of TiO2 are improved. In addition,
higher photo-generated charge recombination efficiency also affects its photocatalytic activity [17].

Strategies have been proposed to increase the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 under visible light.
For example, compounding TiO2 with a narrow bandgap semiconductor catalyst can enhance its
absorption of visible light and construct a special heterostructure [18,19]. Doping elements can reduce
the TiO2 bandgap and increase its light absorption range [20,21]. Loading noble metals to TiO2 as
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the co-catalyst can act as its active site to enhance photocatalytic activity [22,23]. TiO2-coated carbon
nitride layers as composites for enhanced photocatalytic activity is a more attractive approach.
The g-C3N4 is widely used in the degradation of organic pollutants and water splitting by visible light
irradiation due to its strong visible light response, high thermal resistance and chemical stability [24–27].
g-C3N4/TiO2 composites can not only transfer the photo-generated charge of g-C3N4 to TiO2 to increase
its charge separation efficiency, but also reduce bandgap to increase its visible light absorption
region [28–30]. Ma et al. got highly photocatalytic water splitting performance with g-C3N4/TiO2

composites by solvothermal method under visible light [10]. Papailias et al. utilized high temperature
calcination to synthesize g-C3N4/TiO2 nanocomposites for NOx removal [31].

In this work, g-C3N4/TiO2 composites were prepared by using dielectric barrier discharge
plasma, and their photocatalytic activities were evaluated by degrading RhB and hydrogen evolution
under visible light irradiation. Due to the characteristics of the plasma preparation method,
g-C3N4/TiO2 composites have many different properties compared to that by the traditional calcination
method. Meanwhile, the mechanism of photocatalytic process and dielectric barrier discharge
plasma preparation was proposed, respectively. It is predictable that the plasma method for catalysts
preparation will be a very promising field.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Tetrabutyl titanate (TBT), melamine, absolute ethanol, rhodamine B (RhB), and triethanolamine
were purchased from Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co. (Shanghai, China). All chemicals
were used directly.

Synthesis of TiO2 and g-C3N4/TiO2

g-C3N4 was dispersed by ultrasound in 20 mL of ethanol. We added 3ml TBT slowly into the
as-prepared g-C3N4 suspension under adequate stirring. Then, the as-prepared hybrid suspensions
were stand still for 24 h. The sample was filtered after 24 h. and drying at 80 ◦C. The samples were
divided into two portions.

One portion was treated by DBD plasma to obtain g-C3N4/TiO2 composites according to the
procedure reported in previous work [32,33]. Figure S1a shows the DBD device. The plasma was
generated by the high voltage generator that can provide a sinusoidal waveform at 22 kHz with a
voltage range of 0 to 30 kV. There are two quartz plates and a quartz ring between the two electrodes,
and the sample was placed in the quartz ring. The gas atmosphere of the DBD reactor was air.
The average power and average voltage of DBD during catalyst preparation were 200 W and 100 V,
respectively. One-time plasma operation proceeded for 3 min to restrict the heat effect, followed by
manually stirring to expose the untreated samples outside. The operation was repeated 20 times,
until total plasma treatment time was 1 h. As shown in Figure S1b, the infrared (IR) image taken by
the IR camera (Ircon, 100PHT, Everett, WA, USA) shown that the temperature of DBD plasma was
below 106 ◦C. Finally, the obtained samples were denoted as TCNX-D (X = 10, 30, 50, 70, 90). X is
equal to the weight ratio of g-C3N4 in the composites. D represents the samples prepared by DBD
plasma. Figure S2 shows the schematic illustration of preparation of g-C3N4/TiO2 composite.

For comparison, another portion of the sample was calcined 450 ◦C at a rate of 5 ◦C/min for 2 h
and designated as TCN50-C (50 wt% g-C3N4/TiO2).

The preparation method of pure TiO2 is the same as the above method. The samples obtained
were denoted as TiO2-D and TiO2-C according to the different preparation methods.

2.2. Characterization

A Rigaku D/Max-2500 V/PC diffractometer with Cu Kα1 radiation (Cu Kα1α=0.154 nm, 40 kV, 40 mA,
8◦·min−1, Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) was used to analyze the crystal phase of samples. Fourier transform
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infrared (FTIR) spectra was analyzed by a Bruker Alpha FTIR-attenuated total reflection (ATR) instrument
(Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany). A Biaode SSA-7000 analyzer (Biaode Electronic Technology Ltd., Beijing,
China) was applied to determine specific surface area and pore size. Thermogravimetry analysis
was conducted on Perkin-Elmer TGA/DTA thermo-gravimetric analyzer (Waltham, MA, USA) in O2

atmosphere. The temperature range was 20–800 ◦C. An ULVAC-PHI-5000versaprobe instrument (Tokyo,
Japan) was used to obtain X-ray photoelectron spectra. The adventitious carbon C1s used for element
correction is located at 284.8 eV. Electron paramagnetic resonance measurement was obtained on a
Bruker A300 spectrometer (Karlsruhe, Germany) at room temperature. The ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis)
diffuse-reflectance spectroscopy was recorded by a UV-2600 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan).
Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy was analyzed on Hitachi F-4600 spectrometer (Tokyo, Japan) with
excitation at 350 nm. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy were
conducted on Hitachi S4800 instrument (Tokyo, Japan). High-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) was obtained using a JEM-2100F instrument (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).

2.3. Measurement of Photocatalytic Activity

2.3.1. RhB degradation

We mixed 50 mg samples and 100 mL RhB (20 mg·L−1) solution uniformly in continuous stirring.
First the mixture was stirred without light for 0.5 h to obtain the balance of adsorption and desorption.
Visible light was provided by Xenon lamp (HSX-F300, 300 W) with a 420 nm cut filter. The illumination
power was 100 mW/cm2. The light source was placed about 10 cm above the RhB solution. In the
experiment, 4 mL solution was taken every 20 min for RhB degradation rate test. The degradation rate
of the obtained RhB solution was determined using a UV-2600 instrument.

2.3.2. Hydrogen Generation

The H2 evolution experiment was conducted on the PerfectLight 3AG instrument (Beijing, China).
The amount of H2 was determined by online gas chromatography. 100 mg sample was added to 70 mL
of solution containing 10% triethanolamine and 133 μL of H2PtCl6 (0.5 wt%). The mixed solution was
placed in 100 mL closed glass container. The 300 W xenon lamp was equipped with total reflection and
420 nm filter to provide full-spectrum light and visible light, respectively. The light source was placed
10 cm above the suspension. After full-spectrum irradiation for 3 h in vacuum, the Pt was loaded on
the samples. Then the hydrogen production reaction started, and the content of H2 in the system was
measured by online gas chromatography per hour.

2.3.3. Photoelectrochemical Investigation

The photocurrent density was conducted at the LK2010 electrochemical system. It is a traditional
three-electrode system, tin oxide mixed with fluorine (FTO) conductive glass loaded with sample as
working electrode. The working electrode was made as follows: 50 mg of the sample and 10 μL of
nafion (5%) were added to 500 μL absolute ethanol, 200 μL of the suspension was loaded on FTO glass
after mixing evenly. Then the FTO working electrode was obtained by drying at room temperature for
12 h. The reference electrode and counter electrode were the saturated Hg/HgO electrode and Pt wire,
respectively. The 0.1M Na2SO4 solution was used as electrolyte. Visible light was provided by 300 W
Xe lamp equipped with 420 nm filter. At the beginning of the test, we fully introduced N2 into the
electrolyte to remove dissolved oxygen. The experimental potential is 0.4 eV, which is the optimal
value by testing (see Figure S3).
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Physico-Chemical Properties

The crystal phases of g-C3N4, TiO2, and g-C3N4/TiO2 composites were analyzed by using
wide-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD). As shown in Figure 1a, g-C3N4 exhibits (100) and (002) planes at
13.2◦ and 27.6◦, which correspond to tri-s-triazine structure and stacking of the conjugated aromatic
system, respectively [34]. The as-prepared TiO2 present the diffraction peaks at 25.1◦, 37.7◦, 47.8◦, 54.0◦,
55.1◦ and 62.5◦, which corresponded to the (101), (004), (200), (105), (211) and (204) crystal planes of
anatase TiO2 (JCPDS 71-1166), respectively [35]. It indicated TiO2 was successfully prepared by DBD
plasma. As the proportion of g-C3N4 increased in g-C3N4/TiO2 composites, the intensities of g-C3N4

peaks increased gradually. However, the no peak position shift of TiO2 indicates that g-C3N4 has no
influence on the crystal structure of TiO2. Moreover, compared with samples (TiO2 and g-C3N4/TiO2

composites) prepared by high-temperature calcination, the samples by DBD plasma have lower peak
intensity and wider peak width. On the basis of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of (101)
crystal plane and Debye–Scherrer equation, the average crystalline sizes of TiO2 in the g-C3N4/TiO2

composites were calculated and are listed in Table 1 [36]. The crystalline sizes of TiO2 in the composites
decreased gradually as g-C3N4 increased. It is worth noting that TiO2 has smaller crystallite size than
that by the calcination method. The relative low temperature of plasma is the main reason restricting
the agglomeration of particles.

 

Figure 1. (a) XRD patterns of TiO2, g-C3N4 and TCNX samples, (b) FTIR spectra of TiO2, g-C3N4,
TCN50 samples.

Table 1. Surface and structural characterization of TiO2, g-C3N4 and TCNX composites.

Sample SBET (m2/g)
Pore Volume

(cm3/g)
Average Pore
Radius (nm)

Crystallite Size
(nm)

TiO2-D 64.5649 0.1566 2.99 14.3
TiO2-C 28.1876 0.1023 6.79 17.8

TCN50-D 72.8473 0.1451 2.86 12.3
TCN50-C 29.2735 0.1117 6.02 14.4
g-C3N4 7.1313 0.0604 11.34 -

Fourier transform infrared spectra (FTIR) of g-C3N4, TiO2, and g-C3N4/TiO2 composites are
shown in Figure 1b. It reveals the composition and chemical bonding of samples. For pure g-C3N4,
the peak of 807 cm−1 is due to the tri-s-triazine unit structure, and four intense bands in the region
1240–1640 cm−1 are attributed to the stretching of the C–N heterocycle in g-C3N4 [37]. For TiO2-C
and TiO2-D, they showed similar peaks, and the shoulder bands between 3000–3500 cm−1 can be
attributed to –OH stretching vibration [38]. The shoulder bands near 3200 cm−1 in TCN50 composites
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are contributed by the N-H stretching vibration modes [37,39]. TCN50 composite exhibited both the
g-C3N4 and TiO2 characteristic peaks. This shows that g-C3N4/TiO2 composites were directly prepared
by DBD plasma and is agreement with XRD analysis results. During plasma process, high energy
electron bombard samples. It can be deduced that the surface hydroxyl and amino groups enhance
interaction between TiO2 and g-C3N4 [40]. The strong interfacial connection can be used as the channel
for charge conduction to improve charge separation efficiency.

Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms and pore-size distribution curves of g-C3N4, TiO2 and
TCN50 samples are shown in Figure S4. It is clearly observed that samples prepared by plasma have
larger N2 adsorption capacity. The specific data are listed in Table 1. The specific surface area of
TiO2-D (64.56 m2/g) is approximately 2.3 times that of TiO2-C (28.18 m2/g), which can be ascribed to
the low agglomeration of the sample’s particles prepared by low-temperature plasma. The specific
surface area of g-C3N4 merely is 7.13 m2/g. As shown in Table S1, the specific surface area and pore
volume of g-C3N4/TiO2 composites decreased and the average pore radius increased gradually as the
proportion of g-C3N4 increased. Compared with TCN50-C, TCN50-D has higher specific surface area,
pore volume, and smaller average pore radius, which indicates that the surface of the plasma-treated
sample can expose more active sites. In addition to the low temperature, the repulsion between the
electrons attached to the particles prevents the agglomerating of particles [12], resulting in the excellent
dispersion of TiO2 on g-C3N4 to enhance photocatalytic activity.

Thermogravimetry (TG) was used to analyze thermal stability of the samples. As shown in
Figure S5, the weight of TiO2 prepared by DBD plasma only reduced by 2%, which indicated that DBD
plasma can complete decompose TBT to TiO2 at moderate temperature. The g-C3N4 gradually lost
weight from 550 ◦C to 730 ◦C. The composites TCNX gradually lost weight from 520 ◦C to 650 ◦C,
mainly due to the burning of g-C3N4. The thermal stability of g-C3N4 was reduced after coating with
TiO2. The reason is catalytic action of TiO2 and the cross-linking ring of g-C3N4 after compounding [41].
Ignoring the slight weight loss due to water, the actual proportions of g-C3N4 in the composites
TCNX-D (X = 10, 30, 50, 50, 70, 90) were 13.0, 30.3, 52.9, 71.3, and 90.0 wt%, respectively. The proportion
of g-C3N4 in TCN50-C was 53.6%, which was approximately equal to the ideal ratio of TCN50-D.

3.2. Characterizations of Oxygen Vacancies

Chemical states of elements in g-C3N4, TiO2, and g-C3N4/TiO2 composites were investigated by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Figure S6a shows the high-resolution C 1s spectrum of the
prepared samples. All samples have two C 1s peaks at 284.8 and 288.3 eV, which can be ascribed
to the inherent adventitious carbon and N-C-N coordination, respectively [42]. Compared with the
N-C-N peak of pure g-C3N4, TCN50 exhibit weaker peak intensity and positive shifts of 0.4 eV in
binding energies, which indicates there is a chemical interaction between TiO2 and g-C3N4, hence,
g-C3N4 has close surface contact with TiO2 [43]. As shown in Figure S5b, for the N 1 s high-resolution
spectrum of pure g-C3N4 and g-C3N4/TiO2 composites, three peaks were observed at about 398.8,
399.6, and 401.2 eV. The first peak is attributed to sp2 hybridized nitrogen (C=N–C), the second peak is
due to the tertiary N in N–(C)3 groups, and the last peak corresponds to the existence of amino groups
(C–N–H) [44,45].

Figure 2a,b shows O 1s and Ti 2p spectrum region of pure TiO2. Figure 2a shows the O 1s
spectrum region of TiO2-D have three peaks at about 529.7, 532.0 and 533.4 eV, which corresponds to
the lattice oxygen, the oxygen vacancy and the adsorbed oxygen, respectively [46,47]. By calculating
the ratio of the area occupied by oxygen vacancies, it was 23.4% and 18.6% in TiO2-D and TiO2-C,
respectively, indicating that plasma method can produce more oxygen vacancies than that of the
calcination method in TiO2. Figure 2b shows the Ti 2p spectrum of pure TiO2, There are four peaks at
about 458.2, 463.7, 458.9, and 464.6 eV, corresponding to Ti3+ 2p3/2, Ti3+ 2p1/2, Ti4+ 2p3/2 and Ti4+ 2p1/2,
respectively [46,47]. It was found that the area of Ti3+ in TiO2-D and TiO2-C were 15.6% and 11.1%,
respectively. Compared with TiO2 by calcination, the valence of more Ti in TiO2 by plasma is reduced
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from Ti4+ to Ti3+. This is consistent with the observation for the oxygen vacancy. During the plasma
preparation of TiO2, the oxygen atoms escaped to form oxygen vacancies and trivalent Ti [46].

Figure 2. The high-resolution XPS spectra: (a) O 1s, (b) Ti 2p, of TiO2 samples. (c) O 1s, (d) Ti 2p of
TCN50 samples.

Figure 2c,d shows O 1s and Ti 2p spectrum of TCN50 composites. TCN50 and TiO2 show similar
peaks at O 1s and Ti 2p. However, the intensity of the peaks representing oxygen vacancies and Ti3+

decreased. The ratio of oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ were 23.4% and 11.2% in TCN50-D, 18.6% and
7.2% in TCN50-C, respectively. It is indicated that g-C3N4 occupies the oxygen vacancies of TiO2 after
TiO2 coated on g-C3N4. This will undoubtedly strengthen the interaction of TiO2 and g-C3N4. It is in
agreement with previous results.

To further verify the existence of oxygen vacancies, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) analysis
of the TCN50 composites was performed. As shown in Figure 3a, both TCN50-C and TCN50-D have
the EPR signal at g = 2.003, which means the appearance of oxygen vacancies [48]. The peak intensity
of TCN50-D is stronger than TCN50-C, indicating the plasma method produces more oxygen vacancies.
As can be seen from Figure S7, the EPR spectra of TiO2-C and D exhibit the same characteristics as that
of TCN50. This is consistent with XPS results. In addition, Figure 3b shows different colors between
TiO2-D and TiO2-C. The color of TiO2-C is white, while TiO2-D is gray. This indicates oxygen vacancies
can narrow band gap to promote light harvesting, leading significant color change [49].
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Figure 3. (a) EPR spectra of TCN50-C and TCN50-D samples, (b) images of TiO2 prepared by plasma
and calcination.

3.3. Optical Properties

Ultraviolet–visible diffuse reflection spectrum (UV-vis DRS) is shown in Figure 4a and Figure S8
reveal the light absorption capacity and bandgaps of the as-prepared g-C3N4, TiO2, and TCNX.
The critical values of the light response of TiO2-D and TiO2-C were found at 398 nm and 388 nm,
indicating that bandgaps were 3.12 and 3.19 eV, respectively [50]. The absorption starting point
of g-C3N4 was located at 458 nm. The absorption range of visible light of TCN50 composites was
significantly expanded due to introducing g-C3N4. As shown in Figure 4b, on the basis of the
Kubelka-Munk formula, the bandgaps of g-C3N4, TCN50-C, and TCN50-D were calculated to be
2.71, 2.70, and 2.63 eV, respectively. Based on the above results, the samples prepared by plasma
had a narrower bandgap. This can be attributed to oxygen vacancies [51]. Oxygen vacancies can
introduce a defect status below the conduction band, and thus narrows the bandgap to improve the
light absorption range [46,52]. Hence, TCN50-D has a relatively strong visible light response capacity.

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra was shown in Figure 4c. The PL peak intensity is proportional
to the recombination rates of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs [53]. g-C3N4 has strong peak
intensity, indicating that its charge separation efficiency is low. TiO2-D has weaker PL peak strength
than that of TiO2-C, indicating that TiO2-D is more conducive to charge transport. After TiO2 coated
on g-C3N4, PL peak intensity was greatly reduced, because electrons can be transmitted through the
interface of g-C3N4 and TiO2 [54]. TCN50-D shows lower peak intensity than TCN50-C, resulting in
that TCN50-D has lower charge recombination rate and stronger photocatalytic activity. Meanwhile,
the presence of oxygen vacancies can promote the separation of electrons and holes [55]. The oxygen
vacancies not only restrain the recombination of charges, but also narrow the band gap to increase
light absorption [52,56]. As shown in Figure 4d, TCN50-D exhibits the highest photocurrent density
than TCN50-C, indicating that TCN50-D has higher photoelectric conversion efficiency [57].

 

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. (a) UV–vis DRS of TiO2, g-C3N4, TCN50-C and TCN50-D samples. (b) The relationship
between (ahv)2 and photo energy. (c) Photoluminescence spectra of g-C3N4, TiO2 and TCN50 samples.
(d) Photocurrent density vs. time for g-C3N4/FTO, TCN50-C/FTO and TCN50-D/FTO.

3.4. Morphologies

Figure 5 shows the morphology and microstructure of TiO2, g-C3N4 and g-C3N4/TiO2 composites.
As shown in Figure 5a,b, TiO2-D has less particle aggregation than TiO2-C, which agreed well with
previous result. As shown in Figure 5c,d, g-C3N4 has an anomalous layered structure and smooth
flat surface. After TiO2 coating process by plasma, TiO2 was uniformly dispersed on the surface of
g-C3N4, and the surface of g-C3N4 changes from smooth to rough. Figure 5e and Figure S9 show the
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping of TCN50-D, the four elements (C, N, O, Ti) are
well-dispersed in the TCN50-D composite. It can form a heterostructure for electron transport and
reduce charge recombination efficiency.

To further investigate the microstructure of g-C3N4/TiO2 composites, HRTEM was conducted.
As can be seen from Figure 5f,g, the particle size of TiO2 in TCN50-C composite is around 18 nm,
that in the TCN50-D composite is around 12 nm. This proves that plasma treated sample has smaller
particle size. The lattice spacing of TiO2 is 0.35 nm representing the (101) plane of anatase titanium
oxide. Figure 5h also shows the clear lattice fringe of g-C3N4 is 0.32 nm, corresponding to the (002)
lattice plane of g-C3N4 [54]. Compared with TCN50-C composite, TCN50-D have more and tighter
heterojunctions, which also means extensive interfacial contacts to enhance photocatalytic activity.

3.5. Photocatalytic Activity

RhB degradation and H2 production under visible light were conducted to evaluate the
photocatalytic performance of the samples. As shown in Figure 6a, the concentration of RhB
hardly changed within 0.5 h of dark adsorption. For TiO2-C and TiO2-D, RhB was degraded by 14.3%
and 33.7% under two hours of the irradiation of visible light, respectively, which can be ascribed to
the sensitization of dye [58]. Plasma-treated TiO2 show better photoactivity. Pure g-C3N4 degraded
63.7% of RhB under two hours of visible light irradiation. With the increase of proportion of g-C3N4

in g-C3N4/TiO2, the degradation efficiency increased first and then decreased; 50 wt% g-C3N4 in
g-C3N4/TiO2 composite exhibited the highest RhB degradation efficiency. When the amount of g-C3N4

is low, TiO2 covers its surface and prevents absorption of visible light. However, when the amount
of TiO2 is low, it is insufficient to promote charge separation. Therefore, the appropriate ratio of
g-C3N4/TiO2 has higher photocatalytic activity. Compared with 79.7% RhB degradation efficiency
of TCN50-C, TCN50-D can completely degrade RhB in two hours, due to its stronger visible light
absorption and charge separation efficiency.
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Figure 5. SEM images of (a) TiO2-C, (b) TiO2-D, (c) g-C3N4, (d) TCN50-D and (e) EDS elemental
mappings of TCN50-D samples; high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images of
(f) TCN50-C sample, (g,h) TCN50-D sample.

Furthermore, Figure 6b shows the reusability experiment of the TCN50-D sample.
The photocatalytic activity for degradation of RhB decreased from 95.5% to 90.2% within 6 h under
visible light after the third cycle. This indicated that the g-C3N4/TiO2 composite by plasma has
high stability.

As shown in Figure 6c, the hydrogen production of pure TiO2 was not detected in the system.
Pure g-C3N4 only produced 72.1 μmol·g−1 H2 per hour. The hydrogen production of TCN50-D and
TCN50-C composites was 219.9 and 174.3 μmol·g−1·h−1, respectively. TCN50-D exhibited higher
photocatalytic activity and approximately 3 times that of pure g-C3N4 and 1.26 times that of TCN50-C.
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Figure 6. (a) Photocatalytic degradation of RhB under visible light irradiation. (b) The photodegradation
stability of RhB over TCN50-D sample. (c) Photocatalytic H2 evolution rates of TiO2, g-C3N4,
TCN50-C and TCN50-D under visible light irradiation. (d) Photocatalytic mechanism for the charge
transfer between g-C3N4 and TiO2 under visible light irradiation.

3.6. Mechanism

In order to investigate the phtotcatalytic degradation mechanism of the TCN50-D composite,
different scavengers were added before RhB degraded by TCN50-D. As shown in the Figure S10,
the degradation activity of TCN50-D changed slightly after the addition of the hydroxyl radical
scavenger isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and the superoxide radical scavenger p-benzoquinone (BQ).
However, after the addition of the hole scavenger Ethylene Diamine Tetraacetic Acid-2Na (EDTA-2Na),
a significant decrease in photocatalytic activity for RhB degradation was observed, indicating that the
hole is the main active species for degrading RhB. By measuring the intersection of the slope of the XPS
valence band curve and the X axis, the valence band (VB) of the samples can be determined. As shown
in Figure S11, the VB of TCN50-C and TCN50-D is 2.32 eV and 2.38 eV, respectively, indicating that
TCN50-D possesses stronger oxidizing ability [40]. The VB of TiO2-D and TiO2-C is 2.91 eV and 2.84 eV,
respectively. The conduction band (CB) of TiO2-D can be calculated that is −0.20 eV, according to its
band gap of 3.11 eV. The VB and CB of g-C3N4 are 2.24 eV and −0.47 eV, respectively [40]. Therefore,
the energy band structure model of TCN50-D can be constructed and shown in Figure 6d. Under visible
light irradiation, g-C3N4 captures photons to generate electron-hole pairs, then electrons can be
transported from the CB of g-C3N4 to the CB of TiO2-D to reduce H+ to produce H2. Meanwhile,
the holes in the VB of g-C3N4 can oxidize RhB to exert photodegradation [59].

The mechanism of TiO2 and g-C3N4/TiO2 composite prepared by dielectric barrier discharge
plasma is proposed as follows. The high-energy electron bombardment plays a key role in the process.
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During the plasma process, there are a large number of electrons that can decompose titanium
hydroxide through breaking bonds by electron bombardment (Equation (1)). This also can produce
oxygen vacancies.

Ti(OH)4 + e→ TiO2 + H2O (1)

Under the influence of plasma, the ozone and oxygen atoms can be generated by using
Equations (2)–(4) [16,60].

e + O2 → e + O(3P) + O(3P) (2)

e + O2 → e + O(1D) + O(3P) (3)

O + O2 +M→ O3* +M→ O3 +M (4)

As shown in Equations (5) and (6), the oxygen atom and ozone can also lead to Ti(OH)4 decomposition.

Ti(OH)4 + O→ TiO2 + 2H2O + 1/2O2 (5)

Ti(OH)4 + O3 → TiO2 + 2H2O + 3/2O2 (6)

4. Conclusions

TiO2 and g-C3N4/TiO2 composites were prepared by DBD plasma, which is a green, easy,
and efficient method for catalyst preparation. Here, TiO2 by plasma has enriched oxygen vacancies
and larger specific surface area due to the electron impact. The electron impact, ozone and oxygen
radical play important role in plasma preparation, which facilitate the interaction of TiO2 and g-C3N4

and forms heterojunctions. g-C3N4/TiO2 composites by plasma have stronger light absorption capacity
and higher charge separation efficiency. TCN50-D exhibited the highest photocatalysis activity on RhB
degradation and hydrogen production, which was ascribed to enriched oxygen vacancies and special
heterostructures. Plasma, green and convenient technology, provides a promising strategy for oxide
defect engineering and composite preparation.
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Abstract: This paper presents a simple and optimized metal organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD) protocol for the deposition of perovskite BiFeO3 films on silicon-based substrates, in order
to move toward the next generation of lead-free hybrid energy harvesters. A bi-metal mixture that is
composed of Bi(phenyl)3, and Fe(tmhd)3 has been used as a precursor source. BiFeO3 films have
been grown by MOCVD on IrO2/Si substrates, in which the conductive IrO2 functions as a bottom
electrode and a buffer layer. BiFeO3 films have been analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) for structural
characterization and by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) coupled with energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis for the morphological and chemical characterizations, respectively.
These studies have shown that the deposited films are polycrystalline, pure BiFeO3 phase highly
homogenous in morphology and composition all over the entire substrate surface. Piezoelectric
force microscopy (PFM) and Piezoelectric Force Spectroscopy (PFS) checked the piezoelectric and
ferroelectric properties of the film.

Keywords: BiFeO3; MOCVD; Si substrate; thin film; perovskite; lead-free piezoelectric;
energy harvesting

1. Introduction

Multiferroics are materials in which at least two of the three ferroic orders, ferroelectricity,
ferromagnetism or antiferromagnetism, and ferroelasticity coexist. Among multiferroics, perovskite
bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3) and its derived systems are of special interest for keeping their properties in
extreme temperature environments because of their Curie (TC = 1103 K) and Neel temperatures (TN =

643 K) well above room temperature [1,2]. In addition to ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic properties,
BiFeO3 nanostructures, combined with graphene, show appealing photocatalytic activity [3,4].
Photoelectric, pyroelectric, and piezoelectric properties are the most studied and appealing
characteristics, which make BiFeO3 an important material for energy harvesting applications [5].
The possibility of combining the above-mentioned properties in a single device, a hybrid energy
harvester, makes BiFeO3 one of the most promising materials for the next generation of lead-free
harvesters. For piezoelectric harvester, Pb(ZrxTi1-x)O3 (PZT) has been commonly used [6,7], but
the rising of environmental issues and questions on process sustainability has brought the light on
lead-free perovskites, such as BiFeO3, LiNbO3 [8,9], and (K,Na)NbO3 [10], because of their encouraging
capabilities for hybrid energy harvesting [11–13].

Different deposition techniques have been used to obtain thin films of BiFeO3, and their derived
systems [14–16]. Most of the synthetic routes continue to rely on expensive single crystal substrates,
such as SrTiO3, SrTiO3:Nb, and LaAlO3 [17,18], but recently flexible or even bendable substrates are
investigated [19].

The main deposition techniques that have been applied to the production of BiFeO3 films
are: chemical solution deposition [20,21], pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [22,23], sputtering [24],
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sol-gel [15,16], and metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [25–28]. So far, only sol-gel
and sputtering have been applied to deposit BiFeO3 film used in a piezoelectric harvester [28,29], due
to their simplicity and low operating temperature, which enable the use of a wide variety of substrates.
The latest results for photovoltaic oriented devices have been obtained by PLD deposited films [23].
However, these techniques may have some drawbacks due to the substrate dimensions and difficulty
in process scalability. MOCVD is a very appealing technique in terms of homogeneous and conformal
deposition on large area substrates and easy possibility of scaling up, thus appointing itself as one of
the best industrially applicable process.

This paper aims to optimize a method for the fabrication of highly homogeneous BiFeO3 (from
now on BFO) thin films on Si (001) that were buffered with an IrO2 layer, compatible with conventional
industrial processes in order to create a functional hybrid energy harvester. Moreover, special attention
has been given to the impact of the different deposition parameters on the quality of the films that
were grown on Si. Si-based substrates present many advantages, the first one is the important cost
reduction when compared to the widely spread single crystals. Subsequently, when considering that
micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMs) microfabrication on Si implies well known protocols and
techniques, keeping Si as base material for future functional structures is a key factor in lowering the
cost and avoid the time-consuming process development for single crystals.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) has been used for structural characterization, and field-emission scanning
electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) have been used for the
morphological and chemical analysis, respectively. Finally, local piezoresponse force spectroscopy
(PFS) [30] and the domain mapping with piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) have confirmed the
piezoelectric/ferroelectric properties of the samples.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Thin Film Deposition

Bi(phenyl)3 and Fe(tmhd)3 (phenyl= –C6H5, H-tmhd= 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptandione), were
mixed and used as a multicomponent precursor mixture. Bi(phenyl)3 and Fe(tmhd)3 were purchased
from Strem Chemicals Inc. (Bischheim, France) and used without any further purification. Thin film
depositions were performed in a customized, horizontal, hot wall MOCVD reactor with a 20◦ sample
holder inclination. The bi-metallic mixture was placed in an alumina boat and heated at 120 ◦C. Argon
and oxygen were used, respectively, as carrier and reactant gasses, by varying their flow from 150 sccm
to 900 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute) for both species. The depositions were carried
out in the temperature range 600–800 ◦C for 60 min. BFO films were deposited on a 10 mm × 10 mm
Si (001) substrate coated with a 200 nm film of IrO2 acting, at the same time, as bottom electrode for
piezoelectric characterization and as buffer layer between BFO and Si.

2.2. Thin Film Characterisation

Analyses of crystalline phases were done through X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. θ–2θ
XRD patterns were recorded in grazing incidence mode (0.8◦) while using a Smartlab diffractometer
(Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan), which was equipped with a rotating anode of Cu Kα radiation operating at
45 Kv and 200 Ma. The morphologies were examined through field emission gun scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM), using a SUPRA VP 55 microscope (ZEISS, Jena, Germany). The films were
analyzed by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis using an INCA-Oxford windowless detector
(Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) with an electron beam energy of 15 keV.

Film roughness and ferroelectric properties were measured on an atomic force microscopy
NT-MDT solver PRO with a conductive gold coated silicon cantilever, CSG10/Au purchased from
NT-MDT (NT-MDT, Moscow, Russia). The BFO samples were grounded to the IrO2 bottom electrode
and a good contact was obtained with silver paint.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) Grown BiFeO3 Films on IrO2/Si Substrate

Starting deposition experiments, as presently reported, are based on earlier works performed on
single crystals SrTiO3 [26]. Good results were obtained in the temperature range 750–800 ◦C, with the
best film quality and piezoelectric performance being obtained for the films that were deposited at
800 ◦C on SrTiO3. Thus, preliminary depositions have been carried out at 750 ◦C and 800 ◦C with Ar
and O2 gas flows of 150 sccm for both species. Nevertheless, films that are deposited at 800 ◦C are not
homogeneous and show delamination due to the effect of the high temperature on the IrO2 bottom
layer, which causes its corrugation. Films deposited at 750 ◦C on a 10 × 10 mm2 IrO2/Si substrate,
while using a susceptor with an inclination of 20◦, show good properties in term of homogeneity and
adhesion. The susceptor inclination has no effect on adherence, but it might have some effect on the
homogeneity of the film. The sample structure has been checked using XRD and patterns have been
recorded in the range 20–60◦ (Figure 1a) and are in agreement with the ICDD data (Card No 20-0169)
based on the rhombohedal structure, space group R3c, of the BFO phase.

Figure 1. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern, (b) field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM)
top view image, (c) energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) analysis, and (d) FE-SEM cross section
image of the BiFeO3 thin film deposited on IrO2/Si substrate.

The main diffraction peaks are observed at 2θ = 22.60◦, 31.90◦, and 39.15◦, which are associated,
respectively, with the 100, 110, and 111 reflections of the BFO phase, while considering a pseudocubic
structure. BiFeO3 might be considered pseudocubic, having the rhombohedral structure cell parameters
of arh = 3.965 Å and αrh = 89.4◦ [2]. Thus, the deposited thin films are polycrystalline and comparison
of the peak intensities with the database values indicates a slight preferential orientation along the
<110> direction.

FE-SEM has been used to monitor film morphology and, when coupled with energy dispersive
X-ray analysis (EDX), to check chemical homogeneity and assess the elemental quantification in the
films. The BFO films show a very uniform and dense morphology with massive and well coalesced
grains. They adopt elongated shapes with two different preferential orientations (Figure 1b). EDX
analysis shows chemical composition homogeneity on large sample areas. The sample average
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composition indicates a Bi:Fe ratio equal to 1 (Figure 1c). Film thickness has been also checked by
several cross sections and shows an average value of 600 nm (Figure 1d). The IrO2 layer of 200 nm is
clearly identifiable between the MOCVD grown BFO film and Si substrate (Figure 1d).

3.2. Impact of Gas Flows on BiFeO3 Film Growth

Basic deposition parameters produced good quality films in terms of structure and composition.
Nevertheless, the impact of the gas flows (either carrier or reactant) on the film morphology and quality
is one of the major steps to develop a fully optimized process. Starting from the initial parameters,
deposition temperature = 750 ◦C, Flow(Ar) = 150 sccm, Flow(O2) = 150 sccm, and duration 1h, the effect
of the gas flow variation has been investigated by changing one gas flow (Ar or O2) and maintaining
constant all of the other parameters to understand the impact of each one of them on the final product.
In Figure 2, the results of BFO films deposited with diverse Ar or O2 flows are summarized based on
the FE-SEM comparative images.

Figure 2. Comparison of BiFeO3 (BFO) thin films deposited under different conditions. BFO reference
sample is in the center, on the left the impact of the argon flow and on the right the impact of the oxygen
flow on BFO are presented. For every condition, FE-SEM top view and cross sections are reported.

The morphologies of films deposited with 500 sccm or 900 sccm Ar flows, keeping all the other
parameters constant, are reported on the left side of Figure 2. The FE-SEM plan-view images show
homogeneous samples with grains of 700–800 nm. The cross-section images show that the deposition
at 500 sccm does not present major changes in terms of density and thickness with respect to the 150
sccm Ar deposited film. On the other hand, at 900 sccm, the cross section of the film indicates an
important increase of film density, but the main drawback is that the film growth rate is significantly
decreased when compared to our reference experimental conditions. The average growth rates drop
from 9 nm/min to 4 nm/min. This variation might be related to a dilution effect, since the carrier flow
increase determines the precursor dilution. The coupled influence of the carrier flow increase and
precursor dilution is responsible for the lower growth rate and, consequently, for the formation of
thinner but denser films at the highest carrier flow (900 sccm).

When considering previous results with argon, a significant flow of oxygen, 900 sccm, has firstly
been tested. BFO growth rate is not limited by the high O2 flow and, at the same time, film top-view
and cross section show a denser film composed of grains of about 800–850 nm (Figure 2, right side).
According to these first observations, and to the promising impact that the high oxygen flow has on
the film quality, a deposition experiment has been tailored while using a first step of 10 min. with
Flow (O2) = 900 sccm followed by a second one of 50 min. with Flow (O2) = 150 sccm. The first step
enables the creation of a seed layer with smaller nucleation sites, the second allows for these nuclei
to grow, giving rise to coalesced grains forming a dense and homogeneous film. FE-SEM analysis
(Figure 2, right side) confirms this observation, the grain size is smaller, and cross section shows an
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important diminution of the roughness and extremely dense BFO film. As expected, the growth rate is
unchanged when compared to the reference sample. Thus, a visible improvement of the film quality is
observed by simply varying the oxygen flow during the deposition of the film and, at the same time,
the process remains straightforward without adding extra steps.

3.3. Impact of the Temperature on BiFeO3 Film

Attempts to tune the sample orientation by changing deposition temperature have been done
in the 600–800 ◦C temperature range with an Ar flow of 150 sccm and an O2 flow of 900 sccm for 10
min. and 150 sccm for 50 min. Depositions that were performed at 600 ◦C lead to a deterioration of
film quality and homogeneity. FE-SEM image shows flat iron rich islands on the BFO film surface.
Moreover, material quality and density are also heavily impacted by the low temperature process,
coalescence is incomplete, and cracks are visible. At 800 ◦C, the IrO2 layer is no longer stable and
it starts to interact with the film. The buffer layer corrugates in several points, forming bumps on
the surface and leading to the delamination of the Si/IrO2/BFO structure. Defects that are caused by
extreme conditions make the samples realized outside of the temperature range 650–750 ◦C, difficult
to be analyzed, and compared to previous results. Within this ideal 100 ◦C deposition range, XRD
patterns, as reported in Figure 3a–c, indicate that polycrystalline single phase BFO films are deposited.

Figure 3. XRD diffraction patterns and FE-SEM cross section images of BFO thin films deposited at
(a,d) 650 ◦C, (b,e) 700 ◦C, and (c,f) 750 ◦C.

When comparing the various sample patterns, it has been observed that a preferential orientation
competition takes place between the (100) and (110) planes, but no complete orientation is observed,
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whatever the deposition parameters. The cross-section images (Figure 3d–f) of the films deposited in
this temperature range show similar thicknesses, thus pointing to similar growth rates. Specifically,
growth rates have been evaluated every 50 ◦C between 600 ◦C and 750 ◦C, yielding growth rates of 7,
10, 11, and 10 nm/min., respectively, for 600, 650, 700, and 750 ◦C.

This independence between film thickness and substrate temperature in the 600–750 ◦C range
seems to point to a mass transport regime. Figure 4 represents the plot of the ln growth rate vs. 1000/T.
The apparent activation energy of 22 kJ/mol, as derived from the Arrhenius plot, clearly indicates that,
in the used deposition temperature range, BFO film growth occurs in the mass transport-limited regime.

Figure 4. Arrhenius plot of the ln growth rate vs. 1000/T for the BiFeO3 MOCVD process starting from
the Bi(phenyl)3 and Fe(tmhd)3 precursors.

3.4. Functional Properties

BFO thin film topography on the IrO2 buffer layer has been recorded by a classical contact mode
vertical atomic force microscopy (AFM) scan (Figure 5a). The 5 μm × 5 μm investigated area exhibits
the same morphology as the one that was observed by FE-SEM (Figure 1) with a root mean square
(RMS) roughness of 28.6 nm. The piezoelectric property of the deposited film on the IrO2/Si substrate
has been investigated through piezoresponse force spectroscopy (PFS). Piezoresponse (in terms of the
amplitude of the out of plane displacement, Mag), as a function of the alternating voltage, showed the
typical butterfly loop [30,31] for an applied bias from −9 V to 9 V between microscope cantilever tip
and BFO bottom electrode IrO2 (Figure 5b), indicating the piezoelectric behavior of the film.

In Figure 5b the unit for the Mag is nA, because the instrument measures the vertical displacement
from the photocurrent of the laser beam reflected by the displaced tip. In particular, the tip displacement
is proportional to the difference between the photocurrent incident on different photodiode sections.
Figure 5b shows a hysteresis loop, since, after applying a −9 V bias and then reducing the bias until 0 V
(black curve), the piezoresponce is different from that observed when applying a +9 V bias and then
reducing it to 0 V (red curve).

Following this first observation, a study of ferroelectric domain switching [32] has been carried
out on a 2.5 μm × 2.5 μm area. Figure 6a reports the AFM topography of the scanned area. At
first, a PFM image of the ferroelectric domain of the “as-deposited” BFO film was obtained in terms
of phase difference between the vertical piezoresponse signal and an applied alternating voltage,
before the application of any bias voltage (Figure 6b). Subsequently, to observe the switching of the
domains, a bias voltage of −9 V was applied to the entire area through the scanning tip and map of the
ferroelectric domains was recorded with a 0 V bias voltage (Figure 6c). Subsequently, a similar PFM
image was obtained at 0V (Figure 6d), after the application of a +9 V bias. The polycrystalline nature
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of the film might limit phase scan interpretation and, indeed, the measured signal is the average of all
the ferroelectric domains that were placed between the cantilever tip and the bottom electrode. Very
few differences between domain phases of the “as prepared” BFO film and the film after application of
the −9 V bias are visible (Figure 6c). On the other hand, the impact of the application of +9 V bias
on the film polarization was much more important (Figure 6d), indicating the switching of several
ferroelectric domains. As an example, the material has a visible response after bias voltage application
because of domains switching when comparing the circled zones on Figure 6b–d.

Figure 5. (a) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) scan of a 5 μm × 5 μm area and (b) butterfly loop (the
“black” curve corresponds to the −9 V to +9 V scan and “red” curve corresponds to the +9 V to −9 V) of
the “as deposited” BFO thin film on Si obtained by PFS.

Figure 6. Ferroelectric domains switching: (a) AFM image of the scanned 2.5 μm × 2.5 μm area and (b)
phase scan of the “as deposited” BFO film; (c) phase scan of the BFO film after the application of a −9 V
bias; and, (d) phase scan of the BFO film after the application of a +9 V bias.
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PFS and PFM confirmed the piezoelectric properties of the as deposited BFO film. Furthermore,
even if sample polycrystallinity might limit ferroelectric mapping, domains switching can be observed
by reducing the working area, thus confirming the functional properties of the BFO thin film on Si.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, BFO films have been successfully deposited by MOCVD on silicon substrate, with
an IrO2 bottom electrode, acting as a buffer layer since it can stand high temperatures. The morphology,
density, thickness, and Bi:Fe ratio in the films are homogenous on the whole sample surface of 10 mm
× 10 mm. The BFO thin films show different growth orientations, but no specific relationship has been
found between orientation and experimental conditions. Various experiments indicate that the optimal
deposition temperature range is between 650 ◦C and 750 ◦C with a fixed argon flow of 150 sccm and
the use of high oxygen flow, 900 sccm for 10 min., in order to induce the formation of numerous BFO
nucleation sites, and 150 sccm for 50 min. to trigger the growth of a denser film with smaller grains
when compared to the other investigated conditions.

Thus, the BFO films can be successfully deposited on Si at a lower temperature and in a more
cost-effective process, with respect to the previously reported methodologies. Moreover, the present
approach offers the major advantage to be easily scalable and the use of IrO2, as a conductive oxide,
gives the opportunity for future characterizations and device microfabrications. Finally, it can be
pointed out that the material quality and production cost of lead-free perovskites, as BFO, are key
points for the scaling-up development of a new generation of hybrid energy harvesting devices. The
MOCVD approach, as presently reported, answers to both demands and it is compatible with the
current technologies.
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Abstract: MXenes have emerged as promising materials for various mechanical applications due
to their outstanding physicochemical merits, multilayered structures, excellent strength, flexibility,
and electrical conductivity. Despite the substantial progress achieved in the rational design of
MXenes nanostructures, the tutorial reviews on the mechanical properties of self-standing MXenes
were not yet reported to our knowledge. Thus, it is essential to provide timely updates of the
mechanical properties of MXenes, due to the explosion of publications in this filed. In pursuit
of this aim, this review is dedicated to highlighting the recent advances in the rational design of
self-standing MXene with unique mechanical properties for various applications. This includes elastic
properties, ideal strengths, bending rigidity, adhesion, and sliding resistance theoretically as well
as experimentally supported with various representative paradigms. Meanwhile, the mechanical
properties of self-standing MXenes were compared with hybrid MXenes and various 2D materials.
Then, the utilization of MXenes as supercapacitors for energy storage is also discussed. This review
can provide a roadmap for the scientists to tailor the mechanical properties of MXene-based materials
for the new generations of energy and sensor devices.

Keywords: MXene; mechanical properties; 2D materials; metal carbide; young modules; supercapacitors

1. Introduction

Carbon-based nanostructures (C-Ns) such as graphene, carbon nanotubes, and carbon nitride are
of great interest due to their unique physiochemical merits such as high surface area, thermal stability,
and outstanding mechanical properties [1–4]. These properties promoted the utilization of C-Ns in
structural composites, protective coatings, fibers, energy storage, catalysis, and durable wearable
sensors; however, their complicated fabrication process remains a major challenge [5–7]. Y. Gogotsi
and M.W. Barsoum groups discovered a novel family of 2D transition metal carbides or nitrides called
MXene (pronounced “maxenes”) [8]. The general formula of MXene is Mn+1XnTx (n = 1–4), where M
represents transition metals, A is an A-group element of group 13 to 15 in the periodic table, X is carbon
or nitrogen, and Tx is surface functional groups (OH, O, Cl, F) (Scheme 1) [8]. There are around three
main structures of MXenes, including M2XTx, M3X2Tx, and M4X3Tx, derived from the selective etching
of MAX phases (M, A, and X elements are in Scheme 1) including M2AX, M3AX2, and M4AX3. To this
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end, more than 30 MXenes compositions have prepared, such as Ti2CTx, Nb2CTx, V2CTx, Ti3C2Tx,
Mo2TiC2Tx, Mo2Ti2C3, TiyNb2−yCTx, and NbyV2−yCTx, along with additional dozens were explored
by computational methods [9–11].

MXenes possess unique physical and chemical merits such as great miscibility, high surface area
to volume ratio, accessible active sites, surface charge state, electron-rich density, and absorption
of electromagnetic waves [12]. This is besides the impressive properties of 2D carbide transition
metal carbides/nitrides, such as multilayered structures with excellent mechanical properties, strength,
flexibility, and high electrical conductivity [12]. Additionally, the fabrication process of MXene is
scalable, productive, controllable, facile, and feasible for large-scale applications [12]. MXenes with high
negative zeta potential are miscible in various solvents, polymeric materials, and other C-Ns materials
resulting in the formation of unlimited composites with various properties [13]. The impressive
mechanical properties of MXenes are one of the unique features for MXene [2,14–16]. Despite the
significant progress in the synthesis of MXene nanostructures, Ti3C2Tx compound is the most widely
studied material, for various applications, due to its impressive electrical conductivity, mechanical
properties, and electrochemical properties electromagnetic shielding [2,14–16].

There are numerous published reviews in the fields of MXenes for energy, catalysis,
and environmental remediation [12,17–23]. However, the reviews on the mechanical properties
of self-standing MXenes are not yet reported [24]. Many studies have shown that MXenes exhibits
excellent mechanical ion adsorption properties, which in turn will set the stage for exploring the
possibility of their use in sensors and flexible devices [6,24–26]. For instance, the strain-tunable
electrochemical properties of MXenes enable them to be a propitious solution for flexible and stretchable
devices [6,24–26]. Regarding the electrochemical properties of MXenes, their large specific surface
area makes them a promising candidate for various applications such as supercapacitor, Li-ion and
Sodium-ion batteries, hydrogen storage, adsorption, and catalysts [6,24–26]. Due to the abundant
research and ceaseless publications on the mechanical properties of MXene (more than 146 articles,
according to SciFinder), it is crucial to provide a timely update of research efforts in this area.

Inspired by this, the presented review summarizes the recent progress of research work on
the mechanical properties of self-standing MXenes, from both theoretical and experimental views.
This includes: (1) elastic properties and superior strengths, (2) bending rigidity, (3) adhesion, and sliding
resistance with their fundamental mechanism supported with numerous representative paradigms.
Also, there are deep insights into the utilization of MXenes as supercapacitors. The future perspective
of the mechanical applications of MXene is also discussed.

 

Scheme 1. The composition of MXenes and MAX phases from the periodic table.
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2. Mechanical Properties of Self-Standing MXenes

In this section, the elastic properties and superior strengths of self-standing MXenes are briefly
summarized, and we discuss the effect of other parameters such as layer thickness, functional groups,
and presence of point defects, different transition metals, and substitutional doping. The mechanical
properties of MXenes with different compositions are summarized in Table 1.
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2.1. Elastic Properties and Ideal Strengths

2.1.1. Effect of Functional Terminations

Functional terminations (–O, –F, –OH) of carbides have a significant effect on the structural and
mechanical properties of MXenes, as demonstrated extensively by DFT calculation. Figure 1a shows
the variation of the calculated elastic constants c11 of M2CT2 MXenes as a function of the layer thickness
and different functional terminations [27]. It can be seen that, except for Cr2CO2, the elastic constant
for MXenes with oxygen functionalization showed higher elastic constants compared to those with
hydroxyl and fluorine functional groups [27]. This is due to the stronger interaction between the
oxygen and surface M atoms [27].

The stress-strain curves, as well as the deformation mechanisms, were investigated in response to
tensile stress by DFT calculation for 2D Tin+1Cn (n = 1–3) (Figure 1b) [37]. Three loading conditions
were considered to measure the intrinsic mechanical responses to tensile strain in 2D Ti2C, which are
biaxial tension, uniaxial tension along the x-direction, and the y-direction [37]. The stress-strain
relations for 2D Ti2C under different loading conditions are shown in (Figure 1b) [37]. It was found
that 2D Ti2C is an elastically isotropic material, since the corresponding Young’s modulus Ex and Ey

were estimated to be 620 GPa and 600 GPa, respectively [37]. Moreover, 2D Ti2CO2 can sustain higher
strains for the three loading conditions than 2D Ti2C, which is even higher than that of graphene due
to surface functionalizing oxygen [37]. Another large variation in mechanical properties was detected
when different transition metal, along with surface functional groups, are used [28,38]. Furthermore,
in comparison to other functional groups in Ti3C2, the oxygen group possesses the highest in-plane
planar elastic modulus, as shown in (Figure 1c–e), leading to enhancement of strength, and adsorption
energy, which indicates its good thermodynamic stabilization [39]. This can be attributed to the
significant charge transfer from inner to outer surface bonds [39].

 
Figure 1. (a) The elastic constants of c11 for M2CT2 MXenes. Reproduced with permission from [27].
Copyright IOP Publishing, 2015. (b) Calculated stress-strain curves of 2D Ti2C. Reproduced with
permission from [37]. Copyright RSC, 2015 (c) The stress-strain curves in the uniaxial tension Y direction,
(d) The stress-strain curves in the uniaxial tension X direction for Ti3C2 and P1 and P2 for Ti3C2O2,
(e) The stress-strain curves in biaxial tension for Ti3C2 and T1 and T2 for Ti3C2O2. All the vertical lines
mention the maximum stress values. Reproduced with permission from [39]. Copyright APS, 2016.
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The effect of surface termination groups on the elastic constants of 2D Ti2CT2 and Ti3C2T2 was
investigated using first-principles calculation by Density-functional theory (DFT) simulation [40].
It was found that the stiffness is highly dependent on the termination group. The elastic stiffness
of the MXenes is only maintained in the case of MXenes with O terminations while deteriorates in
the case of F and OH terminations [40]. This can be explained by the in-plane lattice constant in the
2D MXenes with different termination groups. The in-plane lattice constant for both 2D Ti2CT2 and
Ti3C2T2 MXenes was shortest in the case of O termination. In contrast, F and OH termination had
larger in-plane lattice constants indicating a strong interaction between Ti and terminating O atoms.

Another work in the literature [30] studied the effect of surface groups on the elastic properties of
MXenes. The ionic mobility for MXenes with different termination groups was investigated under
different strain conditions, using multiaxial loading schemes, biaxial and uniaxial tension along
x-direction and y-direction. It was observed that Ti2C (Ti2CF2) {Ti2CO2} can tolerate percentage of
strains of 8 (20) {19}, 16 (29) {24}, and 18 (10) {29} under biaxial and uniaxial tensions along the x and
y directions, respectively. Whereas Zr2C (Zr2CF2) {Zr2CO2} can withstand strains of 12 (21) {21}%,
16 (29) {27}% and 17 (16) {28}%, respectively as shown in Figure 2 [30]. It can be seen that Ti2CO2 has
higher critical strains than both Ti2C and graphene [30]. Additionally, overall, the surface groups
(O and F) increase the critical strain and provide more mechanical flexibility to the 2D MXenes by
considerably slowing down the collapse of the transition metal layers. This makes MXenes with O and
F termination groups potential candidates for high-performance lithium-ion batteries [30]. A recent
study [32] investigated the effect of point defects on the elastic properties of MXenes using the atomistic
simulation of nanoindentation of Tin+1CnO2 monolayer. The Young’s modulus of Ti3C2O2 was found
to be 466 GPa, which is slightly lower than the obtained values by DFT and hybridized computational
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of 523 [41] and 502 [42] GPa, respectively. This can be attributed
to the presence of surface terminations. Moreover, the breaking strength of Ti3C2O2 was calculated
as 25.2 N/m, lower than that of graphene (42 N/m) [43]. As seen in (Figure 3a,b), Ti2CO2 exhibited a
more sudden fracture compared to Ti3C2O2, at higher force and lower displacement [32]. This can be
explained by the presence of two fewer atomic layers in Ti2CO2, resulting in a decreased resistance and
more abrupt failure. The calculated elastic modulus of Ti2CO2 (983 GPa) is higher than that of Ti3C2O2

and almost approaching the value of graphene [32]. However, this value is inconsistent with the
previously reported values by DFT (636 GPa) [41] and hybridized MD (597 GPa) [42]. The calculated
breaking force for Ti2CO2 of 33.6 N/m is approaching the levels of graphene [32].

Figure 3c–f shows simulation results of the nanoindentation of Ti3C2O2 with titanium and carbon
vacancies (VTi and VC, respectively) [32]. It can be seen that the cracks failed to propagate to the
edges of the samples contained 1% VTi and 10% VC with the same extent of the pristine Ti3C2O2,
which explains the effect of defects on the fracture mechanism of the sheets [32]. Furthermore, the
presence of defects results in a 17% reduction in elastic modulus (386 GPa), which is still higher than
graphene oxide and in good agreement with the recent experimental studies [2].
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Figure 2. Strain-stress relationships for (a) Ti2C, (b) Ti2CF2, (c) Ti2CO2, (d) Zr2C, (e) Zr2CF2, and
(f) Zr2CO2 under both biaxial and uniaxial load conditions. Reproduced with permission from [30].
Copyright PNAS, 2017.

 
Figure 3. Force-Displacement curves for pristine monolayers of Ti3C2O2 (a) and Ti2CO2 (b). (c) A
representative force-displacement curve. (d–f) photographs are showing the progressive indentation
and fracture of the same representative Ti3C2O2 monolayer with 1% VTi and 10% VC. Reproduced
with permission from [32] Copyright Elsevier, 2019.

2.1.2. Effect of the Mass of the Transition Metal

DFT calculation using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) code, the mechanical
and dynamical properties were obtained for both pristine and terminated MXene (M2XT2) structures
with M = Sc, Mo, Ti, Zr, Hf, X = C, N, and T = O, F [29]. It was found that for the pristine carbides,
unlike nitride-based pristine, there is a positive correlation between the stiffness and the mass of the
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transition metal, as indicated by elastic constants [29]. Moreover, the Young Modulus for the nitrides
was slightly higher than that of the carbides [29].

In a recent study [44], the effect of asymmetrical functionalization of F and OH groups on the
mechanical properties of monolayer Janus MXenes M2X (M = Sc, Ti, V, Mn, Nb, Mo, Hf; X = C, N)
where the X atomic layer is sandwiched between 2 M layers was studied via DFT. It was found that
mechanical properties depend on the mass of the transition metal and the surface functionalization.
Results show that asymmetric functionalization has a consequential effect on the elastic properties of
the MXenes. For all the pristine M2X, the in-plane stiffness C of M2C is slightly lower than that of M2N
due to the additional valence electron that the N atom provides than C atoms than in turn generate
stiffer M-X bonds. However, due to the H structure of Mo2X, the in-plane stiffness of Mo2N is slightly
lower than that of Mo2C. Another finding was that by asymmetrical F/OH surface functionalization,
the in-plane stiffness C of Sc2C was increased from 92 Nm−1 to 192 Nm−1, which agrees with what
was found by [45]. Moreover, the in-plane stiffness C of monolayer M2X is lower than that of both
graphene [46] and single layer h-BN [47]. Upon asymmetrical surface functionalization, the mechanical
stability and the in-plane stiffness C of monolayer M2X can be enhanced [44]. Despite the fact that it is
experimentally challenging to synthesize MXenes accompanied with mixed functional groups [48],
eventually, the Janus MXenes could be synthesized experimentally, similar to the Janus graphene [33]
and Janus graphene oxide [49].

2.1.3. New Types of MXenes

The enhanced mechanical properties of new types of MXenes, such as Mo2C were predicted by
DFT calculations [34]. The Mo2C was fabricated via the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method,
where the carbon source was methane, and Cu-foil was selected to be the substrate for a molybdenum
foil [50]. The lateral size of the fabricated Mo2C was found to be >100 μm [50]. No significant structural
changes were observed after immersing Mo2C in several solvents such as isopropanol, ethanol, HCl,
or after thermal annealing in air at 200 ◦C for 2 h, indicating its thermal and chemical stability [50].
Compared to the MoS2, Mo2C had a slightly higher biaxial elastic modulus of 312 ± 10 GPa [34].
The relatively large elastic modulus could be explained by the strong interactions between Mo and C
atoms. The calculated stress-strain curve for Mo2C (Figure 4a) shows mostly an elastic response until a
critical strain of 0.086, then the Mo2C exhibited creep deformation. Although this critical strain is less
than that of MoS2, the ideal strength of Mo2C is predicted as 20.8 GPa, approaching the value of a
monolayer of MoS2 (23.8) GPa [34]. The impressive mechanical properties make Mo2C a potential
candidate for mechanical applications.

2.1.4. Effect of Doping

The effect of doping on the elastic properties of MXenes was investigated by DFT calculations [51].
Specifically, B and V atoms were substitutionally doped into Ti and C sites in Ti2C, respectively,
resulting in Ti2(C0.5B0.5) and (Ti, V)C. While V-doping results only in marginal enhancement, B-doping
yields improved the elastic properties by decreasing the in-plane Young’s modulus and the yield
strength. The reduction in the stiffness can be attributed to the weak-bond of Ti-B compared to the Ti-C
bond (Figure 4b,c) [51]. Figure 5 shows the calculated stress-strain curves using the non-magnetic (NM)
and the lowest energy antiferromagnetic (AFM) states [51]. It can be seen that a remarkable decrease of
about 25–27% in Young’s modulus and in-plane stiffness of Ti2(C0.5B0.5) compared to Ti2C. However,
the doping of V at Ti sites results in the same stiffness of the undoped Ti2C. Intriguingly, the stiffness
of Ti2(C0.5B0.5) was about 4.2, 1.5, 1.86, and 3.1 times higher than that of 2D MoS2, graphene, h-BN,
and SiC reported elsewhere, respectively, due to the B-doping effect [51,52]. In contrast, Ti2(C0.5B0.5)
and (Ti,V)C with O-termination groups exhibited improved elastic properties compared to undoped
Ti2C O-passivated or O-free, owing to the enhancement of the local strain, causing a consequent
enlarging of the average thickness of O-passivated MXene by nearly 2% [51].
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Figure 4. (a) Calculated stress versus biaxial strain for the Mo2C. Reproduced with permission from [34].
Copyright ACS Publications, 2016. (b) Shows the plot in an extended region, (c) zoomed view focused
on central Ti atom bonded with B and C. The stronger covalency of the Ti-C bond compared to the Ti-B
bond is visible. Reproduced with permission from [51]. Copyright AIP Publishing, 2017.

 

Figure 5. The stress-strain curve of Ti2C, Ti2(C0.5B0.5) and (Ti, V)C under biaxial and uniaxial tensile
strains along with the X and Y directions. The top panels show the results for NM states, while the
bottom panels show the results for the minimum energy AFM magnetic state. Reproduced with
permission from [51]. Copyright AIP Publishing, 2017.

Another study [53] predicted enhanced elastic properties of a 2D Tungsten Carbide (W2C)
monolayer by DFT calculations. The calculated c11 of 781.9 GPa indicated that W2C is mechanically
stable as it satisfies the 2D materials criteria for mechanical stability [36]. The uniaxial tensile loading
was applied along the armchair direction, where the correlation between the strain and stress was
investigated. As the strain increases, the stress increases until approaching the ultimate tensile strength,
as shown in (Figure 6a), then it decreases gradually. The same trend goes for the calculations along
the zigzag direction. The calculated ultimate strength of W2C is comparable to Ti2C [37] but higher
than that of MoS2 [54]. The Young’s modulus of W2C along with the armchair and zigzag directions
are 648 and 645 GPa, respectively, compared to graphene (1000 GPa) [43] and Ti2C (600 GPa) [37].
Furthermore, W2C was observed to have a high negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) as they exhibited
a positive strain along the longitudinal direction while applying stretching force on the transverse
direction (Figure 6b) [53]. This intrinsic NPR of W2C could be explained by the robust coupling
between C-p and W-d orbitals in the pyramid structural unit. Additionally, incorporating the surface
functional groups to the calculations show that the NPR of W2C was turned into PPR due to the
weakening of M–C interactions [53].
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Figure 6. (a) Stress-strain curves of intrinsic W2C under uniaxial stretching, (b) Poisson’s ratios of
W2C stretched along with different directions. Reproduced with permission from [53]. Copyright RSC,
2018. The calculated stress σ versus strain ε curves for Ti2CT2 with pure and mixed terminations under
(c) uniaxial x, (d) uniaxial y, and (e) biaxial loading conditions. Reproduced with permission from [55].
Copyright John Wiley & Sons, 2018.

2.1.5. Effect of Varying F/O Ratio

The mechanical properties of Ti2CTn terminated by O− and F− were manipulated by varying
F/O ratio from 1:17 to 17:1 [55]. The mechanical properties of the five thermodynamically most stable
structures with F/O ratios 1: 2, 5:4, 2:1, 7:2, and 17:1 were investigated. It was noticed that as the
F/O ratio increases, the Young’s, along the x- and y-directions, and shear moduli of Ti2CT2 gradually
decrease. For instance, Young’s modulus along the x-direction decreased from 222 to 159 (N m−1),
while the shear modulus decreased from 88 to 58 (N m−1). Additionally, all the Ti2CT2, with pure and a
mixture of surface terminations, exhibited Poisson ratios greater than that of graphene (0.224), ranging
from 0.24 to 0.37. Ti2CO1.33F0.67 exhibits the highest Young’s modulus along the x-direction (222 N m−1),
among other Ti2CT2, which is comparable to Ti2CO2 (241 N m−1). The calculated stress-strain curves
shown in (Figure 6c–e) indicated that Ti2CO2 (24%, 30%, and 20% under uniaxial tensions along the x-
and y-directions and under biaxial tensions) and Ti2CF2 (25%, 14%, and 18%) have higher critical strains
than that of Ti2CT2 with mixed terminations. Thus, the mechanical flexibility could be decreased with
mixed functional groups. Moreover, a lower critical strain of Ti2CT2 is observed with a higher degree of
the mixture (Figure 6c–e), such as in Ti2CO0.11F1.89, which could sustain only the lowest critical stains.
A similar trend is seen for the ideal strength with the variation of the degree of mixture, indicating that
the best mechanical strengths are assigned to Ti2CO1.33F0.67 and Ti2CO0.11F1.89. These findings pave
the way to demonstrate more effective methods in tuning the electrochemical properties of MXenes
by strains.

2.1.6. Effect of Number of Layers and Layer Thickness

The elastic modulus and breaking strength of monolayer and bilayer Ti3C2Tx flakes were
experimentally determined by AFM indentation [2]. It was shown that E2D values determined for
bilayer Ti3C2Tx flakes are exactly twice that determined for monolayer MXene membranes, suggesting
strong interaction between the layers due to hydrogen bonding. A single layer of Ti3C2Tx has an
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effective Young’s modulus of approximately 333 GPa, which is higher than that of graphene oxide
(210 GPa) and some other MXenes. Meanwhile, the breaking strength of a single layer of Ti3C2Tx was
17.3 ± 1.6 GPa. It was noted that Young’s modulus obtained experimentally is lower than that from the
MD simulation due to the presence of defects and surface functionalization.

The effect of layer thickness on the structural and elastic properties of 2D Tin+1Cn was studied using
MD calculations [42]. It was demonstrated that the Young’s modulus of MXenes could be significantly
increased by decreasing the layer thickness. The Young’s modulus of Ti2C, Ti3C2, and Ti4C3 was found
to be 597, 502, and 534 GPa, respectively, with a strain ε less than 0.01 and within 10% interpolation
error. As observed, the highest Young’s modulus was reported to the thinnest Ti2C carbide (3 atomic
layers). These results are in agreement with other theoretical predictions from DFT [41].

Similar findings on the effect of monolayer thickness on the elastic properties of the carbide
(Tin+1Cn) and nitride-based (Tin+1Nn) MXenes, by DFT calculations, were reported in another study [53].
It was shown that increasing the monolayer thickness decreases Young’s moduli of MXenes. The Young’s
moduli of the Tin+1Cn were found to be 601, 473, and 459 GPa for Ti2C, Ti3C2, and Ti4C3, respectively,
which is in good agreement with the values obtained previously by DFT calculations [37]. The bulk
model was generated by increasing the layer of atoms to infinity, thus showing that bulk Tin+1Cn has
Young’s modulus of 433 GPa, lower than that of rest of Tin+1Cn MXenes. Although a similar trend
was observed for the Tin+1Nn, higher Young’s moduli of Tin+1Nn over Tin+1Cn was observed, which is
consistent with previously reported experimental measurements for bulk TiN [56] and bulk TiC [57,58].
Furthermore, due to the 2D morphology of Tin+1Cn and Tin+1Nn with lower thickness, their calculated
in-plane Poisson’s ratios (ν) are 0.25 and 0.26, higher than that of the bulk TiC and TiN (~0.23) [56–58],
which is indicative of increased elasticity.

2.1.7. Effect of Intercalated Ions and Electrolytes

In order to study the effect of the intercalated ions on the mechanical properties of MXenes,
the mechanical properties were characterized at the nanoscale instead of at the macroscopic scale [59].
The elastic changes of a 2D Ti3C2Tx based electrode in a direction normal to the basal plane were
studied via in-situ contact resonance force microscopy (CRFM) imaging, combined with DFT during
alkaline cation intercalation/extraction [59]. The DFT calculations agreed well with experiments since
the presence of only 12.5% H2O resulted in a drastic decrease of E from 126 GPa of the dry sample to
29 GPa. The out-of-plane elastic modulus significantly correlated with the cations content. The MXene
electrode exhibited shrinkage of almost 10% (Figure 7a) in its lattice structure associated with a decrease
in the interlayer distance after Li+ intercalation [59].

The Ti3C2Tx exhibited smaller volume changes when K+ ions were intercalated, resulting in lower
stiffness than in the case of Li+ ions [59]. This is possible because the stiffness of the cation/water/MXene
system is enhanced by the strong oxygen atoms bonds resulted from one hydrogen atom, from the
surface hydroxyl group, being pushed out by the cations. Higher CR frequency values after Li+

intercalation indicates a stiffer 2D structure, in the direction normal to the electrode surface, with elastic
moduli ranging between 5 and 18 GPa (Figure 7b,c), twice that of water [59]. Additionally, it was found
that the elastic modulus can be tuned using the right combination of the electrolyte and the electrode.
The use of both the CRFM technique and DFT calculations revealed that the interface between the
electrode/electrolyte could be controlled by probing the mechanical properties associated with the
cation storage for applications such as supercapacitors and various types of batteries [59].
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Figure 7. Elastic changes of Ti3C2Tx in Li2SO4 electrolyte. (a) Electrochemical profile of Li+ intercalation/
extraction showing the current and single point relative electrode deformation profiles as a function of
potential. (b) Frequency distribution histograms at charged and discharged states. (c) Corresponding
elastic modulus distribution histograms. Reproduced with permission from [59]. Copyright John Wiley
& Sons, 2016.

2.2. Bending Rigidity

The mechanical response of 2D materials obtained under bending deformations is a critical
quantity called the bending rigidity [24]. The bending rigidity of MXenes is poorly investigated.
To the best of our knowledge, only two papers discussing this quantity have been published so
far. The bending rigidity is also affected by some parameters, such as the layer thickness and the
functionalization group. The bending rigidity of MXenes was first quantified in 2018 using classical
MD simulation for three different 2D titanium carbides (Ti2C, Ti3C2, and Ti4C3) to demonstrate their
bending resistance under applied bending load [60]. Ti2C was found to possess higher resistance for
bending than atomically thin graphene due to its larger thickness. In contrast, the bending strength of
Ti2C is lower than that of MoS2 due to different atomic arrangements and larger thickness in MoS2

compared to Ti2C [60].
DFT calculations have shown that the in-plane stiffness (C) and out-of-plane bending rigidity (D) of

Ti2CTx, Ti3C2Tx, Nb2CTx, and Nb4C3Tx (T =O, OH, and F) are highly dependent on the layer thickness
of [Mn+1Xn] and functionalization groups [61]. As the [Mn+1Xn] layer thickness increases, the in-plane
stiffness increases (Figure 8a) due to the increase in the number of M-C bonds [61]. Nb2CT2 and Ti2CT2

have relatively low in-plane stiffness due to having only a three-atomic layer in [M2X], compared to
seven-atomic-thick [Nb4C3] layer in Nb4C3T2 with the largest in-plane stiffness. Moreover, the surface
terminations in MXenes significantly increased the stiffness (Figure 8a) [61]. The O-functionalized
MXenes were found to have higher in-plane stiffness than that of bare MXenes due to the strong
O−M bonding. However, similar in-plane stiffness was noticed for OH, and F terminated Mxenes [61].
Figure 8b depicts the bending rigidities of the four MXenes and their functional groups, showing that
Ti2C has a D value of 4.47 eV [61]. Compared to MXenes, the surface terminations groups decreased
their stiffness of graphene and graphene oxides [62,63]. Additionally, the measured bending rigidities
of Ti2C with surface functionalities (4.47 eV) were relatively lower than the previously reported value
by MD calculations (5.21 eV) [61], but was higher than that of a graphene monolayer (1.2 eV) [64].
Meanwhile, three-atom-thick Ti2C and Nb2C revealed superior flexibility (observed by Foppl-von
Karman number per unit area γ) and higher in-plane stiffness, compared to three-atom-thick MoS2

(9.14 eV) [61]. Therefore, increasing the layer thickness decreases the flexibility of MXenes; however,
better flexibility could be observed in MXenes with OH terminations, and the thinnest MXenes with a
noticeable decrease in the in-plane stiffness (requires milder exfoliation techniques) [61]. As observed
in Figure 8c, with increasing the layer thickness of MXenes, the in-plane stiffness, and out-of-plane
bending rigidity increases [61]. Lastly, the bending rigidity increases with effective thickness ts in a
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cubic manner, as presented in Figure 8d where C/D ratios were plotted and γ and D considered as a
function of effective thickness for 2D materials [61].

 

Figure 8. (a) In-plane stiffness and (b) out-of-plane bending rigidity MXenes. (c) Rigidity “D”
vs. stiffness, (d) D vs. thickness ts. Reproduced with permission from [61]. Copyright RSC, 2020.
(e) Comparison of the theoretical binding energies of Ti3C2T2, T = OH, F, and O relative to different 2D
materials. Reproduced with permission from [65]. Copyright RSC, 2016.

2.3. Interlayer Adhesion and Sliding

The interlayer adhesion energy and sliding resistance are two critical characteristics of MXenes
that are affected by several parameters such as composition, shape, adhesion, and functional species.
For instance, understanding the adhesion between MXenes and various substrates is crucial for MXene
device fabrication and performance. DFT calculations demonstrated that the surface functionalities
(T = OH, F, and O) weaken interlayer coupling of Ti3C2T2, relative to the bare counterparts as well
as other different 2D materials (Figure 8e) [65]. The binding energies of stacked Tin+1CnT2 were
found to be about 2- to 6-fold those of 2D graphite and MoS2 materials with weak interlayer coupling.
The interlayer coupling of Ti3C2T2 depends on the surface functionalities, which decrease the interlayer
coupling, resulting in exfoliation of the stacked Ti3C2T2 into monolayers with outstanding mechanical
properties compared to other 2D materials. The OH-containing functionalities were the most strongly
coupled Ti3C2T2 with the highest mechanical properties. The determined Young’s moduli normal
to the layer plane was 226 GPa for Bernal-Ti3C2(OH)2, which is more energetically preferred and
also higher than that of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (about 34 GPa). Furthermore, another
study investigated the effect of surface functionalization on the sliding resistance of M2CO2 compared
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to bare counterparts using DFT, along with exploring the strain effect on the sliding resistance [66].
At equilibrium, the layers can easily slide due to the smaller binding energy as a consequence of
larger interlayer distance. Due to the oxygen hollow at the surface of oxygen functionalized MXenes,
the sliding resistance is increased. However, due to the strong metallic interactions between the
stacked M2C layers, the sliding resistance is much higher than that of M2CO2. Another finding is
that the relation between the gap and the energy barrier is not linear, whereas as the strain increases,
the gap first starts increasing until it reaches maximum value then starts decreasing again. Comparing
different stacking configurations, the mirror stacked M2CO2-II possesses a better lubricant property
than the parallel stacked M2CO2-I because its sliding energy barrier is much lower. In addition,
the sliding barrier can be significantly enhanced by normal compression. Whereas, the interlayer
sliding, owing to the transfer of different charges from M to O atom, may effectively be hindered by
the in-plane biaxial tension. The minimum energy pathway can be modified entirely by the uniaxial
tension strain due to anisotropic expansion of the surface electronic state. The functionalized MXenes
with strain-controllable frictional properties promise lubricating materials due to their lower sliding
resistance and superior mechanical properties.

Another study [67] investigated the effect of point defects on the friction coefficients using DFT
calculations and classical MD simulations with reactive force-field (ReaxFF) potentials. The results
revealed that the sliding pathways are with low energy barriers in all Tin+1Cn (n = 1, 2, and 3) systems.
For these systems, both DFT and ReaxFF methods predicted friction coefficients for interlayer sliding,
for normal loads below 1.2 GPa, to be between 0.24 and 0.273. It was found that titanium (Ti) vacancies
in sublayers and terminal oxygen (O) vacancies at surfaces increased the friction coefficients, reaching
almost 0.31. That is because the surface roughness increased, resulting in additional attractive forces
between adjacent layers. Thereby, Ti3C2 with surfaces functionalized with –OH and –OCH3 groups
were studied and found to be able to reduce the friction coefficient to 0.10 and 0.14, respectively.

Understanding of the adhesion among MXenes and different substrates is crucial for the fabrication
of MXene devices. In this regard, the adhesion of Ti3C2Tx and Ti2CTx) with a SiO2-coated spherical
Si tip was benchmarked compared to graphene (mono-, bi-, and tri-layer) and SiO2-coated Si tip
substrate using direct AFM measurements [68]. This is based on using the Maugis-Dugdale theory
for conversion of the adhesion force measured by the AFM to adhesion energy with consideration of
the surface roughness [68]. The average adhesion energies of Ti3C2Tx (0.90 ± 0.03 J m−2) was higher
than that of Ti2CTx (0.40 ± 0.02 J m−2) and was in the range of adhesion between graphene and SiO2.
The superior adhesion energy between SiO2 and Ti3C2Tx is due to its thicker monolayer relative to
Ti2CTx. Another observation was that the adhesion energy of multilayer MXene stacks is dependent on
the number of monolayers, in contrast to graphene, which is attributed to the larger interlayer spacing
and monolayer thickness of the MXenes.

3. Self-Standing MXene as Electrode for Supercapacitors

Supercapacitors are highly efficient energy storage devices, owing to their excellent power density,
fast charge propagation, and long-term durability. The capacitance performance can be calculated
using the maximum stored energy (E) and this equation E = 1/2 CV2, where C is the total capacitance,
and V is the working voltage. Meanwhile, the power delivery (P) can be calculated using this equation
P = V2/4R, where R is the equivalent series resistance of the supercapacitor. Self-standing MXenes are
among the most promising materials for supercapacitors due to their excellent electrical conductivity,
mechanical flexibility, high surface area, and high capacitance [24,69,70]. Thereby, few reviews
emphasized the utilization of MXenes as supercapacitors, which showed that self-standing Ti3C2Tx is
the most studied MXenes [71–73]. Several factors determine the capacitance performance of MXenes,
such as their morphology, surface area, composition, preparation approaches, as well as the type of
electrolytes. Table 2 shows the utilization of self-standing Ti3C2Tx prepared by various approaches as
efficient supercapacitors, which showed comparable or better performance than that of hybrid Ti3C2Tx

(i.e., combined with PPy, rGO, and CNTs) [74–76]. Table 3 shows the supercapacitance performance of
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self-standing Ti3C2Tx and hybrid Ti3C2Tx in different electrolytes solutions. The performance of both
self-standing and hybrid Ti3C2Tx in acidic electrolytes (H2SO4) was significantly higher than that in
alkaline or neutral electrolytes (Table 3). For example, Ti3C2Tx showed capacitance performance of 70,
95, 245, and 450 Fg−1 in KOH, MgSO4, 1 M H2SO4, and 3 M H2SO4, respectively [76–78]. The same
phenomenon was observed in self-standing V2CTx, which showed the capacitance performance of (487 F
g−1) in H2SO4 compared to 225 Fg−1 in MgSO4 and 184 Fg−1 in KOH [79]. Interestingly, the capacitance
of self-standing V2CTx in H2SO4 electrolyte (487 F g−1) [79] was superior to Ti3C2Tx, Mo2CTx,
Mo1.33CTx 245, 196, and 339 F g−1, respectively [74,75,80]. The superior capacitances performance of
self-standing MXenes in acidic electrolytes compared to in neutral or alkaline electrolytes is owing
to the pseudocapacitive performance with surface redox reactions in acidic electrolytes relative to
compared to the ion-intercalation capacitance in neutral and alkaline electrolytes [24]. The surface
functionalities (i.e., O2, OH, and F) have a significant effect on the capacity of the H2SO4 electrolyte;
The increase of O and decrease of F ions termination in Ti3C2Tx increases the capacitance [81].

The pseudocapacitance characteristics and internal mechanism of various MXenes as
supercapacitors deeply studied in H2SO4 electrolyte, in addition to the factors determine the capacitance
effect via DFT calculations [81]. This is included various MXenes (Mn+1XnTx), where M = Sc, Ti, V,
Zr, Nb, Mo; X = C, N; T = O, OH; n = 1–3) in H2SO4 electrolyte [82]. The predicted capacitance
performance of Ti3C2Tx, Mo 2CTx, and V2CTx [82,83] were similar to the experimentally measured
capacitances 235, 245, 90, and 380 F g−1, respectively [77,79,82].

Evaluating the descriptors for the capacitance trends, we find that more positive hydrogen
adsorption free energy (weak binding to H) and smaller change of the potential at the point of zero
charge after H binding lead to higher capacitance. Interestingly, the pseudocapacitive performance of
nitride MXenes electrodes outperformed carbide MXenes. Mainly, Ti2NTx is expected to possess a
high gravimetric capacitance under any applied voltage in H2SO4, owing to the low atomic weight
and favorable redox chemistry of Ti. Meanwhile, Zrn+1NnTx is anticipated to possess the best areal
capacitive performance [82]. The higher capacitance performance is attributed to the higher adsorption
free energy and lower change of the potential at the point of zero charge after H binding [82].
The relationship between the charge storage of nitride and carbide MXenes against the shift in the
point-of-zero-charge (VPZC) and H2 adsorption free energy (ΔGH) displayed that the large ΔGH and
the low Δpzc lead to higher charge storage per unit of formula (Figure 9) [82]. Thereby, Zr-based
nitride MXenes (Zr2N, Zr3N2, and Zr4N3) reveal the highest charge storage under an applied potential
range from −1 to 1 V vs. standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE) [82].

Although the tremendous progress in the capacitance performance MXenes, some remaining
gaps exist among the theoretical calculations and experiments, such as inaccurate consideration of the
multilayered structures of MXenes along with ignoring the F-rich MXenes surface [84,85].
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Increasing the specific surface areas (SSA) and the active redox sites of MXenes can enhance
their capacitance performance. Using these strategies, the capacitances of macroporous Ti3C2Tx and
Ti3C2Tx hydrogels reached 210 and 380 F g−1, respectively, owing to their abundance of active sites
resulted from the high SSA [84,109]. Moreover, macroporous Ti3C2Tx shows capacitances of 310,
210, and 100 F g−1 at scan rates of 0.01, 10, and 40 V s−1, respectively [78]. This indicated the direct
correlation between the current density peak (i) current and scan rate (v), which can be an indicator for
the inherent charge storage kinetics as can be calculated using this equation i = avb, where a and b are
constants. Electrodes of supercapacitors usually possess a linear relationship between v and i, i.e., (i~v).

To this end, macroporous Ti3C2Tx in H2SO4 electrolyte showed a pseudocapacitive behavior as
found in the linear dependence of log i vs. log v, i.e., b ≈ 1 [78].

Figure 9. Color map of the relationship between the charge storage per formula unit against the shift
in the VPZC and H2 adsorption free energy (ΔGH). The applied potential ranged from −1 to 1 V vs.
standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE). Reproduced with permission from [82]. Copyright ACS, 2019.

Another factor for improvement of the capacitance performance of MXenes is the selection of
appropriate electrolyte, due to the difference in the ionic conductivity, operation voltage, the temperature
of different electrolytes that subsequently tailor the capacitance performance. Thereby, aqueous
electrolytes with their outstanding ionic conductivity are preferred compared to organic or ionic
liquids electrolytes, although the ionic liquids electrolytes have the largest potential window and
feasible for high working temperatures. This finding was achieved in the superior capacitance of
Ti3C2Tx (325 Fg−1) in H2SO4 [81], compared to (70 F g−1) in ionic liquid electrolytes [110] and (32 F g−1)
in organic electrolytes [104]. The capacitance performance of Ti3C2Tx in propylene carbonate (PC)
organic electrolyte with higher ionic conductivity was higher than that in acetonitrile and dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), with lower ionic conductivity [111]. The preparation method of MXenes is
also an essential factor for boosting the mechanical properties and electrochemical or capacitance
performance. Investigation of the mechanical evolution during the intercalation/deintercalation of
MXenes revealed that Li-ion intercalation increases the out-of-plane stiffness (elastic properties) in
aqueous electrolytes [59]. This is achieved by proposing a theoretical correlation among the cation
content and the out-of-plane elastic properties during electrochemical reactions.

Although MXenes were reported to be promising for energy storage applications, their restacking
issue, low intrinsic electronic and ionic conductivity, and low specific capacity hinder their use in the
practical applications [24]. Besides, the underlying mechanism of the use of MXenes for supercapacitors
still needs to be clarified, and that requires further in-depth theoretical and experimental investigations.
Furthermore, due to the remarkable influence of the electrolytes on the MXene supercapacitors,
more studies are needed for electrolytes optimization.
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4. Mechanical of Self-Standing MXenes vs. Hybrid MXenes

MXenes, especially Ti3C2Tx, was found to be a promising candidate for enhancing the mechanical
properties of various polymers, metals, and carbon materials. This is owing to the multilayered 2D
structure and outstanding Young’s modulus of Ti3C2Tx monolayer (0.33 ± 0.03 TPa), measured via the
nanoindentation experiments [2]. For instance, the mechanical properties of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
nanofibers were significantly enhanced via using Ti3C2Tx and cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) fillers
(denoted as PVA/CNC/Ti3C2Tx) compared to pristine PVA [112]. Notably, PVA nanofibers containing
0.07 wt.% of both CNC and Ti3C2Tx displayed more than 100% enhancement of the storage modulus
relative to PVA nanofibers. In comparison, PVA nanofibers with 3 wt.% nanocellulose (PVA/CNC)
revealed a 74% increase in storage modulus of PVA at 25 ◦C [112]. Additionally, the elastic modulus of
PVA/CNC/Ti3C2Tx nanofibers (855 MPa) was 2.1 times higher than that of PVA nanofibers (392 MPa).
The Young’s modulus of PVA/CNC/Ti3C2Tx nanofibers (293 ± 59 MPa.) was higher than that of
PVA/CNC (241 ± 51 MPa), PVA/Ti3C2Tx (283 ± 60 MPa), and PVA nanofibers (221 ± 51 MPa) [112].
Likewise, polyimide/Ti3C2Tx aerogel prepared via the freeze-drying of and annealing to form a robust,
lightweight, and hydrophobic aerogel (Figure 10a) with three-dimensional “house of cards” structure
(Figure 10b) [113]. The compressive strength at 80% strain and Young’s modulus of elasticity for
PI/Ti3C2Tx aerogel increased significantly with decreasing the Ti3C2Tx concentration. This is owing to
greater porosity and lower density of PI/MXene aerogels with the increase of the Ti3C2Tx amount [113].
Interestingly, the elastic properties, PI/MXene-3 with a ratio of 5.2:1, respectively, showed impressive
stress−strain repeatability after 50 cycles of compression-release (Figure 10c), attributed to the strong
interactions between PI chains and Ti3C2Tx nanosheets in the hybrid aerogel [113]. Silver nanowires,
combined with Ti3C2Tx (AgNWs-Ti3C2Tx) transparent conductive electrode, displayed a higher
conductivity, chemical stability, and mechanical stability than that of pristine AgNW electrode [114].

 

Figure 10. (a) Preparation route of PI/Ti3C2Tx aerogels (b) Internal structure of PI/Ti3C2Tx-3 aerogels
(c) Stress−strain curves for 50 repeated compression cycles on the PI/MXene-3 aerogel at 50% strain.
Adapted and reproduced with permission from [113]. Copyright ACS, 2019.
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Ti3C2Tx/carbon nanotube (CNT) 3D porous aerogel (denoted as MXCNT) was synthesized using
the bidirectional freezing approach (Figure 11a) [115]. Figure 11b displays the compressive stress-strain
curves for Ti3C2Tx and MXCNT aerogels measured under compression at a displacement rate of
1 mm/min up to 50% strain. The compressive strength of MXCNT was substantially higher than
that of Ti3C2Tx Figure 11b. Also, the compressive strength of MXCNT increased with increasing
CNT concentration to reach the maximum value of 25,000 Pa using a ratio of 1/3 of Ti3C2Tx/CNT,
respectively. This is originated from the uniform distribution of Ti3C2Tx multilayered sheets with
CNT in the direction of the compressive force resulting in a uniform aerogel, as shown in (Figure 11c).
Interestingly, the as-formed MXCNT aerogel can afford more than 500 times (Figure 11d) and more
than 2100 times (Figure 11d) of its weight without collapsing along with recovery of 12.1 % strain after
eliminating the applied load. The significant enhancement in the compressive strength of MXCNT is
ascribed to the ordered porous framework supported by vertical pillars, that warrants the cell walls
deformation on compression rather than sliding between the walls [115]. The MXCNT aerogel is highly
promising for electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding applications.

 

Figure 11. (a) Preparation of MXene/CNT hybrid aerogels through bidirectional freezing approach
(b) Stress-strain curves of pristine MXene aerogels and MXene/CNT hybrid aerogels samples
(c–e) MXene/CNT hybrid aerogels supporting more than >500 and >2100 times of its weight with no
obvious collapsing. Adapted and reproduced with permission from [115]. Copyright ACS, 2019.

5. Summary and Perspectives

In summary, this review emphasized the recent advances in the mechanical properties of
self-standing MXenes, including elastic properties, bending rigidity, and adhesion and sliding
resistance from the experimental and theoretical views. This is, besides, to compare the mechanical
properties of self-standing MXenes with hybrid MXenes along with their utilization as supercapacitors.
Both experimental and theoretical calculations implied the significant effect of shape (i.e., layer thickness,
interlayer spacing, dimensional, and porosity), preparation method, type (i.e., carbides or nitrides),
composition (i.e., mono-/binary/multi-metals, doping, defects, and decoration with nanoparticles or
single atoms), and functional groups (O, OH, and F) on enhancement the mechanical properties of
MXenes. These features endowed the mechanical properties of MXenes are found to be closer to
various 2D materials such as graphene, molybdenum disulfide, and boronitrene.
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Despite the significant progress achieved in the rational design of self-standing MXenes,
their mechanical properties are frequently investigated theoretically rather than experimentally.
Additionally, the preparation approaches of MXenes entail multiple complicated steps, hazard
chemicals, and without precise monitoring, shape, composition, and surface/bulk functionalities.
However, the theoretical calculations predicted the synthesis of dozens of MXenes with outstanding
mechanical merits coupled with electrical conductivity, high surface area, and ion adsorption/storage
properties, which leaves extensive gates for the utilization of MXenes in various applications such
as flexible devices, energy production/storage devices, and sensors. To this end, the capacitance
performances of MXenes were enhanced significantly via their integration with conductive polymers,
carbon-based materials (i.e., graphene, carbon nanotubes), and doping or functionalization metals
(i.e., transition metals, noble metals, non-metals traces, semiconductors). Thereby, the mechanical
properties of self-standing MXens and their mechanism should be highlighted experimentally rather
than through theoretically. Also, the combination between MXenes and other carbon-based materials
and novel metallic nano architectonics can lead to impressive properties and applications [116–119].
Thus, the presented review can provide a guided roadmap for the scientists to design novel MXenes
for the coming generations of energy conversion and storage devices as well as smart sensors.
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Abstract: Resistive random access memory (RRAM) devices are receiving increasing extensive
attention due to their enhanced properties such as fast operation speed, simple device structure, low
power consumption, good scalability potential and so on, and are currently considered to be one of the
next-generation alternatives to traditional memory. In this review, an overview of RRAM devices is
demonstrated in terms of thin film materials investigation on electrode and function layer, switching
mechanisms and artificial intelligence applications. Compared with the well-developed application of
inorganic thin film materials (oxides, solid electrolyte and two-dimensional (2D) materials) in RRAM
devices, organic thin film materials (biological and polymer materials) application is considered to be
the candidate with significant potential. The performance of RRAM devices is closely related to the
investigation of switching mechanisms in this review, including thermal-chemical mechanism (TCM),
valance change mechanism (VCM) and electrochemical metallization (ECM). Finally, the bionic
synaptic application of RRAM devices is under intensive consideration, its main characteristics such
as potentiation/depression response, short-/long-term plasticity (STP/LTP), transition from short-term
memory to long-term memory (STM to LTM) and spike-time-dependent plasticity (STDP) reveal the
great potential of RRAM devices in the field of neuromorphic application.

Keywords: artificial intelligence; thin film; 2D materials; switching mechanisms; bionic synaptic
application; RRAM

1. Introduction

In the neuromorphic system of the human brain, neuromorphic synapses are believed to be
responsible for transmitting biological information. As the most typical and exquisite representative of
the biological memory system, the human brain can store and process massively biological information
with the adjustment of synaptic connection strength (synaptic weight) [1]. Meanwhile, they also provide
complicated orthosympathetic space and energy balance [1,2]. In general, a biological synapse with the
structure of dendrite, axon terminal and synaptic cleft is identified as a neuron linker that can permit
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a neuron to transmit neurotransmitters to another adjacent neuron [2]. For now, artificial synapse
has attracted extensive interests and attention as the research focus in the development of artificial
intelligence (AI) industry, which mainly concentrates on biomimetic synaptic functions simulated
by memory functional devices in the computer industry [2]. As one of the most critical carriers for
the inheritance of human civilization and the development of information technology, volatile and
non-volatile memory (NVM) devices have always acted as dominating components of the development
of memory devices. In the trend of miniaturization of electronic equipment, the demand for memory
devices with small size, low voltage, low power consumption, and superior performance has been
under extensive consideration. Currently, silicon-based flash memory, which dominates the market of
data storage devices, has been difficult in meeting the needs of future development of data storage
devices due to its physical and technological limitations, such as high operation voltage, high power
consumption and low retention capacity [3–6]. As one of the emerging technologies of NVM, resistive
random access memory (RRAM) device has been given attention as one of the next-generation memory
devices. Simmons et al. reported a resistive switching (RS) characteristic in the memory device with
the structure of Au/SiO2/Al as early as in 1967, which provided the theoretical and experimental
foundation of RRAM [7]. They demonstrated the new type of memory with the simple sandwiched
structure, including top electrode (TE) layer, bottom electrode (BE) layer and an intermediate functional
thin film layer (RS layer), which can be observed in Figure 1. This simple structure consisting of
conductor/semiconductor or insulator/conductor makes RRAM cells be integrated into the passive
crossbar array easily, with the size as small as 4F2 (F—the minimum feature size), which can be evenly
divided into n parts (4F2/n) in the vertically stacked three-dimensional (3-D) architectures (n means the
stacking layer number of the crossbar array) [1–3].

Resistive switching
(RS) layer

Top electrode
(TE) layer

Bottom electrode
(BE) layer

Aluminum (Al)
Gold (Au)
Silver (Ag)

Titanium nitride (TiN)
...

Platinum (Pt)
Indium tin oxide (ITO)
Indium Gallium Zinc 

Oxide (IGZO)
...

Biological  (silk protein)
Polymer  (PVK)

Perovskite (CH3NH3SnCl3)
Metal oxides (AlOx)

...

 

Figure 1. Illustration of sandwich structure for RRAM devices.

The simple sandwich structure of RRAM device indicates the significance on thin film materials
investigation and application. In general, performance of a RRAM device largely depends on
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characteristics of thin film materials for electrode and RS layers. As the main conducting medium,
top and bottom electrodes are considered to enhance the electrical conductivity of RRAM devices [2].
Therefore, some thin film materials with good electrical conductivity are then chosen as candidates
of the electrode, such as pure metal, semiconductor and graphene materials [1–3]. For most bipolar
RRAM devices, reactive metal like titanium (Ti) [8], nickel (Ni) [9], copper (Cu) [10] and silver (Ag) [11]
are always used as TE due to their high metal activity. Compared with reactive metal, where Platinum
(Pt) [12] always acts as BE in order to provide activity variation of RRAM devices. In addition,
semiconductor materials like heavily doped silicon and indium tin oxide (ITO) are always chosen as
electrodes due to their high electrical conductivity [13,14]. Currently, 2D thin film materials such as
graphene and graphene oxide (GO) are also attracting increasing attention as candidates of electrode
because of the excellent mobility of carriers and high thermal/electrical conductivity [15–17]. Compared
with electrode thin film materials, more researchers focus on thin film materials applicated on RS
medium, and inorganic materials are the main investigation objectives, including oxides and solid
electrolyte, which will be discussed in Chapter 3 [11,18–27].

The performances of thin-film-material-based RS layers have a decisive influence on the
performance of RRAM devices, which indicates that the fabrication methods of RS layers or synthesis
technologies of thin film materials cannot be neglected [1–6]. Currently, several main fabrication
technologies for RS layers have received extensive recognition by researchers, such as atomic layer
deposition (ALD), magnetron sputtering, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and solution-processed
deposition. For most inorganic thin film materials used on RRAM devices (such as metal oxides
and solid electrolyte), ALD and sputtering are two of the most advanced technologies due to stable
performance of RS layers fabricated accordingly [5–11]. In addition, our previous study indicated that
some other fabrication techniques for 2D thin film materials (such as graphene, GO and hexagonal
boron nitride (h-BN), h-BN is considered as one of the most promising 2D materials with the function as
2D insulating template for high performance 2D electronic and photonic devices) have also been under
intensive consideration, including nucleation and growth, liquid phase exfoliation and electrochemical
exfoliation [21].

Apart from its typical physical structure, two basic switching states related to the conductive
filament (CF) of RRAM devices, OFF and ON states, are commonly electrically characterized, which are
also referred to as high-resistance-state (HRS) and low-resistance-state (LRS), respectively. With the
transformation of resistance states, RRAM devices can complete the data storage process based on
‘0’ or ‘1’. HRS value of the device shows the low conductance state while the device demonstrates a
high conductance state with LRS value. ON/OFF ratio is determined by the ratio between HRS and
LRS. With the applied voltage bias, the SET operation is defined from HRS to LRS and the RESET
operation is the transition from LRS to HRS. Stop voltages of SET and RESET process are defined as
VSET and VRESET. In general, two different switching types are defined as unipolar and bipolar [28–30],
as illustrated in Figure 2. The unipolar switching mode is defined by the amplitude of the applied
voltage bias while bipolar switching depends on the polarity of the applied voltage bias. In addition,
as one of NVM devices, the endurance and retention properties of RRAM are also the presence of
device reliability [4–7,28–30].

Compared with conventional silicon-based memory devices like flash memory, it is noted that
RRAM devices have demonstrated a series of advantages such as low operation voltage, low power
consumption, high density, and enhanced compatibility with traditional complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) technology [31–33]. In addition, with the deepening of research on artificial
intelligence (AI) hardware equipment, biomimetic synapse behaviors of RRAM devices have also
received extensive attention, which has non-negligible influence in the investigation of electrical
artificial synapse [15,17,34–38]. However, some other limitations and challenges of RRAM devices
cannot be neglected, such as synthesis methods of RS materials, stability of device performance and
storage mechanism of devices with different materials.
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Figure 2. (a) Unipolar and (b) bipolar Modes for RRAM devices.

In this work, we provide a review of research for several main aspects, including exploration
on switching mechanisms, investigation of thin film materials of RRAM devices and bionic synaptic
application of RRAM devices. Section 1 provides an overview of background induction for RRAM
devices. Section 2 will demonstrate a detailed discussion of different switching mechanisms. Section 3
will focus on various thin film materials applied to RRAM devices including RS medium materials and
electrode materials. Section 4 will show an investigation on the neuromorphic application for RRAM
devices, and Section 5 will be the conclusion of this review.

2. Resistive Switching (RS) Mechanisms of RRAM Devices

To present a comprehensive overview of RRAM devices, firstly, it is necessary to implement
in-depth survey on different RS mechanisms of RRAM devices, which is still a controversial issue.
The current investigation of RS mechanisms for sandwich structure RRAM devices is related to not only
materials selection of electrode/RS medium but also utilized operation modes. For now, the most widely
recognized switching mechanism is based on conductive filaments (CFs). However, there is no uniform
and standard answer for some important issues about CFs with microscope chemical composition,
physical morphology and the formation/rupture process, which have an intensive relationship to
performance and working principle of RRAM devices. In this work, we will focus on the research
of several working mechanisms related to anion/cation migration and thermal-chemical reaction,
including thermal-chemical mechanism (TCM), valance change mechanism (VCM) and electrochemical
metallization (ECM).

2.1. Thermal-Chemical Mechanism (TCM)

Theory about TCM can be applied to explain the formation and fracture of CFs resulted from
ions (oxygen ion or metal ion) migration induced by thermal-chemical reaction (Joule heating),
which is independent of the switching mode (unipolar and bipolar) for RRAM devices [39–41].
Zhang et al. explained the working principle of their Pt/Al/AlOx/ITO RRAM device with TCM
theory [39]. As illustrated in Figure 3, oxygen ions driven by Joule heating effect drifted to TE and left
oxygen vacancies in the AlOx layer; consequent CFs based on the accumulation of oxygen vacancies
set the device to LRS. For the RESET process of unipolar device, the current steadily increased with the
increasing positive voltage bias, the formed CFs finally broke when it reached the critical temperature
induced by Joule heating, which made the device switch back to HRS. Similarly, for the RESET process
of bipolar device, the oxygen ions drifted back to the AlOx layer due to the melting of CFs and switched
the device to HRS again. TCM based on Joule heating reaction is related to the formation and rupture
of CFs. Tsuruoka et al. also proposed a research report on Ag/Ta2O5/Pt RRAM device with TCM based
on the Joule heating effect [40]. The filament based on metal Ag played a dominating role during the
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RS process. The formation of Ag CF made the device from HRS to LRS during the SET process. Due to
the Joule-heating-based oxidation, the Ag CF ruptured by the thermal dissolution and completed the
RESET operation. In general, with the SET/Forming operation, the thermal decomposition process that
occurrs in the RS medium generates the ions migration in the RRAM device and the resulting formation
process of CFs transforms the device from HRS to LRS. With the reversed voltage bias applied onto the
electrode, the existing CFs rupture due to the thermal melting reaction, which transforms the device
back to HRS and completes the RESET process accordingly.

 

Figure 3. Switching mechanism of unipolar (a,b) and bipolar (c,d) AlOx-based RRAM devices,
reproduced from [39], with permission from Springer Nature, 2020.

2.2. Valance Change Mechanism (VCM)

Unlike the TCM mentioned above, VCM has oxygen-related defects/vacancies and their
electrochemical reaction occurred in the RS medium [42–47]. In addition, it is not necessary for
an RRAM device to operate with the structure that consists of an active electrode and an inert electrode,
namely, the activity difference between TE and BE is not required [48]. Chen et al. researched
the unipolar performance of Pt/SiOx/Pt RRAM device with VCM and dangling bond (DB) [43].
As illustrated in Figure 4, with the effect of external electric field, the strength of the polar covalent
Si–O bond was weakened and finally broken. With the much higher concentration of DB near the
middle of the silicon band gap, the hopping process could make the transportation of the electron
through the discontinuation of DB, which was similar to the initial state (HRS) of their devices. If the
DB concentration arose up to the threshold value of the percolation path, the electron transport could
occur in the mini-band of DBs and the device switched into LRS, which accordingly indicated the SET
process. Munjal also initiated the analysis process of CoFe2O4-based RRAM devices with the VCM
theory [47].

 
Figure 4. Schematic of discontinuous and continuous states of mini-band DBs in the middle of silicon
oxide band gap.

In most cases, for VCM RRAM devices, the resistance change performance is attributed to the
formation and rupture process of CF based on oxygen vacancies in the RS layer [42–47]. With the
positive voltage bias applied onto the inert electrode, oxygen ions drift from where they stayed before
with the effect of external electric field and oxygen vacancies left in the RS medium. The consequent
CF path made up of leftover oxygen vacancies connects TE and BE through the functional layer,
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which increases the electric conductivity of the RS thin film and switches the device from HRS to
LRS. Whereas, with the reversed voltage bias onto the same electrode, oxygen ions drift back to the
RS layer and result in the rupture of formed CF, which makes the device switch back to HRS again.
Therefore, oxygen defects/vacancies and oxygen may be the dominating aspect during the growth and
destruction of CF in the functional layer.

2.3. Electrochemical Metallization (ECM)

Compared with TCM and VCM, ECM based on electrochemical reaction and cation migration, as
the most recognized mechanism, is always used to explain the working principle of RRAM device with
an active electrode, which is similar to VCM [49–55]. Generally, most active electrodes for ECM devices
are active metal such as Cu [50–52] and Ag [49,53–55]. Tsuruoka et al. investigated Cu/Ta2O5/Pt RRAM
device based on Cu filaments [50]. With a positive voltage bias applied onto Cu TE, Cu atoms near
the interface between Cu layer and Ta2O5 layer were dissolved into Cu ions (Cu2+) and electron (e−)
due to the electrochemical reaction. These Cu2+ ions drifted towards the RS layer with the effect
of external electric field, which induced the Cu2+ ions supersaturation near the Ta2O5/Pt interface.
Then continuous cathodic deposition reaction occurred between Cu2+ and e− led the formation of
Cu-based filament and switched the device into ON state.

Yu et al. also confirmed that multiple Ag filaments attributed to the multilevel RESET behavior
of RRAM device with a switching layer based on nonmetal materials (Ag/SiO2/Pt) [49]. With a small
negative voltage bias, the Ag/SiO2/Pt device exhibited gradual resistance increasement. When the
voltage bias continued to increase beyond a threshold value, the resistance of device was increased
to a higher state sharply, which suggested that multiple Ag filaments were effective as predicted.
As demonstrated in Figure 5, in the SET process, Ag CFs with different sizes existed under a big CC
after several switching cycles. During the RESET process, Ag from Ag CFs transferred into Ag+ due to
the dissolution reaction, which resulted in a gradual resistance increase of device. When these smaller
CFs were broken, the resistance changed significantly. After that, CFs with larger sizes were getting
thinner until they ruptured, which further induced the multilevel performance of RESET process.
Long et al. also used ECM based on Ag filament to explain the switching mechanism of Ag/ZrO2:
Cu/Pt RRAM device [53]. With the effect of external electric field induced by voltage bias applied onto
TE Ag, the oxidation process occurred on Ag atoms and Ag atoms transferred into Ag ions (Ag→ Ag+

+ e−). Then Ag+ migrated gradually to BE Pt as the electric field increased in the ZrO2 thin film and
ions were reduced back to atoms (Ag+ + e− →Ag). Finally, the formed Ag filament switched the device
into LRS when the voltage reached VSET, which showed the related metallic transportation behavior.
However, for the RESET process, when the voltage bias with reversed polarity was applied onto the
active electrode, the existing Ag filament was broken within the oxide layer due to the electrochemical
reaction w/o Joule heat assistance. Similarly, research reported by Tsuruoka et al. also presented the
same perspective, which indicated that the RESET process related to formed metallic filaments might
be related to electrochemical reaction w/o Joule heat assistance [50].

 

Figure 5. Illustration of multilevel RESET process of Ag/SiO2/Pt RRAM device.
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2.4. Modeling Analysis for Switching Mechanisms

In order to provide convincing explanations about switching mechanisms, some researchers
focused on establishing analytical models during the investigation process [41,56–61]. Ren et al.
provided a specific explanation on the RS mechanism of the Al/CH3NH3PbI3/FTO RRAM device,
which was mainly based on a physics-based analytical model with mathematical equations [56]. In this
model, the RS mechanism was generally attributed to the migration of iodine vacancy (VI) driven
by electric field, which mainly includes operation phases such as electroforming, RESET and SET
transitions. During the electroforming process, VI nucleation occurred, induced by external electric
field, and then CFs were formed in the perovskite film with the voltage bias applied onto the TE.
They simplified the CF as a cylinder with radius (r) and height (h) and the obvious boundary existed
between CF and outer region. In general, the region of the device where CF itself existed was the
LRS region while other regions without CF indicated the HRS region. As illustrated in Figure 5,
CFs themselves formed by Ag atoms (gray dots in the figure) represented LRS region while the pure
wheat region without any gray dots indicated the HRS regions without CFs. With the combination of
equations of Fick and Soret diffusion and related carrier drift theory, operations of RESET and SET
were simulated during the switching process.

During the RESET process, VI migrated from TE to BE due to the existence of Fick diffusion,
which could be regulated by equations:

JFick = D∇n (1)

D = 0.5α2 f exp(−Ea/kT) (2)

where D was the diffusivity coefficient, ∇n was the concentration gradient of VI; α, f , Ea, k and T
were vacancy hopping distance, escape-attempt frequency, migration activation energy, Boltzmann
constant and local temperature, respectively. The gradient direction was always from BE to TE due to
the function of VI reservoir for BE, thus the RESET process was expected to be confined by the Fick
diffusion. Apart from Fick diffusion, another vital factor, the voltage-field activated VI drift could not
be neglected, which could be expressed by equations:

Jdri f t = −vn (3)

v = a f exp(−Ea/kT)sinh(qaE/2kT) (4)

where v was the drift velocity, E was the electric field inside the CF, and q was elementary charge.
With the combination of JFick and Jdrift, the time evolution of CF size could be expressed by equation:

dg
dt

= Dα1e−
β1

0.5(L−g) − v (5)

where L is the thickness of perovskite film, and g is the gap length. In addition, the Joule heating flow
that occurred in the lateral direction of CF was also noted, which had a closed relationship with the
length and diameter of CF. For the SET process, VI migration occurred from BE to TE with the effect of
reversed applied voltage bias resulting in the refill of the gap region. They explained the phenomenon
with a set kinetics model based on Fick and Soret diffusion. Similar to Fick diffusion in the RESET
process, the formation and growth of CFs were also suppressed by Soret diffusion in SET process,
which was associated with the migration tendency of VI towards the region with higher temperature.

According to their simulation results, the electric field inside CF decreased gradually when the
depletion process occurred and then induced the slowing down of gap formation, which was used to
explain why the growth of gap length mainly occurred in the positive part of voltage sweep. Apart from
mathematical modeling, another main technique is modeling with software to justify the switching
mechanisms. Software like COMSOL was also used to establish physics-based analytical models for
further analysis [41,60]. Zhou et al. proposed a COMSOL-based model to research the switching
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mechanism of the Ti/HfO2/TiN RRAM device [60]. They chose the 1st, 10th and 20th cycles as fitting
analysis objectives, which all performed with Schottky emission. Based on the Schottky fitting formula,
the gradual larger Schottky distance and the barrier had a relationship with a larger intercept and
the slope of Ln(I)-(V)1/2. According to the simulation results, the strongest electric field that existed
in the tip of CF contacted the electrode in the initial SET process. After that, with more SET and
RESET operations, oxygen ions accumulation occurred in the interface between TiN and HfO2 layers,
which made SET and RESET more difficult to achieve. Sun et al. also reported a similar mechanism on
Cu/ZrO2/Pt RRAM device [41].

3. Thin Film Materials of RRAM Devices

Apart from different RS switching mechanisms, most researches also put effort into the study of
various thin film materials applied in RRAM devices. Before we present an investigation of materials
application, it is necessary to provide brief induction of figures of merit (FoMs), which are mainly used
to assess the performance of RRAM devices, including operation speed, power consumption, reliability,
scalability, and cost [62]. Operation speed is defined by random-access time and effective time of write
& erase (w & e) speed of a single RRAM cell; power consumption is affected by static and dynamic
power consumption; reliability consists of endurance; retention properties are used to determine
whether an RRAM device is reliable; scalability of an RRAM device determines whether RRAM devices
can be developed in line with current trends of increasing device density; and the cost directly has an
impact on marketization or mass-production of the proposed devices [62]. Apart from the main FoMs
presented above, some other specific characteristics of FoMs such as SET/RESET voltage, ON/OFF
switching ratio, distribution of operation voltage, and resistance cannot be neglected accordingly.

Thin film materials application of RRAM devices can be divided into two directions: materials
for RS medium and materials for electrode (TE/BE). Materials of RS medium play a decisive role in
the switching process, which has a direct and significant influence on the performance of RRAM
devices such as ON/OFF ratio and device stability. On the other hand, electrode materials of
RRAM devices more affect switching modes of RRAM devices, which should also be under further
investigation [13,14,18,48,63,64].

3.1. Thin Film Materials of RS Medium

A lot of thin film materials have been researched as RS mediums of RRAM devices due to
their exhibition of RS characteristics with the effect of external electric field. In general, organic
materials and inorganic materials are two main categories of RS medium, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Research of RS medium based on organic materials mainly focuses on biological materials (silk
protein/fibroin, nanocellulose and albumen) [65–67], polymer materials (PVK (polyvinyl carbazole),
PVA (polyvinyl alcohol), PDA (Polydiacetylene), PTH (polythiophene)) [68–71], and other materials.
Chen et al. presented an RRAM device fabricated with spin-coated chicken egg albumen layer [67].
With the low SET/RESET voltage ~3 V, the reliable switching endurance was observed over 500 cycles
with ~103 ON/OFF ratio. Similarly, Wang et al. reported an RRAM device with a structure of
Au/Mg/fibroin/Mg and the fibroin-based RS layer was fabricated with drop-casting method [65].
Their device exhibited excellent performance with operation voltage lower than ~2 V, ON/OFF ratio
higher than ~103 and retention time longer than ~104 s. In addition, they evaluated the transient
behaviors of RRAM devices with the immersion process in DI water, which indicated the great potential
of silk fibroin applied to transient and biocompatible electronics. Although the increasing number of
research studies has demonstrated the feasibility of RRAM devices with organic materials, high power
consumption under high operation voltage and dispersed voltage/resistance distribution induced by
disappointing stability and reliability of device fabricated with organic materials indicated that it is
necessary to further investigate perfect application of organic materials in the industry of memristive
devices. In the future, most of these organic materials will be considered as probable candidates
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of application in flexible and wearable memristive devices with health diagnosis monitoring as the
main function.

 
Figure 6. Various thin film materials of RS medium for RRAM devices. (a) Silk protein, reproduced from [65],
with permission from John Wiley and Sons, 2016. (b) PVK-C60, reproduced from [72], with permission from
American Chemical Society, 2007. (c) Albumen, reproduced from [67], with permission from Springer Nature,
2015. (d) PVA, reproduced from [71], with permission from John Wiley and Sons, 2011. (e) AlOx, reproduced
from [19], with permission from Elsevier, 2020. (f) CsPbBr3, reproduced from [73], with permission from
John Wiley and Sons, 2019. (g) Ge2Sb2Tr5, reproduced from [38], with permission from John Wiley and Sons,
2019. (h) GO, reproduced from [74], with permission from AIP Publishing, 2013.

Compared with RRAM devices fabricated with organic materials, better electrical performance of
RRAM devices based on inorganic materials can be observed with more stable switching behavior,
lower energy consumption and longer retention time. Inorganic materials are also being given
extensive attention due to their simple manufacturing process and superior properties. In this review,
we will present RRAM-related inorganic materials with oxides, solid electrolyte and two-dimensional
(2D) materials. Table 1 demonstrated a performance comparison among RRAM devices with
different oxide layers, including binary and complex oxide materials. As one of the most typical
representatives of oxides, binary oxides have been explored for over half a century due to their
simple composition, low manufacture cost, compatibility with traditional CMOS (complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor transistor) technology, and ease of fabrication and control. Among binary
oxides, binary metal oxides such as Al2O3 [9,20,75], NiO [8,12,76], TiO2 [21,77,78], HfO2 [60,79,80],
ZnO [81–83], and ZrO2 [22,84,85] are always playing main roles in materials application of RS medium.
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Table 1. Performance comparison among RRAM devices with various binary and complex oxides
(metal and nonmetal materials).

Structure
Switching

Mode
Thickness

(nm)
VForming

(V)
VSET

(V)
VRESET

(V)
ON/OFF

Ratio
Endurance

(cycle)
Retention

(s)
Ref.

Ni/AlOx/Pt bipolar ~40 Free ~1.0 ~−1.0 ~103 >150 >104 [9]

TaN/HfO2/
Al2O3/ITO bipolar ~6 ~4.5 ~1.5 ~−1.0 ~102 >100 >2 × 103 [20]

Ti/IL-NiO/Pt bipolar ~50 Free ~0.5 ~−1.5 ~103 >1300 >104 [8]

FeNi/Al2O3/NiO/Pt bipolar ~180 ~4.07 ~6.0 ~−5.0 ~103 >100 >104 [12]

Au/TiOx/
TiOy/Au bipolar ~50 ~5.62 ~1.0 ~−2.0 ~102 N. A. N. A. [78]

Ni/SiGeOx/
TiOy/TiN bipolar ~25 Free ~3.0 ~−2.5 ~103 >104 >105 [21]

Ti/HfO2/TiN bipolar ~15 ~6.5 ~1.0 ~−0.8 ~10 N. A. N. A. [60]

Pt/Hf/HfO2/TiN bipolar ~20 Free ~0.8 ~−1.5 ~102 N. A. >106 [80]

Pt/Ta/HfO2/TiN bipolar ~20 Free ~0.8 ~−1.8 ~102 N. A. >104 [80]

Pt/Al:HfO2/TiN bipolar ~9 ~2.3 ~2.0 ~−2.0 ~104 >100 >104 [32]

TiN/ZnO/
TiN bipolar ~9 ~4.2 ~1.0 ~−1.0 ~10 240 N. A. [82]

TiN/Al2O3/
ZnO/Al2O3/TiN bipolar ~15 ~5.0 ~1.0 ~−1.0 ~102 >104 >104 [82]

ITO/ZrO2/Ag bipolar ~50 N. A. ~5.0 ~−15.0 ~105 >100 >104 [22]

Pt/N:ZrO2/
TiN bipolar ~25 ~3.6 ~0.5 ~−1.0 ~102 N. A. N. A. [85]

Ag/SiO2/Pt bipolar ~80 N. A. ~0.5 ~−2.0 ~106 >40 >2 × 103 [49]

ITO/LaAlO3/ITO bipolar ~30 ~3.2 ~3.0 ~−3.0 ~102 >100 N. A. [86]

Cu/Cu:LaAlO3/Pt bipolar ~10 ~7.0 ~2.0 ~−2.0 ~103 >110 >104 [10]

GNR/SrTiO3/GNR bipolar ~50 N. A. ~2.0 ~−3.0 ~10 >200 >104 [87]

Pt/GO/PCMO/Pt bipolar ~25 Free ~1.0 ~−1.0 ~102 >150 >104 [23]

Pt/BiFeO3/Pt unipolar ~200 N. A. ~5.0 ~−15.0 N. A. N. A. N. A. [88]

Ag/ZnO/BiFeO3/ZnO/Ag bipolar ~270 Free ~2.0 ~−2.0 ~10 N. A. N. A. [11]

Ag/Ag2Se/
MnO/Au bipolar ~40 Free ~0.8 ~−0.6 ~102 >800 >104 [24]

TiN/SLG/HfO2/Pt bipolar ~35 ~5.0 ~2.0 ~−3.0 ~102 >120 >106 [89]

Ti/MoS2-rGO/ITO bipolar ~60 Free ~0.5 ~−0.4 ~10 >200 >104 [26]

Au/CsPbBr3/ITO bipolar N, A. Free ~1.0 ~−1.0 ~104 N. A. >1200 [90]

The first report of RS performance in binary metal oxides was proposed by Hickmott in 1962 [91],
which demonstrated the RS characteristics of Al/Al2O3/Al device under the effect of an electric field.
With the development of fabrication methods for electronic devices with thin films, binary metal
oxides thin films fabricated by sputtering, ALD (atomic layer deposition) and solution-processed
methods have received more interest due to their superior performance. Also, it is indicated that
some researchers not only focus on RS layer fabricated with conventional pure binary metal oxides,
but also explore effective ways of optimization treatment on metal-oxides-based RS layers, such as
stack layers, ionic liquid (IL) process and nanoparticle (NP) doping process, and other similar treatment
methods [8,20,32].

Mahata et al. reported an RRAM device with ALD-based HfO2/Al2O3 stack layers, which exhibited
excellent performance with operation voltage lower than ~2 V and the ON/OFF ratio around ~103.
The TaN/HfO2/Al2O3/ITO RRAM device also presented neuromorphic synaptic behaviors with
multi-level conductance properties by tuning the stop voltage in a DC sweep and the amplitude in
pulse responses [20]. Shen et al. presented various RRAM devices with solution-processed AlOx

layers annealed at different temperatures [9]. As illustrated in Figure 7, their research results on
Ni/solution-processed AlOx/Pt RRAM devices, indicating that the best performance can be found in
the device with a solution-processed AlOx layer annealed at 250 ◦C, which exhibited operation voltage
around ~1 V, ON/OFF ratio higher than ~103, endurance cycles over 100, and retention time longer
than 104 s. Samanta et al. reported the threshold switching performance of their cross-point selector
with Al2O3 and SiOx as bilayer dielectric [92]. Compared with the cross-point selector with only
sputtering-deposited SiOx layer, the ALD-deposited Al2O3 layer in the bilayer platform controlled
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the dissolution gap of Ag filament and improved the uniformity of the device. The selectivity was
larger than 5 × 107 and the rectifying ratio (RR) was over ~107. Other researchers like Banerjee,
Knorr and Sleiman et al. also demonstrated their investigation on RS behaviors of AlOx-based RRAM
devices [93–97].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

 

Figure 7. RS performance, including (a) bipolar I-V characteristic, (b) resistance distribution,
(c) endurance and (d) retention performance, of Ni/solution-processed AlOx/Pt RRAM devices annealed
at different temperatures, reproduced from [9], with permission from MDPI (Basel, Switzerland), 2019.

Kang et al. proposed a Ti/IL-NiO/Pt RRAM device with IL-treated NiO layer, which made the
RRAM device operated under only ~0.5 V voltage bias with ON/OFF ratio higher than ~103 [8]. The IL
treatment on NiO thin film created Ni0-regions near the NiO/Pt interface and was helpful to the formation
of oxygen vacancy filament, which improved device performance. The self-assembled memristive
element based on NiO nanocrystal arrays was proposed by Kurnia et al. [98]. NiO nanocrystals were
synthesized onto a SrRuO3 substrate with PLD (pulsed laser deposition) using the phase separation
method. Their devices exhibited memristive switching behavior with nonlinear bipolar characteristics
under the ~5 V operation voltage, which was investigated via scanning probe microscopy, based on
first-order reversal curve current–voltage spectroscopy. In addition, it was indicated that low electrical
dissipation at the edge of the nanocrystals represented that less energy was consumed as heat,
which enhanced the utilization efficiency during the nucleation process of CFs and reduced the energy
consumption. Besides, further exploration on RS performance of NiO dielectric was also carried out by
Yoshida, Russo, Cagli, and Ielmini et al. [99–103].

Kim et al. reported an RRAM device with a structure of Au/TiOx/TiOy/Au, and the TiOx/TiOy

layers were fabricated by the sputtering method [78]. During the experimental process, their modified
operations on the gas environment made TiOx and TiOy layers deposited under a gas mixture of
Ar and O2 with flow ratios of 20:5 and 20:1, respectively. The Au/TiOx/TiOy/Au RRAM device
operated under ~1.5 V with ~102 ON/OFF ratio, which also exhibited artificial synaptic characteristics
such as long-term potentiation (LTP), long-term depression (LTD), and spike-timing-dependent
plasticity (STDP). Mullani et al. reported the enhanced RS behavior of their devices based on
hydrothermal-fabricated carbon nanotube/TiO2 nanorods composite film through increasing oxygen
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vacancy reservoir [4]. The effect of concentration of TiO2-fMWCNT (functionalized multiwalled
carbon nanotube) nanocomposites was confirmed, which improved the RS performance of the device
with forming-free and low operational voltage when the concentration of fMWCNT was 0.03 wt %.
Sakellaropoulos et al. demonstrated a comparison among different devices with three kinds of dielectric
structures such as HfOx, TaOy/HfOx and HfOx/TaOy/HfOx, which were corresponding to single-layer
(SL), bilayer (BL) and triple-layer (TL) [104]. The forming-free sample TL exhibited enhanced RS
behavior with ON/OFF ratio larger than ~102, cycling variability smaller than 0.6 and number of
endurance cycles over 106 under only ~nW-level operation power in pulsing mode. Compared with
sample SL, the RS performance of sample TL was confined due to the higher oxygen content and deeper
oxygen vacancy levels of the TaOy layer, which demonstrated analog switching characteristics and
revealed great potential in artificial synaptic application. Besides, other researchers such as Nauenheim,
Hermes, Salaoru and Otsuka et al. also provided a related investigation on TaOx- and TiOx-based
RRAM devices in terms of electrical performance and physical characterization [105–109].

Wang et al. proposed an interface engineering method on ALD-based HfO2 thin film with O3,
which improved the performance of Pt/HfO2/TiN RRAM device [79]. It is reported that the best
stability could be observed in the HfO2 RRAM device with 20 pulses of O3 treatment. The TiON layer
was observed at the interface between HfO2 and TiN layers. With the voltage bias onto electrode,
more abundant detects survived at the TiON layer due to the longer oxidation process, which had a
positive influence on the migration efficiency of oxygen vacancy and formation of CFs. However, it also
resulted in the obvious augmentation of the conductivity of the HfO2 layer. In addition, their research
on neuromorphic simulation based on potentiation, depression and STDP emulated the presynaptic
and postsynaptic membranes of a biological synapse through applying the same pulses on both Pt and
TiN electrodes, which revealed that oxide/metal interface engineering could have significant impact
on RS characteristics of RRAM devices. Sharath et al. reported their RRAM devices based on RMBE
(reactive molecular beam epitaxy)-deposited HfO2-x layer with the operation voltage lower than 1 V
and ON/OFF ratio higher than 102 [110]. With the Hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, the presence
of sub-stoichiometric hafnium oxide and defect states near the Fermi level were confirmed. Bipolar RS
performance was also observed on forming-free RRAM devices with oxygen-deficient HfO2−x thin
films. Besides, other related research on RS behaviors of HfOx dielectric thin films were also reported
by Clima, Lanza and Stefano et al. [111–114].

Ha et al. demonstrated an Ag/ZrO2/ITO RRAM device with sol-gel-processed ZrO2 thin film,
which exhibited excellent performance with operation voltage around ~2 V and ON/OFF ratio higher
than 105 [22]. They investigated the effect of different annealing gas environments (air, vacuum and
N2) on the performance of RRAM devices. Sol-gel-processed ZrO2 thin film annealed at vacuum
showed enhanced performance with larger crystallinity and grain size, denser film, and a relatively
small quantity of oxygen vacancies, which resulted in a decrease in the leakage current and an
increase in the resistance ratio of HRS/ LRS and successfully improved non-volatile memory properties,
such as endurance and retention characteristics. Abbas et al. proposed their investigation regarding
Ti/ZrOx/Pt RRAM device with RTA (post-rapid thermal annealing) processing on ZrOx dielectric
layer [115]. Compared with samples based on an as-deposited ZrOx layer without annealing process,
RTA sample demonstrated improved RS performance such as lower operation voltage, higher RS ratio,
longer retention time, and increasing number of endurance cycles. Particularly, with the annealing
temperature of 700 ◦C during the RTA process, Ti/ZrOx/Pt RRAM device could operate with a voltage
lower than 1 V and ON/OFF ratio higher than 103. Apart from Ha and Abbas, Verbakel, Awais,
Kärkkänen and Ismail et al. also exhibited their investigation on RRAM devices with ZrOx dielectric
layers and most of them fabricated ZrOx thin films with ALD and sputtering methods [116–120].

Similar to binary metal oxides, binary nonmental oxides like SiO2 were also under investigation [49].
Yu et al. reported the multi-level RS performance of Ag/SiO2/Pt RRAM devices with operation voltage
smaller than 1.5 V and switching ratio higher than 102, which was affected by the formation of multiple
Ag filaments [49]. Apart from binary oxides, complex oxides with higher dielectric constants, such as
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LaAlO3 [10,86], SrTiO3 [87,121], Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 [23,122] and BiFeO3 [11,88] are also explored to improve
the switching performance of RRAM devices. Bailey et al. exhibited a stack-layered RRAM device
with a structure of W/SrTiO3 (STO)/TiN, which systematically investigated the diffusion phenomenon
of ionic defects in oxides associated with various configuration states of STO layer. Consistent decay
was found during the test of device retention, and then the function relationship between decay rate
and conditioning voltage was confirmed [121]. The metal/Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (PCMO)/metal RRAM
devices with a high-throughput electrode were studied by Tsubouchi et al. based on various metal
electrodes including Mg, Ag, Al, Ti, Au, Ni, and Pt [122]. Typical RS behaviors were only observed on
devices with Al electrode in the measurement process of I-V and pulsed-field resistance. In addition,
the switching performance was always found near the Al/PCMO interface with the test results of the
four-probe test.

Except binary and complex oxides, solid electrolyte and 2D materials are also popular in the
research on RRAM-related inorganic materials. As early as in 1976, As2S3 solid electrolyte material has
been studied as a functional layer in the RRAM device by Hirose et al. [123]. With the photodoping
operation of Ag ions into the RS layer, the RRAM device with the Ag-As2S3 layer operated under
low voltage, and CF based on the Ag element was observed by an optical microscope. After that,
some solid electrolyte materials have been presented including Ag2Se [24], Ge2Sb2Te5 [25], GeTe [124],
etc. At present, a series of 2D materials such as graphene [89,125,126], molybdenum disulphide
(MoS2) [26,127,128] and perovskite materials (CH3NH3SnCl3 and CsPbBr3) [73,90] also inspired
researchers’ interest due to their small size, ultra-thin thickness and excellent physical properties,
which have resulted in superior performance of RRAM devices. Chen et al. proposed an electrode/oxide
interface engineering technique by inserting single-layer graphene (SLG) into the TiN/HfO2/Pt RRAM
device [89], which enabled the RESET current to be reduced by 22 times and the programming energy
consumption reduced by 47 times. Raman mapping and single-point measurement on the SLG layer
noted that signals of D-band and G-band changed during the electrical cycling, which indicated that
oxygen ions might drift from metal oxide layer to SLG layer. Wu et al. exhibited a flexible RRAM device
based on MoS2-rGO (reduced graphene oxide) hybrid layer synthesized by hydrothermal reaction
between (NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O and (NH2)2CS in GO (graphene oxide) dispersion with the distilled
water as dispersant [26]. As illustrated in Figure 8, their device showed not only a low SET/RESET
voltage (~0.4 V) but also multi-level states through compliance current (CC) control. Excellent electrical
performance could also be observed with endurance cycles over 200, retention time longer than 104 s
and ON/OFF ratio higher than 103. Many parameters about RS performance of RRAM devices were
compared in this review, which can be also observed in Table 1.

3.2. Thin Film Materials of Electrode

Although materials application of RS medium has played a decisive role in performance of RRAM
device, the effect of electrode thin film materials on devices cannot be neglected, which act as primary
transport paths for carriers. For now, a great number of thin film materials have been investigated for
the selection of electrode, such as elementary substance metals, carbon-based materials, conductive
oxides, complex nitrides, and silicon-based materials. Table 2 demonstrated devices with various
electrodes. During the research and selection of different materials for electrode of RRAM devices,
some vital factors should be under special consideration, such as the activity of materials, work function
of materials and the interface between electrode and RS layer [48].
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Figure 8. MoS2-rGO hybrid with (a) TEM and (b) HRTEM. (c) Bipolar I-V curves and (d) endurance
properties of Ti/MoS2-rGO/ITO RRAM device, reproduced from [26], with permission from Elsevier, 2019.

Table 2. RRAM devices with various materials as electrodes.

Electrode
Materials

Thickness
(nm)

Electrode
Mode

Switching
Mode

VSET (V) VRESET (V) ON/OFF Ratio Ref.

Hf ~40 TE Bipolar ~4 ~-4 ~103 [129]
Al ~40 TE Bipolar ~2 ~-2 >102 [27]
Ti ~100 TE Bipolar ~0.5 ~-1.5 ~103 [8]
Zr ~40 TE Bipolar ~2 ~-4 ~103 [129]
Cr ~70 TE Bipolar ~1.5 ~-1.5 ~104 [130]
Ni ~40 TE Bipolar ~1.0 ~-1.0 ~103 [9]
Cu ~150 TE Bipolar ~2.0 ~-2.0 ~103 [10]
Ag ~140 TE/BE Bipolar ~2.0 ~-2.0 ~10 [11]
Pt ~200 BE Bipolar ~6.0 ~-5.0 ~103 [12]
Au ~50 TE/BE Bipolar ~1.0 ~-2.0 ~102 [78]

Graphene N. A TE Unipolar ~1.0 ~-1.0 ~104 [131]
ITO ~50 BE Bipolar ~1.5 ~-1.0 ~102 [20]
TiN ~20 TE Bipolar ~0.5 ~-1.0 ~102 [85]
TaN ~60 TE Bipolar ~1.5 ~-1.0 ~102 [20]

p-type Si ~100 BE Bipolar ~2 ~-2 >102 [27]

In general, the elementary substance metals are the most common and widely applied in RRAM
devices, including Hf [129], Al [27], Ti [8], Zr [129], Cr [27], Ni [9], Cu [10], Ag [11], Pt [12], and Au [78].
Most of the time, RRAM devices always exhibit unipolar RS performance with noble metal electrode,
such as Pt and Ru both as TE and BE [48,88]. However, the bipolar RS behavior will be always
observed when one of the noble metal electrodes is replaced by an active metal electrode like Ni and
TiN [8,85]. Chen et al. reported a Ta2O5-based RRAM device with metal Hf as TE and they covered
a 50-nm-thick Pt layer onto the Hf layer to prevent the oxidation [129]. The Pt/Hf/Ta2O5/Pt device
operated under ~4 V with ON/OFF ratio higher than 103, which resulted from the fact that a higher
Ta atomic concentration was observed at the Hf/Ta2O5 interface than that at the Ta2O5/Pt interface.
It is further indicated that considerable diffusion of oxygen ions occurred in the Hf electrode and
the obvious degeneration of O/Ta ratio occurred at the Hf/Ta2O5 interface, which can be illustrated
in Figure 9. A similar structure was also reported to replace Hf with Zr as TE in Pt/Zr/Ta2O5/Pt
device, which showed lower operation voltage than that of the Pt/Hf/Ta2O5/Pt device. Shen et al.
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proposed a GO-based RRAM device with Al and p-type Si as TE and BE, respectively [27]. Their RRAM
device with solution-processed GO dielectric layer exhibited excellent performance with SET/RESET
voltage lower than 2 V and ON/OFF ratio higher than 102, which was affected by the diffusion of
oxygen ions between metal Al and GO thin film. The Cr/Gd2O3/TiN RRAM device was proposed by
Jana et al. [130]. The bipolar RS characteristics demonstrated that the RRAM device could operate
with operation voltage lower than 1.5V and ON/OFF ratio higher than 104. This 9-nm-thickness device
exhibited excellent repeatable RS cycles with number of endurance pulses over 105 and retention
time longer than 3 × 104 s. In addition, some RRAM devices with noble metal as both TE and BE
also demonstrated bipolar switching performance, such as Pt/sputtering-deposited Cr2O3/Pt reported
by Chen et al. [132], Pt/sputtering-deposited TaOx/Pt reported by Huang et al. [133], Pt/Ni/ECD
(electrochemical deposition)-fabricated CuOx/Ni/Pt, and Pt/sputtering-deposited SiO2/Pt reported by
Park et al. [134].

(a) (b)

 

Figure 9. (a) Bipolar RS performance and (b) AES depth profiles of Hf/Ta2O5/Pt RRAM devices,
reproduced from [129], with permission from AIP Publishing, 2013.

Apart from elementary substance metals mentioned, carbon-based materials such as graphene
and carbon nanotubes [48,62,131,135], conductive oxides such as ITO (indium tin oxide) [131],
and complex nitrides such as TiN and TaN [20,85] are also charming as selection of RRAM electrodes.
ITO electrode has been widely utilized in electronic devices as well as RRAM cells due to its excellent
electrical conductivity, high light transmittance and high hardness [48]. In addition, as one of the
n-type semiconductors with highly degeneration characteristic, the ITO electrode has good electrical
conductivity due to internal carriers including oxygen vacancy and activated Sn4+ ions [48]. Zhao et al.
proposed an RRAM device with multilayer graphene (MLG) and ITO as TE and BE, respectively [131].
Their transparent MLG/Dy2O3/ITO device exhibited 80% transmittance at 550 nm wavelength due to
the good light transmittance of the ITO electrode. The excellent electrical conductivity of graphene
and ITO made the devices operate under low CC (<100 μA) with low voltage (<1 V) and low power
consumption (<100 μW). The device also demonstrated a resistance ratio between HRS and LRS higher
than 104 during 200 successful switching cycles and retention longer than 104 s.

The significance of selecting electrode materials is to optimize the performance of RRAM devices.
Electrode materials like inert metals (Pt and Pd) are always investigated as carrier transportation paths,
which have a slight and limited influence on RS performance. Then, electrodes of an RRAM device
should have a positive impact on the formation process of CFs, which resulted from the migration of
anion, which is always observed in oxygen-vacancy-based RRAM devices [8,9,32]. Finally, the selection
of electrode materials for RS medium can directly affect the concentration of migrated anion and
accumulated vacancy/cation; proper choice of electrode materials will have a positive influence in the
formation process of CFs and also achieve stability enhancement of RRAM device.
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4. Bionic Synaptic Application

With the rapid development of information technology, the neuromorphic computing applications
in terms of hardware and software have stepped into the new era. For now, the neuron complexity
simulation has been achieved with conventional computing technology based on animal brains of
cats and rats [136,137]. However, as illustrated in Figure 10, it has been considered to be inefficient to
process huge amounts of data with traditional computing architecture like Von Neumann architecture.
The Von Neumann architecture was a binary-based computer concept structure proposed by John von
Neumann in 1946, which indicated that a program should be considered as a part of data firstly [136,137].
Based on this architecture, the program itself and the data it processes should be stored with the same
memory technology. The memory address of program instruction and the memory address of data
should point to different physical locations in the same memory device [138,139]. Besides, the width
of program instruction should be the same as that of processed data. As illustrated in Figure 10a,
programs in matrix multiplication always process a lot of data at a slow speed, and the speed is slowed
down with the increase of hidden layers. Energy power consumption also increases at the same time.
Compared with CPU and GPU-based computer systems, although emerging dedicated FPGA and ASIC
hardware chips have demonstrated faster operation speed and lower energy consumption, the matrix
multiplication for large amounts of data is still limited by operation speed and energy consumption.

 

Figure 10. (a) Computing systems based on traditional Von Neumann architecture, the memory address
of program instruction and the memory address of data point to different physical locations in the same
memory device. (b) Computing systems based on neuromorphic architecture with integration of a
single synaptic device into each unit.

Compared with a conventional computer system based on Von Neumann architecture, artificial
neural networks (ANNs) have received extensive attention due to their lower power consumption
and higher operation efficiency [138,139]. However, conventional synaptic devices cannot meet the
requirements of ANNs because of some technological limitations like large device area, high power
consumption and slow response speed. As illustrated in Figure 10b, emerging synaptic device
can be integrated in to a single unit and improves the processing efficiency and processing
accuracy [15,17,34–38]. The superior RS characteristics demonstrated in RRAM devices reveal its great
potential in the neuromorphic application based on ANNs. An RRAM device can store multi-bit
information in a non-volatile manner on a 4F2 device area and can also switch with the energy of
~pJ-level, which enables significant improvements in high-density integration and low power operation
compared to conventional CMOS-based synapse devices [135–138].

In the analog circuit of ANNs, RRAM devices act as substitution to synapses in order to provide
connection function between neurons and information storage cells [140,141]. The ultra-small size of
RRAM device is to increase the synapse density of ANNs, which is expected to reach the synapse density
in human brain (~1010 synapses/cm2) [28,142]. As the key role during the information delivery process,
a synapse is responsible for transmitting impulses from one neuron to another, which is considered to
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provide dynamical interconnections between two connecting neurons. Figure 11 demonstrated the
basic structure of biological synapse, which mainly includes presynaptic membrane, synaptic cleft,
postsynaptic membrane, and neurotransmitter [143]. Presynaptic membrane and synaptic vesicle are
included by the presynaptic element, which is the dendrite/axon terminal of pre-neuron. Chemical
substances in synaptic vesicle are called neurotransmitters. With the external spiking or stimulation
onto the presynaptic element, synaptic vesicle filled with neurotransmitter will be released from
presynaptic membrane to postsynaptic membrane due to the flux of Ca2+, which has a temporary
influence on synaptic transmission. The transmitting process of the neurotransmitter through a synapse
represents the information delivery among neurons. The gap between presynaptic and postsynaptic
membranes is the synaptic cleft, which is around 15~30-nm thick [144,145]. In general, for application
in neuromorphic system and ANNs, capacitor-like synaptic devices are always used to simulate neuron
bodies in the human brain; a neuron in the human brain can be compared to an electronic device
with combined functions including an integrator and a device for threshold spiking. An axon acts
like a connecting bridge in order to provide a transmission connection of information, which can be
considered as a long wire. A dendrite works to transmit the signal input from multiple neurons to
a single neuron, which can be compared to a short wire. A synapse acts as a connector to provide
connection function between two next neurons [2], which have been attached to the most interests
for now.

 

Figure 11. Structure of synapse in neural network.

Massive neurons form neural circuits through synapses in neural networks of the human brain [1–6].
These neural circuits are the foundation of advanced neural activities such as learning and memorizing,
which are attributed to the plasticity of neural networks [2–4]. Basically, the plasticity of neural network
is corresponding to the synaptic plasticity, which is dependent on synaptic weight [146,147]. Synaptic
weight is used to demonstrate the strength or amplitude of connection between the two next neurons,
which is mainly related to the amount of released or absorbed neurotransmitter. According to the theory
proposed by Hebbian in 1949 [148], the connection between the two next neurons can be strengthened
when they receive stimulation signals, which will result in the potentiation and depression during the
neuron activities. For instance, long-term potentiation is corresponding to the synaptic potentiation
behavior while long-term depression indicates depression performance of synapse. The synaptic
plasticity mainly induced by the change of synaptic weight is divided into long-term plasticity (LTP)
and short-term plasticity (STP) [149,150]. STP includes short-term potentiation, pair-pulse facilitation
(PPF) and depression while long-term potentiation and depression are considered as representations of
LTP [151]. For a biological neural system, on the one hand, STP is responsible for critical computation,
on the other hand, LTP is thought of as the foundation of ability in terms of machine learning and
memorizing [151]. As the molecular mechanism for learning and memorizing in the human brain,
the timescale of STP can sustain from tens of milliseconds to few minutes, while the retention time of
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LTP can be over a few hours, even several days. The transition from STP to LTP can be achieved through
repeated stimulation during the learning process. Apart from LTP and STP, the plasticity depends on
spike time (spike-time-dependent plasticity, STDP) is also under investigation, which is one of the
advanced learning characteristics in the neuron system of the human brain [152,153]. As indicated by
Hebb’s rule, when the presynaptic membrane is stimulated earlier than the postsynaptic membrane
and the postsynaptic current can be enhanced, which is called long-term potentiation. Reversely,
when the spike occurs on the postsynaptic membrane earlier than that on the presynaptic membrane,
the postsynaptic current will be depressed, namely long-term depression. In addition, it is noted that
with the change of relative time between two stimulations (commonly pulses), the postsynaptic current
will also be influenced [154]. Due to the existence of RS characteristics, the resistance states of RRAM
devices can be manipulated by applied voltages and the microscopic conductive paths through the RS
medium will be acquired. Therefore, resistance values of RRAM devices are the response to periodic
input signals (voltage or current), which can be considered as the synaptic weights. The modification
operations of resistance represent the changes of synaptic weights. When the external power supply
fails to work, resistance states can also be retained [2].

4.1. Short-Term Plasticity for RRAM Devices

In general, two types of RS behaviors observed in RRAM devices, abrupt and gradual RS
behaviors, were considered corresponding to digital and analog switching, respectively. The abrupt
performance for resistance change was believed to be consistent with a digital signal while the gradual
one with continuous conductance changes showed similar characteristics like a biological synapse [155].
Ilyas et al. demonstrated their research on a physical-vapor-deposited Ag/SiOx:Ag/TiOx/p++-Si
RRAM device with bilayer dielectric in terms of STP such as potentiation, depression and PPF [155].
The conductance of this bilayer device was modified by positive and negative pulses. As illustrated
in Figure 12a,b, with the repeated voltage sweep, the potentiation and depression behaviors were
observed and indicated the conductance states change during the processes of potentiation and
depression, which proved the feasibility of conductance modification and simulated the change of
synaptic weight. Figure 12c demonstrated the results of PPF for this bilayer device. PPF is always
investigated to provide adjustment for conductance in order to perform short-term neural behaviors
such as synaptic filtering and adaptation [156,157]. During two continuous pulse stimulations of
their Ag/SiOx:Ag/TiOx/p++-Si samples, the next post-synaptic response became higher than that of
the previous one, which indicated that the interval time of spike was less than the recovery time.
Berdan et al. also reported the STP of TiO2-based RRAM devices through the transient conductance
response [158]. As illustrated in Figure 12d, the conductance of the device increased due to the applied
pulse and then decayed back to its initial state slowly. A similar performance could be observed on
subsequent pulses who were dependent on the previous resistance states. Apart from RRAM devices
with traditional metal oxides, short-term synaptic performance of devices fabricated with 2D materials
are also under investigation [159–161]. Sun et al. reported their research on 2D-material-based devices
with h-BN as a functional layer [159]. As demonstrated in Figure 12e, an obvious increase could
be observed for ON-state current, which indicated the rise of synaptic strength due to the repeated
pulse stimulation. The short-term facilitation with applied voltage-pulse excitation was observed on
Ag/h-BN/graphene device as well. Sokolov et al. also provided their investigation results about PPF
response of RRAM devices based on TaOx/IGZO (InGaZnO) bilayers [162]. Firstly, the single pulse
with 0.75 V amplitude and 2 ms width was applied onto TE of RRAM device and the device exhibited
a corresponding current response of ~220 mA. After that, with the RESET operation, the device
transferred to HRS with initial OFF-state current. Then, two consecutive stimuli equal in amplitude
and width to the first single pulse were applied onto TE, and the current response was ~350 mA,
which indicated that the TaOx/IGZO-based RRAM device could enhance the trans-conductance with
the effect of high-frequency stimuli and further improve the PPF phenomenon.
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Figure 12. (a) Potentiation and depression response of Ag/SiOx:Ag/TiOx/p++-Si device with repeated
voltage sweeps. (b) Conductance modulation and (c) PPF of Ag/SiOx:Ag/TiOx/p++-Si device by
repeating consecutive pulses. (d) Repeated STP response with the model fitting of TiOx-based RRAM
device, reproduced from [158], with permission from Springer Nature, 2020. (e) Synaptic facilitation
response to consecutive pulses of the device with h-BN, reproduced from [159], with permission from
Elsevier, 2020.

4.2. Long-Term Plasticity for RRAM Devices

Compared with the investigation of STP, current research on LTP mainly focuses on long-term
potentiation/depression and transition from STP to LTP [79,163,164]. Wang et al. proposed a
flexible bipolar RRAM device with ALD-deposited Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 (HZO) dielectric layer, as illustrated in
Figure 13a–c, which worked as artificial synapses in the neuromorphic network in order to overcome the
bottleneck based on traditional Von Neumann structure [79]. During the 400 continuous programming
pulses, devices with gradual RS behaviors in DC sweep exhibited the feasibility of conductance
modification under a sequence of consecutive programmable pulses, which indicated that the synaptic
devices that emulated long-term potentiation/depression had great potential of artificial application
in a neuromorphic computing system. The potentiated and depressed performance were stimulated
by applying 200 0.8 V/20 ms continuous pulses and 200 0.5 V/20 ms continuous pulses in Figure 13a,
respectively. This Ag/HZO/ITO/PET RRAM device showed the decayed post-synaptic current (PSC),
and the PSC state turned into intermediate over time due to the forgetting effect. Figure 13b,c
showed excitatory and inhibitory states of PSC with a single pre-synaptic spike, and the retention
time over 1000s demonstrated the reliability of STP in Ag/HZO/ITO/PET RRAM devices. Wang et al.
demonstrated their research report on a flexible RRAM device fabricated with a common polymer,
poly (3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene): poly (styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), as functional layer [163],
and the PEDOT:PSS solution was spin-coated onto the ITO substrate. They chose consecutive positive
and negative voltage bias carefully to apply onto TE Au of their device in order to avoid abrupt RS
performance. The decreased conductance was observed when the continuous positive voltage bias
swept from 0 V→ 3 V→ 0 V and then the gradual increased conductance was demonstrated with the
consecutive negative voltage bias from 0 V→−2 V→ 0 V, which indicated the potential of successful
modulation of synaptic weights. The consecutive pulses with 2 V amplitude and 10 ms width were
applied to TE for observing the current response, as demonstrated in Figure 13d; the potentiation and
depression responses were observed with five consecutive positive pulses bias and five consecutive
negative pulses bias, respectively. After that, the Au/PEDOT:PSS/ITO RRAM device was applied
consecutive pulses (300 1V/10 ms positive pulses and 300 −1.5 V/10 ms negative pulses) and the
long-term potentiation and depression were emulated successfully in Figure 13e. Finally, Wang et al.
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repeated the pulse trains five times, as illustrated in Figure 13f, which indicated the excellent endurance
property of their device.

 

Figure 13. (a) Gradual modulation for conductance with long-term potentiation/depression response
of Ag/HZO/ITO/PET RRAM device. Retention performance of Ag/HZO/ITO/PET RRAM device in (b)
long-term potentiation process by consecutive positive pulses and (c) long-term depression process
by consecutive negative pulses, reproduced from [79], with permission from Springer Nature, 2019.
(d) Synaptic weights modulation of Au/PEDOT:PSS/ITO RRAM device by 10 consecutive pulses.
(e) Long-term potentiation/depression under 600 consecutive pulses in one operation and (f) five
operations of long-term potentiation/depression for Au/PEDOT:PSS/ITO RRAM device, reproduced
from [163], with permission from MDPI (Basel, Switzerland), 2018.

Except for the research on long-term potentiation and depression behaviors of RRAM devices,
the transition from STP to LTP also attracted significant interests [151,155,165], which is corresponding
to transition from short-term memory (STM) to long-term memory (LTM). Biologically, compared with
LTP, the sustainment time of STP is shorter generally, which is related to forgetting behaviors in the
human brain. However, the STP can transfer into LTP with the repeated stimuli or a series rehearsal
operation [155]. Zhang et al. reported the mechanism of conversion from STM to LTM in Cu/a-Si/Pt
RRAM device [151]. As illustrated in Figure 14a, there were little Cu2+ ions drifting into the RS layer
with a few stimulations, and then CF based on Cu atoms spontaneously decayed back to the initial
state. However, with more repeated stimulations onto TE Cu, more Cu2+ ions migrated to the RS layer,
which showed similar performance like training operation in the neural network. Ilyas researched the
transition from STP to LTP of Ag/SiOx:Ag/TiOx/p++-Si device through modulating pulse strength [155].
Figure 14b,c showed the normalized current response by applying pulses with various amplitudes
(1.2 V, 1.8 V, 2.0 V and 2.8 V) and each training cycle included 50 pulses. With the experimental results
and the fitting results based on the equation in Figure 14b, the increased tendency of relaxation time
was confirmed due to the effect of pulse strength (the red line in Figure 14c). An obvious elevation of
synaptic weight was also observed when the relaxation time was around 45 s and the pulse amplitude
was +2.8 V, which indicated that STP has transferred to LTP.
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Figure 14. (a) Illustration of Cu atom dynamics of Cu/a-Si/Pt device during the transition from STM to
LTM. (b) Relationship between normalized current response and retention time when the transferring
process from STP to LTP occurred in Ag/SiOx:Ag/TiOx/p++-Si device. (c) Synaptic weight response
to changes of pulse amplitude and relaxation time τ, reproduced from [155], with permission from
Springer Nature, 2020.

4.3. Spike-Time-Dependent Plasticity for RRAM Devices

Currently, many research achievements have proved that long- and short-term plasticity functions
of biological neural synapse could by mimicked by RRAM devices with modulation of applied pulses
(including amplitude and number modulations). On the other hand, as one of the determining
factors in synapse plasticity, STDP also has received extensive attention. STPD can be defined as a
function relationship between change of synaptic weight (ΔW) and time interval (Δt) resulting from
activity variation of the pre- and post-neurons [155,163]. When Δt > 0, the activity of pre-synaptic
neuron precedes that of post-synaptic neuron, which means that the connection strength between these
two neurons will be reinforced and result in the long-term potentiation of the synapse. Conversely,
the long-term depression occurs when the spike of post-synaptic neuron heads that of pre-synaptic
neuron and the connection strength is weakened (Δt < 0). Obviously, for an RRAM device, top and
bottom electrodes are compared to pre- and post-synaptic neurons and pulses applied onto electrode
can mimic spikes of biological synapses. The polarity of ΔW is determined by the order of spikes
of pre- and post-synaptic neurons. In general, the time interval and change of synaptic weight are
defined as follows:

Δt = tpost − tpre (6)

ΔW =
Gt −Gi

Gi
× 100% (7)

in which tpre and tpost are time nodes of spikes applied onto pre- and post-synaptic neurons, respectively.
Gi is the conductance of the device at the initial state when t is 0, and Gt is the conductance when the
time reaches node t.

Ilyas et al. emulated the STDP rule of Ag/SiOx:Ag/TiOx/p++-Si samples, which can be observed in
Figure 15a,b [155]. Through the implementation of a pair of pulses ±1.2 V/5 ms, ΔW decreased with the
increase of Δt, which indicated that a more obvious conductance change could be observed when the
time interval decreased. When Δt > 0, the pre-spike occurred before the post-spike, and the increased
ΔW proved the enhancement of device conductance along with the decreasing Δt. Inversely (Δt > 0),
the depression of device conductance was observed in ΔW when Δt increased. Mahata et al. revealed
the STDP characteristic of RRAM devices with bilayer metal-oxide dielectric (TaN/HfO2/Al2O3/ITO) [20].
As illustrated in Figure 15c,d, a series of pulses with different amplitudes were applied on to TaN and
ITO electrodes. The largest values of ΔW were 97% and −84% when the |Δt|was 10 μs at both states
(Δt > 0 and Δt < 0), which confirmed that their bilayer RRAM devices had STDP behaviors at various
spiking timings. Wang et al. reported the STDP behaviors of the RRAM device fabricated with organic
2D materials [163]. After the test of long-term potentiation and depression with 600 consecutive
programming pulses, they used a pair of pulse (±1.5 V/10 ms) to provide spikes on TE and BE of
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device, and the related result can be observed in Figure 15e. When the pre-synaptic neuron was spiked
earlier than the post-synaptic neuron, the potentiated response of connection strength between two
neighboring neurons could be demonstrated. On the contrary, the decreased synaptic weight indicated
the weak connection. Wan also reported the STDP of 2D-material-based RRAM with the structure
of Ag/SrTiO3/RGO/FTO [166]; a similar experimental response with applied pulses (±1 V/10 ms) was
observed in Figure 15f. The relationship between time interval and change of synaptic weight was
similar to results proposed by others, which was more similar to their fitting results. These results
proved that a more considerable change of synaptic weight could be realized with the smaller time
interval of activity between two adjacent synaptic neurons.

 
Figure 15. (a) Implementing programming pulses and (b) STDP behavior of Ag/SiOx:Ag/TiOx/p++-Si
RRAM device, reproduced from [155], with permission from Springer Nature, 2020. (c) Applied
pre/post-spikes with sequences and (d) STDP characteristics of TaN/HfO2/Al2O3/ITO RRAM device,
reproduced from [20], with permission from Elsevier, 2020. (e) STDP results with pulse interval
modulation of pre- and post-synaptic spiking for PEDOT:PSS-based RRAM device, reproduced
from [163], with permission from MDPI (Basel, Switzerland), 2018. (f) Experimental and fitting results
of STDP behaviors for Ag/SrTiO3/RGO/FTO RRAM device, reproduced from [166], with permission
from Elsevier, 2018.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have provided an overview of RRAM devices with advances including various
thin film materials applied in RS layer and electrode, classification of RS mechanisms and investigation
on artificial synapse. Many research reports indicate that RRAM devices fabricated with inorganic
materials, such as oxides, solid electrolyte and two-dimensional (2D) materials, have demonstrated
relatively mature performance. There is great potential for the application of organic materials
(biological and polymer materials) in RRAM devices accordingly. The performance of the devices
depends largely on the RS mechanisms, which also has a strong connection with choice and processing
techniques of the thin film materials. Based on the fundamental performance of RRAM devices,
some outstanding enterprise or research institutions such as Samsung Electronics, Intel Corporation
and Institute of Microelectronics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (IMECAS) have put effort into
promoting the development of large-scale manufacture and mature product commercialization of
RRAM devices for many years. As early in 2004, Samsung Electronics reported the highly scalable
TMO (binary transition-metal-oxide) RRAM devices with CMOS technology in IEDM (International
Electron Devices Meeting) and NiO was used as a functional layer [167]. In 2007, the 2-MB CBRAM
test chip was reported by Infineon and Samsung exhibited the 3D RRAM array with 1D1R structure [2].
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From 2010 to 2013, Unity Semiconductor Corporation firstly reported their 64-MB RRAM test chip and
SanDisk/Toshiba reported their 32-Gbit bilayer RRAM test chip. They realized the practical experiment
in electrical circuits with devices fabricated by TaOx and HfOx functional layers [168]. One year
later, Micron/Sony presented their 27-nm 16-Gbit CBRRAM test chip and TaOx/HfOx functional
layers with stack structure were investigated [169]. In 2016, the four-layer 3D vertical RRAM array
with self-selecting characteristic was reported by IMECAS, and RS performance of HfOx resistive
layers with the multi-level structure was verified [170]. In 2019, Intel Corporation announced they
had prepared to manufacture emerging RRAM devices with 22 nm process technology, which also
indicated that binary metal oxides or perovskite materials might be considered as candidates for the
selection of functional layers [171]. All these developments are proving that the potential of large-scale
commercialization for RRAM technology with different materials (especially TMO) is enormous
and promising. Apart from the traditional large-scale commercialization process, the final objective
of investigating different RRAM device performances is to provide potential assistance to artificial
intelligence and neuromorphic computing systems. RRAM devices can mimic functions of biological
synapse with electrical performance, which has a positive influence in hardware application of the
artificial intelligence field. In addition, its human-brain-like behaviors such as STM and LTM make the
development of neuromorphic computing system possible in the coming future.
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Abstract: The two Dimensional (2D) materials such as MXene and graphene, are most promising
materials, as they have attractive properties and attract numerous application areas like sensors,
supper capacitors, displays, wearable devices, batteries, and Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
shielding. The proliferation of wireless communication and smart electronic systems urge the world
to develop light weight, flexible, cost effective EMI shielding materials. The MXene and graphene
mixed with polymers, nanoparticles, carbon nanomaterial, nanowires, and ions are used to create
materials with different structural features under different fabrication techniques. The aerogel based
hybrid composites of MXene and graphene are critically reviewed and correlate with structure, role
of size, thickness, effect of processing technique, and interfacial interaction in shielding efficiency.
Further, freeze drying, pyrolysis and hydrothermal treatment is a powerful tool to create excellent
EMI shielding aerogels. We present here a review of MXene and graphene with various polymers
and nanomaterials and their EMI shielding performances. This will help to develop a more suitable
composite for modern electronic systems.

Keywords: MXene; Graphene; EMI shielding; aerogel; composites

1. Introduction

The proliferation of smart electronic devices and wireless communication in the artificial intelligent
age are a source of electromagnetic pollution (EMP) which is a serious universal problem. The EMP
creates complexities in the natural electromagnetic environment, and is unwanted radiation which not
only disturbs the general function of surrounding electronic systems but also threatens the well−being
of humans [1–8]. This disturbing phenomenon is called electromagnetic interference (EMI) and it
causes data theft, malfunction of the electronic devices, degradation of basic function of electronic
devices, and vulnerability of the personal security in electronic components, while grounding problems
in humans such as mutation, insomnia, headache, leukemia, damage the organs, thermal injuries,
and cancer [1–5]. In addition, expansion of digital networks and sensitive remote-controlled systems
demanding high quality densely built electronic control systems, creates un-compatible environments
(UCE) or electromagnetic noise (EMN) or EMI and the current of electrodynamic and basic field are
essential sources of EMI. At low frequency where electric and magnetic fields act independently,
whereas high frequency waves are propagating electromagnetic radiation (EMR) which causes EMI [9].
The source of the EMI are radio and TV transmission, radar, aviation, electromagnetic missiles, warfront,
Bluetooth, wireless network (WLAN), remote controls in which EMI occur by radiative coupling. The
radiative coupling is due to the disturbance in all conductive parts by propagating high frequency
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radiation. In addition, the other types of coupling such as inductive, impedance and capacitive which
are due to the current, voltage, and resistance in electric circuits [9].

In 2020, the world utilizes electromagnetic radiation as a jamming tool or weapon in battlefields or
to destroy electronic components of the ships, radars, and flights, and destroy security of the countries.
Hence, electromagnetic interference shielding is the inevitable choice around the globe [9–15]. So far,
scientists have studied EMI shielding in various frequency range by using numerous materials which
include zero−dimension (0D), one−dimension (1D), two−dimension (2D), and three−dimension (3D)
materials. The combination of these materials gives rise to different structural feature influences with
excellent EMI shielding behavior. The MXene, MAX phase, quantum dots (QDs) metal nanoparticle,
oxide nanoparticle, carbon black, graphene (GN), graphite, single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT),
multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT), magnetic nanoparticle, metal oxides, core shell Nano materials,
metal plates, organic substances, nonconductive polymers (NCP), conductive polymers (CP), and craft
polymers are being utilized for EMI shielding application. Graft and nonconductive polymers are
being used as a matrix and used to connect the (0, 1, 2, and 3)−dimensional materials (Table 1) [10–19].
CPs which act as fillers and help to create different structural feature meanwhile electric conductivity
(EC), thermal conductivity (TC), tensile strength, and EMI shielding of the composites also improved
substantially. In addition, the different organic substances and nanomaterials are being used to improve
adhesivity, dispersity, porosity, and other physiochemical properties of the composites [1,20,21].

Table 1. Categorization of the nanomaterial with examples and properties.

Dimension Examples Properties Reference

OD

CdSe/V2O5 QDs, CdS/CdSe QDs, ZnO
QDs, C−QDs, GN QDs, CoFe QDs,
ZnCo QDs, metal hybrid QDs, SiO2

QDs, Au QDs

Improve microwave absorption, and magnetic
properties, limited use because of narrow
absorption bandwidth, high−density and
perishable, large specific surface area, less

thickness, can be mixed with other materials,

[10–15]

1D

single wall carbon nanotube (CNT)
(SWCNT), multiwall CNT (MWCNT),

decorated CNT (dCNT), nanowires (Ag,
Cu, Si−C)

Carbonaceous materials show excellent
chemical−physio−chemical stability, light weight,

good complex permittivity, lack interfacial
adhesion, deficiency of magnetic properties, poor

dispersion, high production costs, and have
impurities. Pure carbon materials show poor

EMI attenuation and metal nanowire especially
Ag greatly improve EMI shielding.

[10–13]

2D

2D−MXene, graphene (GN), doped GN,
reduced GN, graphene oxide (GNO),
nanoplates, hexagonal boron nitride
(h−BN), layered double hydroxides

(LDHs), transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDS), metal–organic

Frameworks (MOF), layered metal
Oxides (LMOs), covalent organic
frameworks (COFs), metals, black

phosphorus (BP) and silicene

MXene, GN and MoS2 are commonly used for
EMI shielding, structure can be easily modified,
MXene is excellent EMI shielder, nanoparticle

decorated GN based composites show excellent
EMI SE and functionalization of GN improve

dispersivity, and di−electric properties,
Pyrolyzed−MOFs/nanomaterials is used to

design porous−magnetic high−efficient EMW
absorption material, due to the synergy effect

between magnetic loss and dielectric loss

[16–18]

3D

MAX phase, expanded graphite,
graphite, metal plates, the 3D structure

designed by using 0D, 1D, 2D nano
structure and polymers

3D materials show less shielding ability, act as
precursor to synthesis other nanomaterials, 3D

structure made by mixture of nanomaterials
show excellent EMI shielding properties.

[10–18]

EMI shielding can be achieved by absorption (SEA), reflection (SER), and multiple reflection
(SEMR). SER occurs on the surface whereas SEA and SEMR are happening within the shielding material.
The wave propagating on the other side of the shielding materials is called the transmittance (T),
the magnitude of which is lower than that of incident wave (I) and value of SEA, SER, and SEMR

is smaller than that of I (Figure 1). The electrical conductivity of the composite responsible for the
reflection while porous in structure, electric and magnetic bipolarity of the composite and thickness
are responsible for the absorption and multiple reflection occurs due to the porous nature and multiple
layer structure [1,13,15–18]. In addition, the thickness of the shielding material is higher than that of the
skin depth leading to multiple reflection and finally roots the absorption and is a negligible component
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compared to the absorption and reflection. Though, one of the factors domineers over others which is
dependent on the types of material being used [19–21]. Most of the studies show that the absorption is
higher than that of the reflection and a recent study disclosed that the reflection can be eliminated from
the basic mechanism, and absorption only determined the total EMI shielding. This phenomenon can
be achieved by creating different internal structure with higher electric conductivity. The pure material
showed higher EMI shielding, but, when a foreign material is introduced into the pure material the
EMI shielding is considerably reduced by those foreign polymers. Even though, without polymers or
binders, it is difficult to use EMI shielding applications in different electronic devices [1,13,15,17–20].

Figure 1. Transformation of the electromagnetic radiation (EMR) at the shielding material.

We focused on a different synthetic route of graphene (GN), MXene, and composites. GN and
MXene structural features and synthesis are discussed in detail. In addition, different composite
preparation methods are listed, and its effect is discussed in detail with proper comparison in the
discussion. In general, aerogel or foam based composite are most attractive to scientists and have
excellent EMI shielding with excellent absorption ability.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis of Graphene (GN) and Structural Features

Top−down and bottom–up approaches are being used to synthesize graphene. The top−down
approach where graphite is used as a precursor and mechanical exfoliation, graphite intercalation,
nanotube slicing, pyrolysis method, reduction of the graphene oxide (GNO), electrochemical exfoliation,
sonication, radiation based method, and ball−milling are being used to produce GN while bottom–up
follows the strategy that those are grown from metal−carbon melt, epitaxial growth on silicon carbide
(SiC), dry ice method, and deposition (Table 2). Multilayer highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)
is scraped off to produce GN by mechanical exfoliation for which scotch tape, ultrasonic oscillations,
and hot press techniques are being used. In the mechanical exfoliation process two types of normal
force used to peel of the graphite and shear force utilize ball milling process [9,22–25]. The liquid phase
exfoliation (LPE) method includes three basic processes, those are dispersion of graphite in suitable
solvent, exfoliation, and purifying where van der Waals forces break down by solvents and ultrasound.
The arc discharge method is utilized to synthesize the allotropes of carbon such as graphene, CNT, and
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fullerene. In which, the carbon precursor is used as the anode and the graphite rod as the cathode,
where applied electrical current creates the plasma at higher temperature (3727–5727 ◦C) and finally
form graphene. Various intercalants are being utilized by the intercalation technique. By carbon
nanotube (CNT) slicing/unzipping micron size GN are produced for which plasma or chemical etching,
intercalation and exfoliation, metal catalyst cutting, abrade on the glass surface, and the CNT tube
opens into a lay-flat single layer graphene ribbon (GNR). The pyrolysis is the type of the solvothermal
technique where equal molar sodium and ethanol are used to separate the graphite layers. The
thermal annealing technique is where amorphous carbon is converted into single layer graphene
on the nickel and cobalt surface with the aid of temperature. The reduction of the graphene oxide
(GO) can be performed by using chemicals, biomass, radiation, bacteria, electrochemical methods,
and heat treatment. Electrochemical exfoliation is practiced in an acidic environment by applying
voltage differences between the anode (graphite) and cathode (platinum) while solvent-based high
energy is used in the sonication technique. The ball milling utilized solvent or chemical assistance and
magnetic assistance technique, although higher quality GN are being produced by using radiation
techniques. Laser and electron beams are used in radiation techniques. The deposition method utilizes
the Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) techniques where solid, liquid, and gaseous carbon precursors
are being used, filtration with reduction, spin coating, and spray coating process for GN synthesis. The
CVD produces graphene with low defects and during the process the precursors are atomized, and the
graphene is formed on the metal catalyst (Cu and Ni). The epitaxial growth is performed on a silicon
carbide wafer where stacks of graphene are formed. The epitaxial growth is the exothermic process
during which the sublimated (1200–1600 ◦C) silicon leaves excessive sp2 hybridized carbon network
formed graphene. In addition, burning the dry ice by using magnesium followed by acid treatment
produces GN (Table 2) [9,23–27].

The graphene (GN) is a 2D single layer crystalline material with a honeycomb (HC) structure,
comprised of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms. In early 1947, Wallance et al. reported the 2D graphite
with zero activation energy by using “tight binding” approximation which was later experimentally
observed in 2004 [28–31]. Due the excellent properties of GN, it is an excellent candidate for use in
modern electronics. There are two major types of GN, those are zigzag and armchair [28]. Figure 2
exhibits the electrons in carbon atoms (Figure 2a), energy comparison at ground state electronic
configuration (Figure 2b), shape of the orbitals and hybridized orbitals (Figure 2c), crystal lattice and
unit cells (Figure 2d), and bond formation (σ and π) (Figure 2e). The carbon is a group IV element
on the periodic table, with 1s2, 2s2 sp2 ground state electronic configuration where all 2p orbitals are
regenerated and 2pz is an empty orbital while each 2px and 2py holding one electron, respectively. The
empty 2pz orbital plays a major role in creating out of the plane π bond and sp2 hybridized carbon
form in−plane σ bond which extends to hexagonal web of carboned leads to formation of mono layer
graphene. The average inter atomic distance of GN is 1.42 Å, thus the graphene co−valent bond is
stronger than that of C−C bond of alkanes [29]. The monolayer graphene possesses 130.5 GPa of
intrinsic tensile strength and 1 TPa of Young’s modulus. In addition, the monolayer GN has no band
gap which is due to the free moving π electrons which offer weak van der Waals forces between the
graphene layers [29]. Due to the weak Van der Waals forces the graphene can be synthesized from
bulk graphite (Figures 3 and 4) [28–30].
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Figure 2. (a). Atomic structure of a carbon atom. (b) Energy levels of outer electrons in carbon atoms.
(c) The formation of sp2 hybrids. (d) The crystal lattice of graphene, where A and B are carbon atoms
belonging to different sub−lattices, a1 and a2 are unit−cell vectors. (e) Sigma bond and pi bond formed
by sp2 hybridization [29] Copyright Science and technology of advanced materials, 2018.

Figure 3. Zigzag–edged and armchair–edged of graphene (GNs).

Figure 4. Elements used to create MAX phases, MXenes, and their intercalated ions. The A elements
are denoted by a red background and are used to synthesize MAX phases that can possibly be utilized
to make MXenes. The elements denoted by a green background, have been intercalated into MXenes
(to date) and the symbols are at the bottom, 1M and 1A designate the formation of a single (pure)
transition metal and A element MAX phase (and MXene). Solid solutions are indicated by an SS in
transition metal atomic planes (blue) or A element planes (red); and 2M indicates the formation of an
ordered double-transition metal MAX phase or MXene (in-plane or out-of-plane). The MAX phase
elements denoted by blue striped background have not yet been used to synthesis MXene (Figure 5) [32]
Copyright American Chemical Society, 2019.
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Figure 5. MXenes synthesized up to date. The top row illustrates structures of (top–down) mono−M
MXenes, double-M solid solutions (SS) (marked in green), ordered double-M MXenes (marked in red),
and ordered divacancy structure (only for the M2C MXenes), respectively. This table shows the MXene
reported both experimentally (blue) and theoretically (gray) so far [32] Copyright American Chemical
Society, 2019.

2.2. MXene Synthesis and Structural Features.

The MXene is a fast-growing two−dimensional (2D) material, derived from its corresponding 3D
MAX phase by an etching process. The general formula of MXene is Mn+1XnTx where M is an early
transition element, n = 1–3, X is a carbon or nitrogen and Tx is a surface functional groups −F, −OH,
=O, and Cl, which are directly attached to the M. The Mn+1AXn is used to denote the MAX phase
where generally is group A 13/14 element, but, several other elements also utilize for A layer (Figure 4
and Table 1). The different combination of elements has been used for both MAX and MXene synthesis
shown below in Figures 5 and 6. The number of layers in MXene is determined by n where the n+1
layer of MXene is formed which is true for the MAX phase as well (Figure 5) [31–33].

During the development of MXene scientists practiced various strategies to produce good
quality MXene. During the etching process, the A layer of the MAX phase is eradicated and surface
functionalities are introduced. Fluoride based etchants are being used for the etching process, those
are HF, NH4HF2, LiF/HCl, and FeF3/HCl. The HF based etching process causes risk compared to the in
situ etching process where fluoride salt and acid are used. According to HF protocol, 1 g of Ti3AlC2 is
mixed with 20 mL of the HF etchant, and the concentration of HF varies based on its requirement. The
10% of HF is enough to remove Al with accordion−like morphology while 5% of HF is not enough
to get accordion-like morphology, but is good enough to remove Al. The in−situ process based on
the salt/acid etching process where HF is formed during the reaction is called minimally intensive
layer delamination (MILD). The LiF/HCl reaction is being widely used as it produces less defective
MXene compared to other studies. Recently, most of the scientists around the globe use 9M HCl/LiF as
a standard. Exfoliation is a process where single the MXene layer is separated by various process such
as intercalation and sonication. The sonication is the physical method where MXene is ultra-sonicated
in water while intercalation used organic molecules followed by sonication. Dimethyl sulfoxide
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(DMSO), tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH), tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH),
and urea are widely used in the HF based etching process, whereas the MILD method does not need
the intercalation process utilized in sonication at about 15 ◦C under an inert environment and lithium
ion induced exfoliation process (Figure 6). Raagulan et al. reported a method for the mass production
of exfoliated MXene and its by-products. In which, the evaporation technique is used to concentrate
the colloidal solution and filtration process is explored to separate solvent and delaminated MXene
(Figure 7) [31–33].

Figure 6. The general MXene synthetic route with both the HF and in−situ HF etching process and the
delamination process [33] Copyright American Chemical Society, 2017.

Figure 7. Flow chart of the synthetic approach of the exfoliated MXene synthesis [31] Copyright Royal
Society of Chemistry, 2020.
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2.3. EMI Shielding Theory and Mechanisms

The EMI shielding can be defined as how well a material quantitatively weakens the energy
of the propagating electromagnetic radiation (EMR) in a certain frequency range (L, S, C, X, K, Ku,
etc. bands). The EMR with specific power (PI) hits the surface of the shielding materials undergoing
different transformations such as reflection (PR), absorption (PA), and transmittance (PT). The reflection
occurs on the surface while absorption happens within the materials and remainder comes out as
transmittance EMR [34].

The absorption (A) is depend on the type of material used. The A and absorption coefficient (Ae)
can be expressed as follows, where reflection (R) and transmittance (T) are correlated (Equations (1)
and (2)) [35].

A = 1−R (1)

Ae =
[1−R− T

1−R

]
(2)

The attenuation of EMR is expressed by shielding effectiveness (SE) and the corresponding unit
is given in dB. According to the EMI shielding theory, the SE could be defined as the logarithmic
ratio between Pi and power of transmittance (Pt) and can also be defined by using electric intensity
(E), magnetic intensity (H), wavelength (λ), and slot length (l) of the EMR [36]. The total shielding
effectiveness (SET) is expressed by using the following equations where i and t are denoted as incident
and transmittance waves, respectively (Equation (3)) [37].

SET = 10 log
(Pi

Pt

)
= 20 log

(Ei
Et

)
= 20 log

(Hi
Ht

)
= 20 log

(
λ
2l

)
(3)

Further, SET can be calculated by adding reflection (SER), absorption (SEA), and multiple reflection
(SEMR) (Equation (4)).

SET = SER + SEA + SEMR (4)

If the SET > 15 dB, the SEM is neglected and equation can be written as follow (Equation (5)),

SET = SER + SEA (5)

Moreover, the T and R can be expressed by using electric intensity (E) and scattering parameters
in which t is the transmittance wave, i is the incident wave and r is the reflection wave (Equations (6)
and (7)).

T =

∣∣∣∣∣Et

Ei

∣∣∣∣∣2 = |S12|2 = |S21|2 (6)

R =

∣∣∣∣∣Er

Ei

∣∣∣∣∣2 = |S11|2 = |S22|2 (7)

Further, the SET, SER, and SEMR can be expressed in terms of scattering parameters, wave
impedance of air (Zo), wave impedance of the material (Zm), propagation constant (β), relative magnetic
permeability (μr), thickness of the shielding materials (t), and imaginary unit (j) (Equations (8)–(10)).

SET = 10 log(T) = SER + SEA = 10 log
(

1

1− |S12|2
)
= 10 log

(
1

|S21|2
)

(8)

SER = 10 log(1−R) =
(

1

1− |S11|2
)
= 20 log

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (Zo + Zm)
2

4ZoZm

∣∣∣∣∣∣ � 20 log
∣∣∣∣∣ Zo

4Zm

∣∣∣∣∣ (9)

SEM = 20 log
(

1
4

√
σ

ωμrεo

)
= 20 log

∣∣∣∣∣∣1−
( Zo −Zm

Zo + Zm

)2
e−2t/δe−2 jβt

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 20 log
∣∣∣1− e−2t/δ

∣∣∣ (10)
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In addition, the SEA, SER, and SEMR can differently be described by using parameters of the

shielding materials such as t, skin depth ( ), μr, refractive index (n), relative conductivity (σr), and
imaginary part of wave vector (ik) (Equations (11)–(13)).

SEA = 8.7t = 131.4d
√

fμrσr = K
(

t
δ

)
= 10 log

[
T

(1−R)

]
= 10 log(1−Ae) = 20 log et/δ = 20lm(k)d log e (11)

SER = 108 + log
(
σ
fμ

)
= 39.5 + 10 log

(
σ

2π fμ

)
= 20 log

∣∣∣∣∣∣1 + n2

4n

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (12)

SEM = 20 log
∣∣∣∣∣1− 10

SEA
10

∣∣∣∣∣ = 168 + 10 log
(
σr

μ f

)
= 20 log

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1−
(
1− n2

)
(1 + n)2 exp(2ikd)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (13)

Skin depth is inversely proportional to square root of πfσμ of the composition where f is frequency
of EMR, μ is magnetic permeability, and σ is electric conductivity (Equation (14)) [36].

=
1√
π fσμ

(14)

When the electromagnetic radiation propagates, it undergoes the changes from near field to far
field which is depend on the distance. The r < λ/2π is considered as near field and r > λ/2π is denoted
as far field. Thus, most of the EMRs are far field and are regarded as planar waves. The impedance of
the wave (intrinsic impedance) Z can be articulated that the amplitude ratio between electric fielding
(E) and magnetic field (H) waves, which are perpendicular to each other (E⊥H). Furthermore, the
Z is influenced by σ, μ, angular frequency (ω = 2πf ), j, and electric permeability (ε). Z of air is
symbolized as Zo, and has a value of 377 Ω and at this stage j and ω is considered as one and σ is zero
(Equations (15)–(17)).

Z =
|E|
|H| (15)

Z =

√
jωμ
σ− jωε

(16)

Zo =

√
μo

εo
(17)

The EMI shielding of the composites are complicated and the physiochemical properties of
constitutional composition of the composites which are significantly different from the homogeneous
shielding materials. The most imperative parameter for the theoretical calculation of the EMI shielding
is the effective relative permittivity εeff of the composite that can be calculated by using the Maxwell
Garnett formula. The εeff is determined by the relative permittivity of the matrix (εe), relative
permittivity of the fillers (εi), and f is the volume fraction of the filler. The εi is calculated by using
the imaginary part of the complex relative permittivity (ε′ and ε”), imaginary unit (j), σ, ω, and εo

(Equations (18) and (19)).

εe f f = εe + 3 fεe
εi − εe

εi + 2εe − f (εi − εe)
(18)

εi = ε
′ − jε′′ = ε′ − j

σ
ωεo

(19)

On the other hand, the EMI shielding can be expressed as how far a composite has transmitted
the EMR, which can be explained by using the transmission coefficient (T). The T is depending on the
transmission coefficient at the 0−t boundary (T1 and T2), reflection coefficient at the 0−t boundary (R1
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and R2), where 0 is considered as 1 and t as 2, and complex propagation constant (γm). The μ, ε, j, and
ω affect the value of γm of the composite (Equations (20) and (21)).

T =
T1T2e−γmD

1 + R1R2e−2γmD (20)

γm = jω
√
εoμo(ε′e f f − jε′′e f f (21)

Zo and Zm determines the magnitude of T1 and R. Moreover, Zo, μr, and εeff have the impact on
the value of Zm (Equations (22)–(26) and Scheme 1).

T1 =
2Zm

Zm + Zo
(22)

T2 =
2Zo

Zm + Zo
(23)

R1 =
Zm −Zo

Zm + Zo
(24)

R2 =
Zo −Zm

Zm + Zo
(25)

Zm = Zo

√
μr

εe f f
(26)

Scheme 1. Indication of the Zo and Zm in a composite.

Hence, the SE can be calculated in terms of T and the shielding efficiency of the materials can be
calculated based on the SET of the composite (Equations (27) and (28)) [9,38].

SE = −20 log(|T|) (27)

Shielding efficiency (%) = 100−
( 1

10SE/10

)
× 100 (28)

2.4. The MXene Composite Preparation Techniques

The composite of MXene and graphene are prepared by various processes such as vacuum assistant
filtration (VAF) [38], dipped coating [39], spray coating [40], solvent casting techniques [41], freeze
drying [42], and spin coating [43,44]. Practicing the processes varies based on the composition, purpose,
and type of material used. The VAF technique is where a homogenized mixture is filtered through
the filter paper and dried. The homogenization is carried out by sonication or a stirring process and
various types of filters are being used such as paper, nylon, polypropylene, and Nuclepore track-etched
polycarbonate (PC). Further, hybrid films are prepared by alternative filtering of the homogenized
mixture (Figure 8a) [38]. In the dipped coating process, the matrix materials are immersed in the
suitable solvent for a particular time period and dried, which is repeated several times based on its
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requirement (Figure 8b). Furthermore, the spray coating has a similar process (Figure 8c) [39]. In the
spray coating process, spraying speed, time, solvents, pressure, and particle size of the materials in
the solvent are controlled based on the quality of the products’ needs (Figure 8c) [40]. The solvent
casting is done by evaporating solvent of the homogenized mixture in an air or vacuum oven and the
evaporation time depends on the type of solvent used. Then, the film is separated from the casting
plate (Figure 8d) [41]. In the freeze drying technique, the homogenized water mixture is frozen under
liquid nitrogen, and then the composite dried at the same temperature. During this process various
structures such as honeycomb, porous, and other types of foam composites are formed, which is
dependent on the type of constitutional elements present in the homogenized mixture. The resultant
product is mixed with proper binder to prepare EMI shielding composite and this new technique is
widely used to create highly efficient EMI shielding material (Figure 8e) [42]. Spin coating is a general
technique used to prepare various thin electronic devices for which high rpm, different substrate, and
evaporation techniques are used (Figure 8f) [43,44].

 
 

(a) (b) 

 

 
 

(c) (d) 

 
 

(e) (f) 

Figure 8. Schematic representation of: (a) vacuum assistant filtration (VAF), (b) dipped coating,
(c) spray coating (d), solvent casting, (e) freeze drying, and (f) spin coating.

2.5. EMI Shielding of MXene Composite and Synthesis

The EMI shielding of the MXene (MX) composite varies based on the components that are
integrated with MXene and the structural features of the composites. The MXene/aodium alginate
(SA) shows 92 dB of EMI shielding effect (EMI SE) with 45 μm of thickness (t) and 4600 S·cm−1 of
electric conductivity (EC) which is the highest EMI shielding reported for MXene composition in 2016.
Further, the EMI shielding of the MX/SA composites diminish with reduced thickness of the composite
prepared by the vacuum assistance filtration (VAF) technique, giving rise to the nacre−like structure
and display good EMI SE. The spray coating of pure MXene (10 mg·mL−1) on the PET surface displays
EMI shielding of about 50 dB with 4 μm, which is almost similar to that of VAF MX/SA composition
with 8-μm thickness. It is obvious that spraying on the polar surface increases the EMI SE while
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integration of the foreign element with MXene significantly reduces the EMI SE. Hence, the synthetic
route influences the EMI shielding of the composite and the SA helps to arrange the MXene in a nacre
array which significantly improves EMI SE of the shielding material (Figure 8 and Table 3) [45]. Hu et al.
stated that the cellulose/MXene (M−filter) nanocomposite paper displays the 43 dB of EMI SE (seven
cycle dipped coating) in both X and Ku band with 27.56 S·cm−1 of EC and thickness of 0.2 mm which
is differ from the Coa et al. MX/cellulose composite performance. The MXene/cellulose composite
exhibited EMI SE of 24 dB with SSE of 12 dB·cm3·g−1, 2647 dB.cm2·g−1, and 0.047 mm of thickness
(Table 3) [39,46,47]. Hu et al. coated MXene with commercial filter paper (density of 0.49 g·cm−3) and
then, utilized the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for finishing purposes, denoted as PDMS−M−filter
composite while Coa et al. used MXene/cellulose nanofiber (CNFs) derived from garlic husk and both
practiced dipped coating and VAF, respectively. The nacre-inspired structure of MXene/CNFs, which is
absent in dipped coating cellulose composite and present in VAF composite, is an inspired structural
feature in the MXene/cellulose based composites. Further, the filler loading determines the EMI, EC,
and tensile strength of the composite [39].

In addition, CNTs/MXene/cellulose nanofibrils composite paper prepared by facile alternating
vacuum assisted filtration process give rise the 38.4 dB of EMI SE and corresponding EC and thickness
are 25.066 S·cm−1 and 0.038 mm, respectively. The EMI SE of CNTs/MXene/cellulose is higher than
that of MX/cellulose composite reported above. Thus, the introduction of the CNT enhances the
EMI SE. A similar study reported by Raagulan et al. used MXene–carbon nanotube nanocomposites
(MXCS) where carbon fabric is used instead of cellulose displayed 99.999% shielding ability. The EC of
CNTs/MXene/cellulose nanofibrils composite is 2.12-times higher than that of MXCS. The difference of
EMI shielding in both cases is due to the thickness, EC, and curved MXene multilayer structure [47,48].
Xin et al. described that intercalation of silver nanoparticle with MXene/cellulose composition enhanced
EMI shielding and exhibited EMI SE of 50.7 dB with 46 μm thickness and 5.882 S·cm−1 of EC. In this
case, the introduction of silver nanoparticle in cellulose and MXene composition formed a similar
structure reported by Cao et al. and the silver ion causes self-reduction of MXene, which improved the
EC, multilayer formation, dielectric constant, and conduction loss [49]. The fiber matrix helps to diffuse
EMR and fillers and fibers attenuate the EMR. The study of Liu et al. showed that the aluminum ion
reinforced MXene film exhibits the excellent EMI shielding of 80 dB with 2656 S·cm−1 of EC and 0.005
mm of thickness where aluminum ion plays a major role in EMI SE and tensile strength which is due to
the cross link formation between MXene and aluminum ion. Thus, aluminum ion has a greater tendency
to induce the EMI SE than sliver ion in the matrix of the composite [49,50]. Furthermore, conductivity of
the aluminum reinforced MXene is lower than that of MX/SA composite which is due to the interlayer
space caused by the aluminum ion and higher than that of MXene/poly(3,4−ethylenedioxythiophene)
polystyrene sulfonate (MX/PEDOT: PSS), MXCS, and d−Ti3C2Tx/CNFs reported (Table 3) [45,48–50].

The poly (vinyl alcohol)/MXene (PVA/MXene) multilayered composite reported by Jin et al.
exhibits 44.4 dB (wt.%—19.5%) of EMI SE (SER—8.3 dB) with 0.027 mm of thickness and decrease with
decreasing MXene loading in the PVA matrix. MXene in a PVA matrix has a similar EC trend and
diminishes with less loading of MXene filler (Table 3) [51–53]. Further, the Xu et al. study shows that
the PVA/MXene foam considerably minimized the EMI SE and exhibits 28 dB of EMI SE with a lower
SER (2 dB), which is due to the differences in EC and its porous nature. The SER above 3 dB is induced
by charge flow in the matrix. It is obvious that the EMI SE of the PVA/MXene composites are contingent
not only structural features, but also filler loading of the composite [53,54]. The honeycomb (HC)
structure can be manufactured by using reduced graphene oxide (rGO)−MXene/epoxy composition
for which the Al2O3 HC template is used. Initially, the rGO is adsorbed on the surface of the template
and then it is dissolved by using hydrochloric acid. Consequently, the HC graphene oxide is immersed
into the MXene/CTAB solution and freeze dried. The yielded HC−rGO/MXene is strengthened by
epoxy polymer. The HC−rGO−MXene/epoxy composition displays EMI SE of 55 dB with 3.871 S·cm−1

of EC and 0.5 mm of thickness [55,56]. A similar study is performed by Bian et al. who prepared
MXene aerogel without a template and its corresponding EMI SE of 75 dB and SER is about 1 dB [57].
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The EC of HC−GO−MXene/epoxy composite is lower than that of MXene aerogel which is due to
the interconnection between MXene and epoxy polymer comparatively lessened the EMI SE and
EC. The epoxy polymer not only minimized the electron flow among MXene and graphene but also
improved the tensile strength of the composite and flexibility [56,57]. Zhou et al. described that the
MXene/calcium alginate aerogel ((MX/CA (t = 26 μm)) exhibits 54.43 dB of EMI SE which is higher than
that of the MX/SA composite synthesized in the same condition (t = 14 μm) (Table 3) [58]. Although,
the 8 μm MX/SA reported by Shahzad et al. exhibited 57 dB of EMI SE which is assumed as the quality
of the exfoliated MXene synthesized and fabrication condition used (Table 3) [46,58]. Further, the
thickness or inter space of the composite is increased by types of interacting ion or organic substances
used which also affect the EMI SE parameters. The thickness of the MX/CA is higher than the MX/SA
which is caused by calcium alginate and aerogel structure of MX/CA diminished the EC and increased
the corresponding SSE/t of the composite (Table 3) [58].

The interposing of the rGO into MXene formed, MX/rGO aerogel shows 56.4 dB of EMI SE which
is almost similar to the HC−MX−rGO/epoxy composite, thus, the HC structure is an effective feature
with the lowest thickness and filling load [56,59]. Scientists recently focusses on the 3D aerogel which
seems to be a more effective EMI absorbent than the planar composite. The 3D Ti3C2Tx/SA (95%)
hybrid aerogel coated by electrically conductive polydimethylsiloxane−coated (PDMS) displays EMI
SE of 70.5 dB and corresponding EC is 22.11 S·cm−1. In addition, the higher amount of SA reduces
the EMI SE and EC. Further, SEA and SET are almost similar where SER seems null is an evidence
that the aerogel structure greatly improved absorption and the direct interconnection of MXene is a
crucial parameter for EMI SE and SEA [42]. Further, introduction of carbon into the MXene framework
(MXene/carbon foam (MCF)) showed less EMI SE of 8 dB and addition of epoxy polymer followed by
annealing of MCF reached up to EMI SE of 46 dB with 1.84 S·cm−1 of EC (2 cm of thickness). In this
study, the resorcinol−formaldehyde sol−gel mixture is used as a precursor for carbon form, created by
an annealing process, nonetheless, Song et al.’s epoxy composite consisted of rGO as a carbon form
gave rise to higher EMI SE (55 dB) [56,60]. Hence, the filler with good electric conductivity and proper
geometry improved EMI SE [60]. Furthermore, Wang, et al. reported that the annealed MXene/Epoxy
Nano composites (wt.% 15) with 41 dB of EMI SE, 2 cm of thickness and 1.05 S·cm−1. From these
studies, the annealing of composite internally created a carbon form from polymer that significantly
changed EC and EMI SE. The direct annealing of pure MXene reduce the EMI shielding and due to the
curing ability epoxy in MXene/Epoxy composite matrix enhances EMI SE [42,60].

Mixing of silver nanowire with MXene with cellulose pressured-extrusion method blocked 99.99%
of incoming EMR, which is lower than that of pure MXene, and silver nanowire improved the
electron flow path between 1D and 2D filler (Table 3) [45,61]. The corresponding composite assembled
like brick-and-mortar like arrangement with internal pores which provide reflection and scattering
interfaces that improve EMI SE [61]. Further, the heat treated monolayer MXene with 4.14 × 10−5 mm of
thickness shows EMI SE of 17.13 dB and corresponding SSE and SSE/t are 7.17 dB·cm3·g−1 and 1.73× 106
dB·cm2·g−1, respectively. The corresponding composite (without heat process) with the same thickness
displays EMI SE, SSE, and SSE/t of 13.56 dB, 5.67 dB·cm3·g−1, and 1.37 × 106 dB·cm3·g−1, respectively.
It is apparent that the annealing at 600 ◦C improve EMI SE and other parameters significantly [43].
Wan et al. produced MXene/PEDOT: PSS composite with 6 μm of thickness gave rise to 40.5 dB of
EMI SE while the same composition reported by Liu et al. showed 42.1 dB of EMI SE with 11 μm
of thickness from which the preparation method plays a major role in determining the EMI SE. The
removal of PSS from the matrix increase EMI shielding with 6 μm of thickness which is the main
reason for Wan et al.’s results [38,62,63]. The SEA mostly depends on the dielectric properties of the
EMI shielding composite. Han et al. alter the surface of the MXene by annealing at 800 ◦C under the
inert environment and prepare the MXene/wax composite (1 mm) display show EMI SE of 76.1 dB
with 67.3 dB of SEA and corresponding composite exhibit −48.4 dB of minimum reflection coefficient
which is due to the formation of the titanium oxide on the surface of the MXene [64,65].
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Table 3. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding comparison of the two−dimension (2D) MXene
(MX−Ti3C2Tx) and graphene (GN) composite.

No Composite Filler (wt.%) t (mm) SE (dB)
SEE

(dB cm3·g−1)
SSE/t

(dB·cm2·g−1)
Density
(g·cm−3)

σ
(S·cm−1)

Ref.

1 MX/SA 90 0.008 57 24.6 30,830 2.31 4600 [45]

2 MX/SA bulk 0.011 68 28.4 25,863 2.39 − [45]

3 d−Ti3C2Tx/CNFs 90 0.047 24 12 2647 1.91 73.94 [46]

4 MXCS bulk 0.386 50.5 324.15 8397.78 0.153 11.8 [48]

5 MX/PEDOT:PSS 87.5 0.011 42.1 2144.76 19,497.8 0.0196 340.5 [38]

6 MX/PEDOT:PSS bulk 0.007 42.5 1577.08 22,529.7 0.0269 1000 [38]

7 MX/aramid nanofiber 90 0.015 32.84 20.05 13,366.67 1.638 628.272 [51]

8 MX/aramid nanofiber 80 0.02 30 20.65 10,325 1.453 173.36 [51]

9 MX/aramid nanofiber 40 0.022 19.43 16.36 7436.36 1.188 24.826 [51]

10 MX/GN bulk 3 50.7 11021 36,736.67 0.0046 1000 [52]

11 PVA/MX 19.5 0.027 44.4 25.23 9343 1.744 7.16 [53]

12 PVA/MX 13.9 0.025 37.1 22.08 8833 1.68 3.79 [53]

13 Ti2CTx/PVA 0.15 (Vol.%) 5 28 2586 5136 0.0109 − [54]

14 CNF@MX bulk 0.035 39.6 24.6 7029 1.16 1.43 [55]

14 MX aerogel bulk 2 75 9904 0.01 22 [57]

15 MX/CA aerogel 90 0.026 54.43 40.32 17,586 1.35 338.32 [58]

16 MX film bulk 0.013 46.2 16.62 13,195 2.78 1354.29 [58]

17 MX/SA film 90 0.014 43.9 17.56 14,830 2.50 795.51 [58]

18
MX/AgNW

film/Nanocell
ulose

86 0.017 42.74 28.49 16724 1.5 300 [61]

19. MX foam bulk 0.06 70 318 53,030 0.22 580 [65]

20 MXPATPA bulk 0.62 45.18 33.26 236.45 1.217 1.241 [31]

21 TG−CN/PMMA foam 10 2.5 30.4 43.4 173.6 0.701 0.0292 [66]

22 RG−CN/PMMA foam 10 2.5 18.1 26.2 104.8 0.691 0.0015 [66]

23 GN−CN/PMMA foam 10 2.5 25.2 47.5 190 0.531 0.013 [66]

24 Fe3O4/GN/PDMS bulk 1 32.4 249.23 2492.31 0.13 2.5 [67]

25 Gr−PANI10:1@PI 40 0.04 21.3 16.38 4096.2 1.299 490.3 [68]

2.6. EMI Shielding of Graphene Composite

Graphene is a 2D material and similar to MXene, whereas EMI shielding of GN depend on number
of layers in GN and increasing layers enhance EMI SE of GN (EMI SE of single layer GN is 2.27 dB) [18].
The nacre-mimetic structure is an inspired structure for 2D materials such as MXene and GN which
exert excellent EMI shielding (Figure 9). The graphene/PDMS polymer aerogel composite shows EMI
SE of about 65 dB with the low GN loading (0.42 wt.%) and corresponding SSE and density are 100
dB·cm3·g−1, 0.0042 g·cm−3, respectively [8]. The physical or chemical process of the constitutional
element of the composite determine the EMI shielding and other parameter of the composite. Further,
the (thermally reduced graphene oxide−carbon nanotubes (TG−CN)−poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) composite displays EMI SE of 30.4 dB while chemically reduce−GO−carbon nanotube/PMMA
composite exhibits 1.68-times lesser EMI SE. For the reduction purpose, hydrazine and 900 ◦C were
used and this process has the impact on structure of the foam, polarization loss, and multiple reflection
of the composite. Additionally, chemical reduction process greatly reduces the EC of graphene−carbon
nanotube composition whereas thermal process considerably improves free electron path in the
composite [46,66–68]. Yang et al. handled another strategy to create the composite aerogel that is epoxy
copper nanowires/thermally annealed graphene aerogel (6.0−1.2 wt.%) and corresponding EMI SE is
47 dB with EC of 1.208 S·cm−1, and 2 mm of thickness. Introduction of the copper significantly improved
EMI SE and the EMI SE of the pure epoxy resin by 2 dB [69]. According to the Liang et al. report 32.5 dB
of EMI SE was achieved for graphene/SiC−nanowires/poly(vinylidene fluoride) composites with a
thickness of 1.2 mm and 0.015 S·cm−1 of EC. Thus, copper nanowire is the best choice compared to
SiC−nanowire, though, SiC nanowire possesses good dielectric properties and enhances the absorption
of the composite. Henceforth, the penetrating EMR is converted into heat energy in the 1D−2D network
which is due to the ohmic loss greatly improved SEA [1]. The addition of the inorganic component
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into the composite influenced the EMI SE, EC, magnetic property, and reflection loss. The cobalt-rich
glass-coated microwires with the formula of Co60Fe15Si10B15 graphene/silicone rubber composite
prepared blocked 98.4% of incident radiation and the corresponding filler loading is 0.059 wt.%.
Furthermore, the composite consists of magnetic property due to the presence of the cobalt−ion
containing microwire. The microwire (M) and graphene (G) arrange with the most prominent shielding
structures, such as MMMGGG and MGMGMG. The microwire plays a dominant role in EMI SE, which
is inferred that higher loading of M with proper geometrical array (MMMGGG) shows greater EMI SE
than that of GN. This is due to the magnetic behavior of the M, polarization relaxation, and impedance
matching. In addition, the dispersion array of the M and GN lower the EMI SE. According to the
Xu et al., the multiple array of one type fillers followed another type of filler significantly enhanced the
EMI SE [70].

Figure 9. Interaction of the cellulose fiber with MXene and nacre−like structure formation [46]
Copyright American Chemical Society, 2018.

The nickel foam can be created by a solution combustion (SC) technique and the resultant foam
made up of Ni and NiO is new type of metal foam. By immersing Ni foam into the rGO solution
(10 mgÅmL−1) for 2−3 h, the Ni-based EMI shielding composition can be fabricated. During the
immersing period, the rGO nanoplates penetrate into the skeleton of Ni−foam which gives rise to a
remarkable structure that enhances the EMI SE. The maximum reflection loss (RL) of Ni−GN foam
is −53.11 dB and the corresponding thickness, porosity, dielectric loss range, complex permeability
range, and density are 4.5 mm, 96.74%, 0.44–0.55, 1.05−0.97, and 38.54 mg·mL−1, respectively. The
rGO majorly contributes dielectric loss to the Ni/NiO framework and Ni/rGO foam showed relatively
higher μr than individual constitutional elements. Hence, nickel/rGO foam is a better choice than
Cu nanowire/graphene aerogel [69,71]. Zhu et al. reported another type of composition that is
Fe3O4/graphene coated Ni foam/poly dimethylsiloxane composite reached EMI SE of 32.4 dB with
2.5 S·cm−1 of EC and 1 mm of thickness. Introduction of the Fe3O4 and coating of the graphene on
the Ni foam considerably affected EMI SE. The composite preparation method and type of binder
used affects the shielding efficiency of the composite (Table 3) [67,69,71]. Li et al. made polyurethane
based GN composite that is polyurethane/graphene (PUG20) composite with twenty percentage of
weight ratio (20 wt.%) blocks 98.7% of incident radiation while epoxy encapsulated pyrolyzed PUG20
doubled the shielding ability (shielding power—99.99992%). The pyrolysis process not only improved
GN content but also enhanced the porous nature, electrical conductivity, impedance mismatching, and
SEA, and a higher filling load was attenuated at 99.99999% of the incident wave (Table 3) [4,43,45].
Graphene with the loading rate of 8.9 vol.% is dispersed in thermoplastic polyether block amide (Trade
name—PEBAX) by heat process (175 ◦C) exhibits 30.7 dB of EMI SE and half volume loading of the
graphene give rise to 16.6 dB of EMI SE.

In addition, the SEA of GN/PEBAX is dominant factor like another composite reported above [72].
Thus, pyrolysis of the GN based polymer composite greatly improve EMI shielding and other
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parameters such as EC, dielectric property, porous structure, permeability, etc. The CNTs co−decorated
porous carbon/graphene/PDMS foam generate 48 dB of shielding ability and corresponding SSE
is 347.8 dB·g−1·cm3. The composite consists multilayer of components those design is better than
that of the Zhu et al. study. The Ni foam is coated by CNT (GF) by the CVD method and Fe−Zn
co−precipitated on hydrothermal method (FCC−GF) which is dispersed in the PDMS matrix [G11].
The Zhu et al. study just used an electrostatic assemble of nanomaterials on the porous structure
that has less effect on EMI SE and CVD, or a hydro thermal process improved porous geometry and
minimized the defect of fillers [67,73].

The many studies use PDMS as a binder to make GN-based EMI shielding materials. The 3D
graphene/carbon nanotubes/polydimethylsiloxane composites (GC) was prepared by using freeze
drying followed by annealing at a high temperature (2800 ◦C) and this is similar to the Song et al.
study where they used the HC template to create the aerogel [58,74]. GC with 95.8% of porosity,
0.013 g·cm−3 of density, 2.4 mm of thickness, and 92.78 (vol.%) loading rate annealed at 1400 ◦C gave
rise to 54.43 dB of highest EMI SE and the corresponding EC is 0.2012 S·cm−1. The higher annealing
temperature (2800 ◦C) destroys EMI shielding of the composite, whereas the higher temperature repairs
the defects by removing functional groups, reduced polarization loss, lessens the amorphous nature
(higher amorphous nature at 1400 ◦C) and enhances the ohmic loss. Further, the introduction of the
CNT prevents the agglomeration of GN and enhance the electric channels in the 3D network [58,74].
Cheng et al. prepared graphene−polyaniline (PANI)@polyimide composite with a ratio of 10:1 (GN:
PANI) shows 21.3 dB (t − 0.04 mm) with 490.3 S·cm−1 of EC while GN/PANI, Ni decorated GN/PANI
and Ag decorated GN/PANI (5 wt.%) show EMI SE of 24.85, 29.33, and 24.93 dB, respectively. Therefore,
metal nanoparticle decoration with GN in PANI matrix improved EMI SE compared to the GN/PANI
in polyimide matrix [68,75,76].

The electrical conductivity of the pure materials is high compared to the composite made from
corresponding pure materials. Further, MXene based composition showed excellent EC compared to
the GN. This is because of the functional group present in the MXene gave rise to a better arrangement
in the polymer matrix which promoted a good electron flow path. Due to this, MXene is one of the
most attractive materials in the modern electronic world. The SSE and SSE/t is depend on the density
and thickness of the composite. Further, proper geometrical arrangement of the fillers is a crucial factor
for better EMI shielding.

3. Conclusions

In this review, we have highlighted recent progress in EMI shielding of MXene and graphene
composite with different fabrication technique. The global requirement is a lightweight, flexible,
cost−effective, and thinner EMI shielding material and EMI shielding over 20 dB, which is the basic
requirement for the EMI shielding application in electronic devices. The graphene is synthesized by
various methods in which radiative and chemical vapor deposition gives rise to good quality graphene
and utilization of other methods is dependent on the types of applications. MXene synthesis also
adapts various techniques and the lithium fluoride/hydrochloric acid etching is the most desirable
etching method. The 2D MXene and graphene play a major role in creating different structures,
especially aerogel. The freezing and freeze-drying process is used to prepare different geometric
composite with excellent EMI shielding is a new approach. Further, the pyrolysis and hydrothermal
process are important techniques used to achieve higher EMI shielding of the aerogel hybrid structure.
The pyrolysis process of MXene created with surface titanium oxide, induces the EMI shielding while
annealing of the MXene/polymer composite forms an internal conductive carbon network is another
approach for excellent EMI shielding. The high temperature pyrolysis process of MXene or graphene
polymer composite destroyed the EMI shielding function. The EMI shielding of graphene can be
improved further by doping, decoration, oxidation, reduction, encapsulation, type of polymer, and
processing technique. Thus, the proper geometrical arrangement of the fillers is a crucial factor for better
EMI shielding and can be tuned by changing thickness, porosity, dielectric loss range, and complex
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permeability. The addition of inorganic nano composition like nanowire, ions, and nanoparticle further
enhances EMI shielding and are being used to make the most powerful EMI shielding composites.
The polymer/filler composites are explored to fulfil recent demand in EMI shielding in electronic
devices. We hope, we have provided the fundamental understanding of MXene, graphene, and its
corresponding composites to achieve a modern electronic goal in the near future.
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